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Chapterr  2 

Causall  knowledge 

2.11 Introductio n 

Thiss chapter has mainly a descriptive purpose. It presents an overview of the models 
off  causation produced in the three areas of our research: Legal Theory, Philosophy, 
Artificiall  Intelligence. The exposition goes as follows. 

1.. In section 2.2 an example of a case description is presented, which is particu-
larlyy challenging from the point of view of causal reasoning. This example is 
meantt both as preliminary food for thought for the reader and as ground for the 
subsequentt presentation of various theoretical materials. 

2.. In section 2.3 the main legal-theoretical views on matters of causation are taken 
intoo consideration and tested on the example. This comparison results in choos-
ingg Hart and Honoré's approach as our reference model of causation in fact. 

3.. In section 2.4 Hart and Honoré's model is analyzed and restructured relative to 
thee ontological complexity of the causal relations defined in it. Four ontolog-
icallyy relevant cases of causation are distinguished: physical causation, agent 
causation,, interpersonal causation and negative causation. By so restructuring 
Hartt and Honoré's definition, we prepare the ground for an overview of the rel-
evantt philosophical and AI-lik e approaches to the types of causation covered by 
legall  reasoning. 

4.. In section 2.5 the main philosophical and AI-lik e theories about physical causa-
tionn are presented. 
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5.. In section 2.6 the main philosophical and Al-lik e theories about agent causation 
aree presented. 

6.. In section 2.7 the main philosophical and Al-lik e theories and problems about 
intepersornall  and negative causation are presented. 

7.. In section 2.8 some conclusions are drawn. 

2.22 The air  rifl e example 

Thee theoretical literature about causal relations is riddled with an exceptional variety 
off  disparate examples. On the one hand, some of these are examples of rather trivial 
relationss taken from our everyday experience: the sunrise and the singing of a rooster, 
thee movement of an object and the consequent movement of another one, the relation 
betweenn different states of matter (e.g. ice melting, water evaporating, etc.). The use 
off  this type of examples generally has the function of showing how causal reason-
ingg is pervasive of our experience of the world. Furthermore, these examples show 
howw causal reasoning can be modeled by taking one specific class of examples as the 
paradigmaticc class and by then extending its model to other classes. On the other hand, 
thee examples used in the literature about causal relations often are mental experiments 
describingg rather improbable situations. These types of examples are usually designed 
forr the purpose of proving some specific point about causality as a conceptual relation, 
ratherr than as an actual relation existing in the world. In [Mackie, 1974], for instance, 
thee author dedicates approximately eight (rather dense) pages (pp. 173-180) to the 
analysiss of a (thought) experiment of backward causation (i.e., a case of causation 
wheree the effect temporally precedes the cause1). He does this to suggest and illustrate 
howw the direction of the causal relation may conceptually be distinguished from the 
directionn of time. Another case of a weird example can be found in [Fair, 1979]: a 
bombb that is triggered by placing radium near a Geiger counter connected to the bomb. 
Thiss example is supposed to prove that Hume's reduction of the causal relation to a 
necessaryy connection is wrong, because we may admit as causal a chain of events for 
whichh we have no fully deterministic knowledge, and probably never wil l (due to the 
indeterminacyy principle which applies to the the radiation emitted by the radium). 

11 This goes as follows: a person who claims to have powers of precognition is asked to draw a copy of a 
pattern,, that is going to actually be drawn by some randomizing device on the next day. When the random 
patternn is produced, the precognizer's drawing rums out to be an exact copy of i t Given that there is no 
relationn between the precognizer and the random device, our intuition has to concede that the randomly 
producedd pattern is the cause of the precognizer's drawing, and not the other way around. 
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Inn the present chapter we too adopt a parametric example, which helps us in the illus-
trationn of various theories of causation that are relevant to our purposes. We use here 
aa case taken from the legal theoretical literature. Due to the many complications that 
characterizee it, this example illustrates both the pervasiveness of causal relations in our 
concretee experience and the elusiveness of such relations when trying to conceptualize 
them. . 

Examplee 2.1 (The air  rifle) In breach of a statute forbidding the sale to 
ann infant under the age of 16 of dangerous weapons, the defendant sold an 
airr rifle and ammunition to a boy of 13. The boy's mother told the boy to 
returnn the weapon to the defendant and get a refund: on the defendant's 
refusall  to take the rifle back, the boy's mother took it from the boy and hid 
it.. Six months later the boy found it and allowed a playmate to use it, who 
shott and accidentally wounded the plaintiff, destroying the sight of one 
eye.. (Henningsen v. Markovitz (1928) 132 Misc. 547, 230 NYS 313)2 

Thee dramatic development of the events described in Example 2.1 raises a general 
questionn of responsibility. This is due to the fact that the final event described in the 
examplee is a harmful one. It is mostly - even though not exclusively - about undesir-
ablee events that people seriously ask themselves: "Who made this happen? Who is to 
blame?".. Most people would agree that there is at least a question of moral responsibil-
ityy connected to the described chain of events. The attribution of moral responsibility, 
though,, may greatly vary from individual to individual. Someone might see the mother 
ass morally responsible of the plaintiff's lost eye; someone else might have reasons 
forr pointing his finger against the seller (the defendant); someone else might consider 
morallyy responsible the manufacturer of the air rifle or the engineers who designed it. 
Theree even might be someone who blames the victim himself, seeing in his blindness 
aa sort of payoff decided by a metaphysical entity (e.g. God) based on mysterious (but 
necessary)) criteria of (divine) justice. 
Now,, if the attribution of responsibility (for the plaintiff's lost eye) is not simply of a 
morall  nature, but of legal one, then the great variation of judgement indicated above 
mayy turn into a very serious practical problem. A problem that requires detailed (and 
preventive)) analyses (such as those presented in the following section) concerning the 
explicitexplicit criteria that should be used by a judge when blaming someone for the harm 
inflictedd on someone else. 
Thee reasons why moral judgement can tolerate more variety than legal judgement may 
bee spelled out in the following five points: 

2Appendixx A contains the original decision of the New York Supreme Court concerning this case. 
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1.. Great variation of judgement on moral responsibility is a rather common phe-
nomenon,, because everybody has his personal opinion on moral matters. 

2.. In (modern) pluralistic societies the situation described in 1 is cherished and 
protected.. It is not only acknowledged as a fact that everybody has his personal 
opinionss on moral matters, but it is also defended as a right: everybody is free to 
havee and to express his opinions on moral matters. 

3.. In order to limit the negative side-effects of the situation described in 2, modern 
societiess have adopted ways for limiting the practical effects that moral judge-
mentt has on the person who is morally blamed. In particular, the moralist has 
noo right whatsoever to exert any form of violence or coercion on the person who 
iss blamed. This principle, which counterbalances the principle of moral plural-
ism,, regulates interpersonal relationships. For instance, until the 80s the Italian 
legislationn contained special provisions for a person who committed so called 
honorr killing: the murder of the partner motivated by his/her adultery. When in 
19811 the penal relevance of a person's honor was abrogated, this was seen as 
aa significant step forward in Italian (legislative) culture. It was something of a 
revolutionn the idea that honor is no mitigating factor if a man kill s his wife, even 
iff  he morally may have the right to blame her for her infidelity. The same prin-
ciplee holds, for instance, in the abortion law: legally speaking, it is the woman's 
choice,, and her choice only, to terminate her pregnancy, no matter what is the 
morall  opinion of the father on matters of abortion. The father may not coerce 
thee woman to (or not to) terminate her pregnancy. 

4.. In pluralistic societies the right to (directly) effect the person who is blamed is 
leftt to other (non moral) types of judgement. It is a prerogative of those who 
attributee legal responsibility to focus on the behavior of a person and to punish 
and/orr correct the person for such behavior. 

5.. Therefore, great variations in judgement become a serious problem for the type 
off  judgement indicated in 4. Legal judgement has a generalized value, in the 
sensee that the person that expresses such judgements usually does it from a po-
sitionn of authority, speaking in the name of a larger group of individuals and 
applyingg their laws. This requires that the attribution of legal responsibility is as 
consistentconsistent as possible over as many cases as possible. This requirement is not 
(soo explicitly) present in the case of moral responsibility. 

Now,, it is precisely the longing for consistency indicated in 5 that raises the tough 
problemss concerning the criteria of legal responsibility attribution, problems that are 
furtherr illustrated in the next section. A closer and more systematic look is given at 
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variouss aspects of Example 2.1 that are relevant to the attribution of legal responsibility. 
Legall  Theory provides different and alternative types of criteria for legal responsibility 
attribution.. Such a variety shows that moving from the widely varying views on moral 
responsibilityy attribution to a more structured and consistent legal view requires a very 
complexx analytical process. 

2.33 Legal Theory on responsibility and causation 

Considerr - once again - Example 2.1. In this section we want to illustrate the main 
analyticall  tools that courts have at their disposal when trying to provide answers to 
thee questions of legal responsibility raised by our parametric example. We follow 
[Hartt and Honore, 1985]. 
Beforee getting started, a caveat is needed here: our treatment makes abstraction of 
problemss of evidence and of the burden of proof. As partly explained by the two En-
glishh scholars [Hart and Honore, 1985] (p. 406-428), those two problems influence the 
rolee of legal causal reasoning only by regulating the acquisition of information by the 
court.. This means that in principle, as well as in most real cases, evidence and the bur-
denn of proof affect legal causal reasoning solely from a procedural point of view. They 
doo not inherently change the kind of information that is considered by a court when 
assessingg causal relations in a case. At most, problems of evidence or burden of proof 
mayy affect the amount or the order of the information provided to a court for making 
aa decision. Despite the fact that incomplete or poorly ordered information may lead a 
courtt to make unjust decisions, this does not affect the type of information that a court 
requiress in order to make a decision, be it just or unjust. 
Inn other words, throughout our treatment of causal issues in legal settings we wil l rely 
onn a complex assumption by which it is assumed that whoever between the parties has 
thee burden of proof: 

1.. Sufficient evidence is provided that each considered fact or event actually took 
place.place. We therefore assume, for instance, that in Example 2.1 there is sufficient 
evidencee that it was the playmate who pulled the trigger. 

2.. Sufficient evidence is provided that no relevant facts have been omitted. We 
assume,, for instance, that the playmate was not forced by someone to fire the air 
rifle. rifle. 

Inn conclusion, given 1 and 2 we may overlook problems concerning evidence and the 
burdenn of proof. We focus here only on the type of information required by a court. 
Afterr this due clarification, we may now proceed to consider some of the main legal 
theoreticall  models of responsibility and causation. 
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2.3.11 Legal responsibility 
Mostt legal-theoretical debates about the notion of responsibility revolve around the 
problemm of how much space common-sense has in the determination and the attribution 
off  legal responsibility. A case presents two main types of elements, which may play a 
rolee in attributing responsibility. 

1.. On the one hand, there are factual elements, which contain information for estab-
lishingg the chain of causation and which, therefore, make it possible to attribute 
thee responsibility of the harm to the person(s) who caused it. 

2.. On the other hand, there are the legal elements of the case, which contain infor-
mationn for identifying the person(s) who may be held responsible for the harm, 
basedd on so called considerations of legal policy. 

Now,, as observed in [Hart and Honore, 1985] (p. xlviii) , most legal theoretical treat-
mentss of legal responsibility are not neutral with respect to the roles that either causa-
tionn or legal policy play in the attribution of responsibility. In other words, the legal 
theoreticianss that see the attribution of responsibility as predominantly based on causal 
relations,, will usually start their analyses with definitions of legal responsibility that 
aree biased towards causation. On the other hand, the legal theoreticians that aim at 
thee reduction of the notion of legal responsibility to questions of policy, often adopt as 
theirr working hypotheses definitions of responsibility that overlook issues of causation 
inn fact in favor of issues of policy3. This situation makes the overall debate on re-
sponsibilityy very difficult, due to the lack of a common ground for comparing different 
approaches. . 
Inn order to overcome such lack of a neutral ground of confrontation, Hart and Honore 
proposee to see legal responsibility as described by three main elements. These form to-
getherr a general framework for treating issues of responsibility, without requiring any 
strongg commitment about the role of causation or of legal policy. The three elements 
indicatedd by Hart and Honore are: a definition of the legal concept of responsibility, the 
legall  grounds for the attribution of legal responsibility and, finally, the types of cases 
thatt arise from combining different grounds. 
InIn the following, we illustrate these three elements in more detail. 

Thee legal concept of responsibility 

Hartt and Honore [Hart and Honore, 1985] (p. xliii ) reduce the notion of legal responsi-
bilit yy to the legal status of someone who is subject to a legal punishment or a sanction. 

3Ann extra complication often is that the two types of elements are not distinguished, in the sense that 
policyy considerations determine what is the chain of causation. 
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Heree is their definition. 

Definitionn 2.1 (Legal responsibility) Legal responsibility is the liability of a person 
toto be punished, forced to compensate, or otherwise subjected to a sanction by the law. 

Thee definition above does not give any indications regarding what a person must have 
donee in order to be held legally responsible. Hart and Honoré limit the concept of 
legall  responsibility to the purely legal aspects of this notion and they reduce legal 
responsibilityy to the legal status that a person acquires (i.e. the liability to certain 
disagreeablee consequences). Analytically speaking, this definition might sound ill -
foundedd because it is given in terms of (legal) consequences. One would rather expect a 
properr definition to spell out the legal, non legal, necessary and/or sufficient conditions 
thatt a person must fulfil l in order to be considered responsible (e.g. if you commit a 
murder,, then you are legally responsible for the death of the victim). Hart and Honoré's 
approachh is not that odd, though, when seen in the context of legal-theoretical debates. 
Thiss is true for three reasons. 

1.. First of all, by binding the notion of legal responsibility to the notion of liability 
Hartt and Honoré mark a clear distinction between legal responsibility and any 
otherr form of responsibility, in particular moral responsibility. This is due to the 
veryy meaning of liability, which will further be illustrated below. 

2.. Secondly, defining legal responsibility in terms of liability entails the presence 
off  a second legal requirement: the accountability of the person. This notion will 
findd further illustration in the rest of this subsection. 

3.. Thirdly and lastly, limiting the definition of the legal concept of responsibility to 
liabilityy has another legal-theoretical merit. It shields the definition of legal re-
sponsibilityy from the (legal-theoretical) debates about the existence of necessary 
and/orr sufficient conditions for legal responsibility. Hart and Honoré propose 
insteadd to see such so-called conditions as grounds, which are used in attribut-
inging legal responsibility rather than as defining conditions of legal responsibility 
itself. . 

Inn the next subsections we further illustrate the notion of ground. Before doing this, 
though,, we spend here some more words on the notions of liability and accountability, 
whichh completes our treatment of Definition 2.1. 
Ass explained above, the definition binds the legal concept of responsibility to the 
chieflyy legal notion of liability and, consequently, to the notion of accountability. Now, 
bothh the legal literature and the legal practice do not provide unambiguous distinc-
tionss between the exact meaning of the terms responsibility, liability and accountabil-
ity.. These are often even used as synonyms, which is due to the fact that, intuitively 
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speaking,, the three terms indicate the same one concept, which could be metaphor-
icallyy described as the "visibility " of a person to the legal system. In other words, 
thee terms responsibility, liability and accountability may be taken as indicating four 
differentt degrees of the legal visibility of a person, as follows: 

1.. A person is ultrahighly visible to the legal system (i.e., actually legally responsi-
ble)ble) when a judicial authority decides that she shall be punished (punishment is 
heree meant in its broader sense). 

2.. A person is highly visible to the legal system (i.e., potentially legally responsible) 
whenn she is subject to the power of a judicial authority which may make a legal 
decisionn that might result in some form of punishment. 

3.. A person is lowly visible to the legal system (i.e. liable) when she is subject to 
thee power of a judicial authority. 

4.. Finally, a person is ultralowly visible to the legal system (i.e. accountable) when 
shee fulfill s the necessary criteria, which are established by law and which any 
personn must fulfil l in order to be subject to punishment or sanctions. 

Givenn the four visibility degrees introduced above we may say that, in intuitive terms, 
Hartt and Honoré define the attribution of responsibility as the increase of visibility of 
aa person for the legal system. It should further be noted that a consequence of points 2 
andd 3 above is that there is a difference in visibility between a person that is possibly 
subjectt to a legal decision of, say, contract resolution and a person that is possibly 
subjectt to a legal decision of, say, conviction. The difference is the following. The 
resolutionn of a contract simply restores (or at least tries to restore) the situation holding 
betweenn the parties before the conclusion of the contract. In other words, the parties 
aree (possibly) subject to a legal decision that changes their future to the extent that 
suchh change is needed in order to restore their past. On the contrary, in the case of 
sanctionn or punishment, such as conviction, the parties are (possibly) subject to a legal 
decisionn that changes their future to a much more considerable extent, in the sense that 
thee judgement should make it unlikely for them to cause harm (ever) again. In other 
words,, the harsher the consequences of the judgement the more you want - or you have 
-- to know about the person you are judging. 
Inn the following we further specify the meaning of liability and accountability in order 
too provide a clarification of what makes a person liable, what makes her accountable 
andd how her legal visibility increases. 

Liabilit yy In generic terms, the liability of a person may be seen as the person's rela-
tionn with a (judicial) authority. Such authority has the power to make decisions 
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thatt directly affect the person and her future. The decisions need not to estab-
lishh punishment, compensation or sanctions. In cases of rescission of contract, 
forr instance, the parties in the contract are all liable in front of the competent 
courtt to restitute, but not to be punished, forced to compensate or be sanctioned. 
Therefore,, in this type of cases the persons involved are not responsible, in the 
sensee indicated by Hart and Honoré, even though they are liable. In Example 2.1, 
forr instance, if the mother had immediately gone to court and the court had the 
powerr to decide for the restitution of the money in exchange of the air rifle, the 
sellerr would have been liable for the restitution, but not responsible of anything. 
Inn many cases, though, punishment, compensation or sanctions are involved. 
Thiss means that in these cases the liability of the person is responsibility. 

Accountabilityy In order to be liable, a person must be accountable, which depends on 
whetherr the person satisfies the criteria of accountability fixed in the law. These 
criteriaa usually refer to the physical and psychological capacity of a natural per-
sonn to have control on her actions and/or to stand trial. Typical examples of such 
criteriaa are age or mental sanity. This criteria may vary depending on the type of 
laww that is considered: civil and criminal law usually have, for instance, differ-
entt criteria of accountability. In most legal systems persons of (very) young age 
andd the mentally ill are not accountable. Which means, in terms of our visibility 
metaphor,, that these categories of persons are legally "invisible" to most legal 
systems44 and that they cannot be held responsible for what they caused, what-
everr that might be. This is clearly shown in Example 2.1, because none of the 
childrenn involved in the case is liable due to lack of accountability. 

Givenn the analysis presented above, we may conclude that, in any given case, the per-
sonn who is found legally responsible of the wrongdoing acquires the legal status of 
beingg liable to be punished, forced to compensate or otherwise be sanctioned. A legal 
prerequisitee of such liability is accountability. In order to be liable to be punished, a 
personn must satisfy the legally defined criteria of possession of certain physical and 
mentall  capacities. 
Havingg clarified the legal nature of responsibility, we may move on and illustrate the 
groundss that are usually used by courts in attributing legal responsibility. 

4Thiss conclusion is an unfortunate consequence of the "visibility " metaphor. In a way, it is too strong 
too say that all the non accountable persons are legally invisible, because they (may) still have rights, which 
makee them visible to the legal system, but under a different light In other words, a way of correcting the 
"visibility ""  metaphor might be to relativize i t One should not speak of legal visibility in general but, rather, 
off  visibility for criminal law, or for tort law, or for that part of the law that provides for sanctions. 
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Groundss for  responsibility attributio n 

Accordingg to Hart and Honoré: "There are many grounds on which responsibility may 
bee imposed, and others may be invented in the future." (p.xliv). In other words, the 
groundss for responsibility attribution do not have the status of logical or strictly ratio-
nall  conditions. They rather are widely accepted requirements, which generally grow 
outt of tradition and that are progressively codified by legislators in the Law. The dif-
ferencee between a logical condition and a requirement may be understood in terms of 
thee (Kantian) difference between analytic statements (logical conditions) and synthetic 
statementss (requirement). As explained above, such requirements should therefore be 
leftt outside the definition of legal responsibility. They may instead be spelled out in a 
separatee definition, like the following one. 

Definitionn 2.2 (Grounds for  legal responsibility attribution ) Grounds for the attri-
butionbution of legal responsibility to a person for a given harm are: 

1.1. The conduct of the person. 

2.2. The causal connection between the conduct of the person and the given harm. 

3.3. The fault legally implied by the conduct of the person. 

Definitionn 2.2 revolves around the notion of conduct. This is not further defined by 
Hartt and Honoré, but for the moment it can be quite safely taken as indicating the 
intentionall  or unintentional behavior of a person throughout the events under analysis. 
Furthermore,, the definition considers both factual and legal elements as grounds for the 
attributionn of responsibility. This is in accordance with Hart and Honoré's intention of 
givingg equal consideration to causation and legal policy in their framework definition 
off  legal responsibility. In Example 2.1 an instance of conduct is the combination of the 
seller'ss sale of the rifle and his later refusal to accept it back; an instance of fault is the 
seller'ss breach of the mentioned statute; finally, an instance of a causal connection is 
thee relation between the shooting and the blinding of the victim. 
Byy combining the grounds mentioned above, a wide variety of actual cases may be 
described.. There are five main types of cases, as explained in the following. 

Typologyy of cases 

Hartt and Honoré actually describe seven main types of cases, which combine the 
groundss indicated in Definition 2.2. In this subsection we consider only five of them, 
becausee we do not distinguish, as Hart and Honoré do, between causing and occa-
sioningg harm. Furthermore, for exemplifying each case type, we use slightly revised 
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versionss of Example 2.1. In other words, we highlight the aspects of the case (or of 
itss variations) that a court should take into consideration when attributing the legal re-
sponsibilityy of the harm. In particular, we focus on the legal position of the seller, with 
respectt both to his conduct and to the statute he trespassed. 

Typee 1: Conduct, Causation, Fault In this case type (which exactly corresponds to 
Examplee 2.1) the court allocates responsibility based on the causal chain that 
startedd from the seller's faulty conduct and led to the harm. In other words, the 
courtt has to decide whether the unlawful behavior is causally related to the harm. 

Typee 2: Conduct, Causation Suppose that the seller's conduct, despite resulting in a 
violation,, is not faulty, because it is proven that the boy who bought the rifle 
showedd a faked identity card and the shop keeper had no reasons to assume that 
thiss card was faked. The seller could still be responsible for the plaintiff's blind-
ingg based on strict liability and on the causal connection between his conduct 
andd the harm. In other words, in this case the court may allocate responsibility 
too the seller, based on the causal connection between his conduct and the harm 
andd on his strict liability as a seller of dangerous implements. Furthermore, the 
strictt liability of the seller could be used as an argument against him even if 
hiss non faulty conduct did not result in a violation. The seller could be consid-
eredd responsible for the harm caused to the plaintiff, simply based on his causal 
involvementt in the case. 

Typee 3: Conduct, Fault Suppose that in Example 2.1, no harm takes place (i.e., there 
iss no causation involved at all). In this case a court could only allocate responsi-
bilityy to the seller for his faulty conduct, i.e. his breach of the statute. This, by 
thee way, actually happened: before the case presented in Example 2.1, the seller 
wass actually convicted by a criminal court for his breach of statute. 

Typee 4: Conduct Imagine a combination of types 2 and 3, where no harm takes place 
andd the seller is not to blame because it is proven that the boy who bought the 
riflerifle  did it by showing a faked identity card and the shop keeper had no reasons 
too assume that this card was faked. In this case a court could still allocate re-
sponsibilityy to the seller for his conduct, simply based on his strict liability as a 
sellerr of dangerous implements. 

Typee 5: No Conduct, No Causation, No Fault This last type of case cannot be ex-
emplifiedd by directly considering the seller, because he has a role in the case. 
Clearr examples of persons that could be found legally responsible for the harm, 
despitee having no role in the case (vicarious liability), are the parents of the boy 
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whoo shot (the playmate), given that there was no omission/negligence on their 
part. . 

Now,, according to Hart and Honoré's analysis two types of cases require the assess-
mentt of causal relations as a ground for attributing legal responsibility (the first and 
thee second type above). Therefore, if cases were evenly distributed over their types, 
wee would have to conclude that at least two cases out of five require a thorough and 
coherentt analysis of causal relations when a court decides on the related questions of 
responsibility.. We believe, though, that the amount of cases, for which causal reasoning 
iss required, goes well beyond two fifths of the total cases. This is true for the following 
reasons: : 

1.. It is very improbable that the distribution of cases over their types is even. Most 
casess discussed in court deal withactual undesirable events, which were brought 
aboutt by someone's (possibly faulty) conduct. In other words, it is reasonable 
too believe that most cases are of the first two types, where causation is at stake. 
Peoplee generally take the trouble to go to court, when they seek some form of 
vindicationn for damages that have already taken place. 

2.. Even when considering cases of the third and fourth types, where no actual harm 
hass happened, courts may have to make (quite extensive) use of hypothetical 
causalcausal reasoning. In order to attribute responsibility for a (faulty) conduct, which 
didd not lead to any actual undesirable event, courts must often envisage what the 
consequencess of that conduct might have been. The (ontological) basis of such 
hypotheticall  causal reasoning are exactly the same as the basis of reasoning about 
actuall  causes. 

3.. For what concerns the fifth type of cases indicated by Hart and Honoré, it is quite 
evidentt that the responsibility of a parent to pay for the damages caused by the 
children,children, can only be attributed once it is clearly established that the children 
actuallyactually caused the damages. Which again imposes to the court to assess the 
causalcausal grounds on which the decision is taken. 

4.. In addition to the foregoing considerations, there exists another group of reasons 
forr seeing causation as the central case of responsibility. These are individuated 
byy Hart and Honoré. On the one hand, they think that: "The limits to respon-
sibilityy set by common sense causal principles are appropriate to the Law as a 
systemm designed to minimize harm by an appeal to individuals to control their 
conduct.".. Such self-control boils down to the idea that individuals: "Wil l not 
doo those things which are sufficient to produce harm without the intervention 
off  others or of abnormal contingencies." (p.lxxx). On the other hand, Hart and 
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HonoréHonoré propose a sort of anthropological argument in favor of the chiefly causal 
naturee of legal (as well as moral) responsibility: 'The idea that individuals are 
primarilyy responsible for the harm which their actions are sufficient to produce 
withoutt the intervention of others or of extraordinary natural events is important, 
nott merely to law and morality, but to the preservation of something else of great 
momentumm in human life. This is the individual's sense of himself as a separate 
personn whose character is manifested in such actions. Individuals come to under-
standd themselves as distinct persons, to whatever extent they do, and to acquire 
aa sense of self respect largely by reflection on those changes in the world about 
themm which their actions are sufficient to bring about without the intervention of 
otherss and which are therefore attributable to them separately." (p.lxxx). 

Thee general situation described above imposes the formulation of clear criteria for 
handlingg problems of causation when dealing with questions of responsibility. Legal 
theoryy has indeed dedicated a lot of attention to define such criteria. Three main (fam-
iliess of) approaches may be individuated in this stream of legal theoretical research: 
causall  maximalism, causal minimalism and Hart and Honoré's approach. The follow-
ingg subsections illustrate each of these approaches in some detail. 

2.3.22 Causal maximalism 

Thee most traditional view on problems of legal causation allows to trace legal respon-
sibilityy through causal relations solely: the person who caused the harm is responsible 
forr it. The causal maximalist recognizes only clause 2 of Definition 2.2 as valid ground 
off  responsibility attribution. This approach does not allow the use of any other consid-
eration,, besides purely causal ones. Therefore, Hart and Honoré call this view causal 
maximalism,, because it simply equates legal responsibility with causation. Causal 
maximalismm is much stronger than the position we expressed at the end of last subsec-
tion.. There we stressed that the causal relation is the central (or paradigmatic) criterion 
forr responsibility attribution. Causal maximalism goes well beyond this and sees the 
causall  relation as the only admissible criterion of legal responsibility attribution. This, 
off  course, leaves the causal maximalist with the open problem of establishing clear 
criteriaa for individuating causal relations in legal settings. In the following we provide 
aa description of two examples of criteria proposed by causal maximalists as adequate 
meanss for the individuation of causal relations. 
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Causall  proximity 

Thee most general criterion provided by causal maximalists is a combination of common 
sensee and of the principle of so called causal proximity to the harm. In other words, 
thee agent that by common sense may be considered as the most proximate cause of the 
harmm is the cause of the harm and should, therefore, be held responsible for it. 
Now,, the question of how to define causal proximity is mostly left unanswered. This is 
donee on purpose. The causal maximalist does not see the vagueness of causal proximity 
ass a problem but as a feature of this notion. Its vagueness should leave more freedom 
too the judge (or the jury) to apply common sense and, therefore, to make a decision 
thatt better suites the case under scrutiny. A lot of legal theoreticians, though, (and even 
somee causal maximalists) do not share the maximalist's enthusiasm for the conceptual 
vaguenesss of causal proximity. The main reason being that this criterion allows great 
variationss of outcome over different but comparable cases. As a matter of fact, the 
judgementt about the causal proximity of one's action to the harm ultimately depends 
onlyy on the discretion of the judge (or the jury). Furthermore, even within the same 
case,, the question of what is the most proximate cause to the harm might be impossible 
too answer. Consider Example 2.1. There is small doubt that the shooting of the rifle by 
thee playmate is the most proximate cause of the harm (the blinding of the plaintiff). But 
thee playmate is a person of young age (i.e., not accountable), which means that either 
hiss parents are to be held responsible (vicarious liability) or that the next proximate 
causee must be individuated. A pure causal maximalist, of course, would choose the 
secondd option. The next proximate cause is the boy who found the rifle and gave it to 
hiss playmate. Again a person of young age. Therefore, the next proximate cause must 
bee found. To do this, though, we have to make a jump of six months backward in time, 
whenn the seller sold the rifle to the boy and the mother confiscated and hid it. Now, time 
wisee the most proximate cause to the harm is the mother, who (ineffectively) hid the 
riflerifle  from her child. It is rather counterintuitive, though, to admit that hiding something 
fromm someone causes that something to be found and used. Such causal assessment 
becomess even more counterintuitive, when the mother's conduct is contrasted with the 
seller's,, who actually gave the rifle to the boy in the first place. So it seems that, ma-
teriallyy speaking, once the two children are ruled out, the most proximate cause of the 
harmm is the seller, rather than the mother, even though her conduct temporally followed 
his.. But, then again, if this conclusion is reached without using any legal consideration 
off  fault (based on negligence) concerning the seller's conduct, one might try to dis-
chargee the seller by showing that the manufacturer is the most proximate cause of the 
harm.. The manufacturer actually produced (i.e. brought to existence) the dangerous 
implementt that caused the harm. If one is truly committed to causal proximity, then 
thee production of the rifle might (very well) be seen as an event that is causally more 
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proximatee to the harm than the trading of the rifle by the seller. It is important to keep 
inn mind that this comparison should be done independently of temporal considerations, 
justt as in the case of the comparison between the mother's and the seller's conducts. 
Inn conclusion we may say that the criterion of causal proximity very easily breaks 
down,, because the more one goes back in time (which often is required in case analy-
sis)) the more conditions may be considered as candidate proximate causes. Even when 
adjunctivee criteria are applied, usually of a legal nature, the question of causal prox-
imityy might not become easier to answer. In Example 2.1, for instance, the judge who 
decidedd to attribute the legal responsibility of the harm to the seller, could rely on a 
previouss criminal conviction of the seller for his breach of statute. Still, the judge had 
aa very hard time arguing that the seller's faulty conduct was a proximate cause of the 
harm.. In the end he had to resort to his own judgement, phrased in Beale's terminology 
off  active forces. We briefly illustrate Beale's ideas in the following. 

Beale'ss and Epstein's criteri a 

Theree have been a few attempts at further specifying the notion of causal proximity. 
AA further specification would save the overall maximalist approach, by standardizing 
thee use of the notion of proximate cause. A first example of systematic attempts at 
standardizationn are Beale's rules. These rules reformulate the notion of proximity in 
termss of mechanical forces, by providing a sort of Newtonian universal view on legal 
causation.. For instance, one formula that summarizes Beale's view on causal proximity 
statess that: "Where defendant's active force has come to a rest in a position of apparent 
safety,, the court will follow it no longer; if some new force later combines with this 
conditionn to create harm, the result is remote from defendant's act." [Beale, 1920], 
Thiss may also be seen as a reformulation of the classical theory of the so called novus 
actusactus interveniens, a new intervention, which breaks the chain of causation and, there-
fore,, the line of responsibility. By applying Beale's principle to Example 2.1, the judge 
decidedd that: "Defendant's wrongdoing continued to be potentially active, so long and 
wheneverr the infant purchaser obtained access to the dangerous implement, constitut-
ingg in itself a force which defendant had set in motion. The two elements were the boy's 
eagernesss to possess and use the dangerous weapon, and the defendant's wrongful act 
whichh made that desire an effective source of danger to others. Both have persisted. 
Ann ineffectual check did not bring them to rest. The force continued operative and 
capablee of producing damage, without the necessity of any other new force combining 
therein.". . 
Now,, this judgement might be right and just. But its phrasing is far from being that 
intuitivee mixture of common sense and causal proximity that causal maximalists pro-
posedd in the first place. Beale's mechanistic approach seems to complicate things, 
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ratherr than simplifying them. The notion of force is not rich enough, especially when 
usedd for describing the causal influence of human actions. In particular, the psycho-
logicall  aspects of human actions cannot be properly captured by a purely deterministic 
descriptionn in terms of forces. Such deficiency is quite evident in the language used by 
thee judge who decided about Example 2.1. It is rather obscure what he meant by the 
forceforce of the defendant's wrongdoing. Such obscurity, on its turn, makes it difficult to 
eitherr agree or disagree with the judge when he claims that: "The force continued to 
bee operative and capable of producing damage without the necessity of any other new 
forcee combining therein.". 
Inn the late 70s a further attempt was made at rescuing causal maximalism from (intel-
lectual)) bankruptcy. In [Epstein, 1979] Epstein, just as any other good causal max-
imalist,, takes the legal notion of cause to be that embedded in ordinary language. 
Hee admits, though, that some more structure is needed for consistent use of this no-
tion.. Epstein proposes such a structure, in particular for application to tort law. The 
authorr is inspired, on the one hand, by Beale's notion of force and, on the other 
hand,, by Hart and Honoré's analysis, which was firstly presented in the 1959 edi-
tionn of [Hart and Honore, 1985]. By merging these two results Epstein proposes that: 
"Thee plaintiff must show that the manner of causing harm falls within one of four 
'paradigms'.. These are: the use of force; fright; the exercise of compulsion; and the 
creationn of a dangerous situation." [Hart and Honore, 1985] (p.lxxiv). 
Despitee the added notions related to agenthood (fright, compulsion, etc.), Epstein's cri-
teria,, just as Beale's, are too restrictive. As a matter of fact, it can hardly be said that 
ordinaryy language confines 'causing' to causing by one of those four modes. Further-
more,, there is a problem of ranking between the four paradigms, in case of multiple 
actions.. And last, but not least, all the ambiguities of a case might still be there, when it 
comess to apply the same one paradigm to the conducts of two persons. In Example 2.1, 
forr instance, who did create the dangerous situation? Was it the mother or the seller? 
Epstein'ss paradigm does not provide much help in deciding. 
Anyway,, whatever the answer to this last question might be, there is an ultimate crit-
icismm to causal maximalism and its extensions. A criticism that, in a way, rules out 
thee very possibility of making the notion of proximity more explicit and structured. 
Ass Hart and Honoré put it: "Rules for determining proximate cause very often contain 
explicitt or implicit reference to principles of legal policy." [Hart and Honore, 1985] 
(p.97).. This is the worst criticism that could be directed against a causal maximalist. It 
mustt be said that the two English scholars do not fully agree with such harsh criticism. 
Theyy nonetheless present it because it bears some truth, which justifies the rising of a 
secondd legal theoretical movement, known as causal minimalism, that opposed causal 
maximalismm and finally took its place in the harts and minds of many legal theoreticians 
andd practitioners. This is explained in the next subsection. 
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2.3.33 Causal minimalism 

InIn the 30s a new wave of legal theoreticians, lead by Leon Green [Green, 1930], op-
posedd the very possibility of distinguishing between questions of fact and questions of 
policy.. They claimed that almost every issue in a legal case may be reduced to a ques-
tionn of legal policy. The causal minimalist recognizes only clause 3 of Definition 2.2 
ass a valid ground for responsibility attribution. These should therefore receive most of 
thee attention, because once the questions of policy of the case are solved, the remaining 
questionss of fact may be tackled by (standard forms of) counterfactual reasoning. For 
instance,, if a causal minimalist were confronted with Example 2.1, he would in the first 
placee ask who are the legally relevant persons in the case. This would probably bring 
himm to indicate three (groups of) individuals as candidates for legal responsibility: (one 
of)) the parents of the boy who shot, (one of) the parents of the boy who owned the rifle 
(thee mother, in our case) and, finally, the seller. According to the minimalist, each of 
thesee individuals may be addressed by the judiciary based on legal considerations, not 
onn an evaluation of the causal importance of their conduct in the case. In other words, 
thee parents of the boys and the seller all have legal positions that make them suitable to 
bee responsible for the harm, independently of their active role in the chain of causation 
thatt lead to the harm. The parents are exposed to the assignment of liability vicarious 
orr not. While the seller may be considered liable to punishment based on breach of 
statutee or on strict liability. The criteria for selecting these persons and not other ones 
-- according to the minimalist - are explicitly or implicitly spelled out by the Law. If, 
forr instance, there were a statute forbidding the production of air rifles, the manufac-
turerr of the air rifle used in Example 2.1 could also be considered for the assignment 
off  responsibility. On the contrary, all children involved in the case are legally ruled out 
becausee of their lack of accountability, which - again - is determined by considerations 
off  legal policy (just as a ban on the production of air rifles would be). 
Now,, once all persons that are legally relevant to the case are identified, the minimalist 
selectss who is actually responsible for the harm by running a counterfactual test on the 
conductss of each of the legally individuated persons. In general terms, the minimalist 
asks:: "Had not the person conducted herself in the way she did, would the harm have 
takenn place anyway?". If the answer is no, then that person bears (at least some of) the 
responsibilityy of the harm. 

Thiss approach has - so to speak - a nice refreshing flavor if compared to causal maxi-
malism.. It cuts loose from all the complications connected to the maximalist's search 
forr what is causally proximate to (or remote from) the harm. Apparently the combi-
nationn of a thorough legal analysis and a counterfactual test is much more practical 
thann (pure) causal analysis. This is due to two intertwined reasons. On the one hand, 
suchh combination allows to clarify by purely legal means the relative positions of the 
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personss involved in the case. This very fact, on the other hand, allows to separately 
assesss the causal influence of each person's conduct by applying purely logical means 
off  analysis (i.e. counterfactuals). 
Itt could not be easier than that! In theory. In practice, though, things turn out to be 
(muchh more) complicated. As a matter of fact, the causal minimalist, while trying to 
avoidd the causal disentanglement of a case, is confronted with other problems that are 
justt as difficult as those that afflict the maximalist, like the following: 

1.. On the one hand, he cannot avoid founding his initial legal analysis on some (pre-
liminary)) causal understanding of what has happened. For instance, the seller of 
thee rifle comes into consideration because of the fault (breach of statute) implied 
byy his conduct. His faulty conduct, though, has some causal relevance to the 
harm.. Had he not been held responsible of selling dangerous weapons but of tax 
evasion,, he would not have been addressed by the court at all: his legal position 
wouldd be just as irrelevant to the harm as the legal position of the manufacturer 
off  the rifle (in a world where manufacturing air rifles is not prohibited). 

2.. On the other hand, minimalistic views of causation have theoretical problems 
thatt go well beyond legal relevance. Executing the counterfactual test (after the 
legall  analysis of a case) is not such a trivial task as it may seem. Just as in the 
casee of causal proximity, it is very difficult to give a consistent interpretation of 
counterfactuall  statements due to the fundamental ambiguity that characterizes 
them.. As their name indicates, counterfactuals are based on the hypothetical 
negationn of actual facts (or events). Therefore, their truth can be conclusively 
establishedd only if the facts (or events) under scrutiny are repeatable ones, i.e. if 
theyy are part of some experimental protocol. If this is not the case, as it often 
happenss in legal settings, then there is no proper way of applying the ceteris 
paribusparibus condition. Such condition is utterly needed, though, for conclusively 
assessingg the truth of counterfactual statements. 

Now,, the situation described above has brought the causal minimalist to devise ever 
moree sophisticated counterfactual tests that should be used when dealing with problems 
off  responsibility. In the rest of this section we give an overview of the most salient 
amongg the tests proposed by the minimalists. Just as we did for causal maximalism, 
wee evaluate thee pros and cons of the minimalists' proposals by testing them on Example 
2.1. . 

SineSine qua non test 

Thee first and most traditional counterfactual test formulated for application to legal 
analysiss is the sine qua non test. Its name refers to the Latin formula for counterfac-
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tuals,, which might be translated as the without which it would not be, or would not 
havehave been the case test. The most distinctive point of this test is that it checks for 
necessaryy conditions. In other words, according to this logical test all conditions that 
aree recognized as necessary for the harm should be considered as causes of the harm. 
Onn its turn, the notion of necessity that supports this view is usually reduced to Mill' s 
philosophicall  conception of cause. According to Mil l the cause of an event (or, rather, 
off  an event of a certain type) is the sum total of all the conditions which are together 
sufficientt to produce it, in the sense of being invariably and unconditionally followed 
byy it [Mill , 1886]. Each of these jointly sufficient conditions is necessary to the effect. 
Now,, this notion of causation has been subject to fierce criticism from countless legal 
theoreticall  sides. The main argument against it is that the logical criterion of necessity 
iss unpractical (or even worse: philosophical!) for the purpose of assessing causal rela-
tions,, because it does not provide any clear way of distinguishing the actual cause of 
ann event from its necessary conditions. The typical example of the fundamental ambi-
guityy characterizing the sine qua non test is the example of a fire produced by striking 
aa match. Both the striking of a match and the presence of oxygen are necessary condi-
tionss of the fire. Why, then, does the striking of the match usually counts as the actual 
causee of the fire? This question may be answered in terms of normal circumstances 
(thee presence of oxygen) as opposed to abnormal, incidental ones (the striking of the 
match).. Or - again - the question might be answered by reference to the notion of the 
causall  context (see definition 3.17) of an event (which is characterized by the presence 
off  oxygen) as opposed to its cause (the striking of the match). Whatever the chosen 
answerr might be, the very need to provide such an answer shows that the sine qua non 
testt fails somewhere, and usually where it is more needed. 
Thee fifth chapter of [Hart and Honore, 1985] provides a comprehensive overview of 
casess for which sine qua non conditions fail. For a detailed analysis of this problem, 
thee reader is referred to those pages. Here we just adopt the structure that underlies 
Hartt and Honoré's analysis and apply it to Example 2.1. 
Theree are two main ways in which sine qua non conditions may fail to yield proper 
causall  conclusions: on the one hand, they may be causally irrelevant; on the other hand 
(andd conversely), they may fail to capture causally relevant conditions. 

Whenn conditions sine qua non are causally irrelevant Hart and Honoré individuate 
twoo main types of connections that despite being detectable by sine qua non are 
nott causal: 

1.. Analytical connections. A classical example of such a connection is a sen-
tencee such as: "If she never had been married she would not have been a 
widow".. The statement is necessarily true, but does not convey factual in-
formationn or refer to a cause (the marriage is not a cause of being a widow). 
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Inn Example 2.1, such a connection might (more or less) be described by the 
followingg statement: "If the mother had not hidden the rifle, the boy would 
neverr have found it" . Under a (rather strict) interpretation of finding as 
gettingg to something that is hidden, the statement above is true but utterly 
insignificantt from a causal viewpoint. 

2.. Incidental connections. Examples of incidental connections are those that 
dependd on the level of detail of the description of the events under scrutiny. 
Dependingg on how the events of a case are described, it might (or might 
not)) happen that counterfactual statements with no causal relevance arise. 
Thee classical example is a car that travels above the speed limit for some 
time,, then slows down and while traveling below the speed limit is involved 
inn an accident. Now, the excessive speed of the car is for sure a sine qua 
nonnon condition of the accident (it would not have been at the scene of the 
accident,, had it not traveled above the speed limit for a while). But is it 
alsoo a cause? This is much more difficult to tell. And intuition seems to 
suggestss a negative answer. Similarly, in Example 2.1, the breach of statute 
perpetratedd by the defendant is - no doubt - a sine qua non condition of the 
harm.. This does not show yet its causal connection with the harm, though. 
Suchh causal connection, must be shown by arguing along very different 
lines,, such as the purpose of the rule trespassed by the defendant (i.e. not 
providingg the opportunity to kids younger than 16 to cause harm) and/or 
hiss indirect involvement in the harmful event (i.e. causal proximity). 

Whenn causally relevant factors are not conditions sine qua non There are causal fac-
torss that are - so to speak - transparent to the sine qua non test5. They are usually 
partt of an overdetermined causal relation. When an event is triggered by a re-
dundantt number of causes, counterfactuals will simply not detect any causes. 
Suppose,, for instance, that in Example 2.1 there were two kids using a rifle and 
bothh hitting the plaintiff's eye at the very same moment. Intuitively both kids 
causee the harm. Counterfactually, though, none of them does, because in the 
(counterfactual)) absence of one of the two kids, the other one shoots and, there-
fore,, causes the blinding of the plaintiff anyway. According to Hart and Honoré, 
thee elusiveness of multiple causes is particularly evident when one of the causes 
iss either a provision of reasons or of opportunities by omission, because these 
typess of causal factors do not generally constitute a sine qua non condition, while 
playingg an important causal role [Hart and Honore, 1985] (p. 125-7). The exam-
plee brought here is the thief that is helped in his job by the opportunity created 

55 Metaphorically speaking, the light shed by the test is not reflected by such causal factors, which therefore 
aree not detected. 
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byy the negligence of someone who did not lock the door of his own house. The 
actt of negligence plays an important causal role, which is not detected by coun-
terfactuals,, assuming that the thief would have found his way into the house 
anyway. . 

Ass a concluding remark about the problems that both legal theoretician and practition-
erss face when applying the sine qua non test, consider the following quote from Prosser 
[Prosser,, 1955]: "In order to be a legal cause of another's harm, it is not enough that the 
harmm would not have occurred had the actor not been negligent. This is necessary, but it 
iss not sufficiënt. The negligence must also be a substantial factor in bringing about the 
plaintiff'ss harm. The word 'substantial' is used to denote the fact that the defendant's 
conductt has such an effect in producing the harm as to lead reasonable men to regard 
itit  as a cause, using that word in the popular sense." 
Now,, the Anglo-American, the German and the Swedish systems of tort law all have 
explicitlyy refused the sine qua non test, mainly due to the lack of intuitiveness that char-
acterizess it and that Hart and Honoré, Prosser and others so resolutely indicate. This 
hass given some impulse to the attempt at defining other formulas that, while retaining 
thee counterfactual flavor of sine qua non, give more importance to the detection of suf-
ficientficient rather than necessary conditions for the a harm. These other tests are illustrated 
inn the following. 

But-forr  test 

Thee so called but-for test helps focusing the inquirer on the sufficient rather than on the 
necessaryy elements of the causal relation. The question that must be asked is, again, a 
counterfactuall  one, ranging on the conducts of the persons involved in the case. This 
test,, though, is phrased in a slightly different way than sine qua non counterfactuals: 
"Wouldd the harm have taken place but for the conduct of this person?". A negative 
answerr is equivalent to the assessment of a causal relation. 
Now,, the but-for test is entailed by the sine qua non test and, therefore, logically in-
distinguishablee from it. Cognitively speaking, though, there is some difference. The 
but-forr test tries to put the emphasis on the singularity of the sufficient (causal) condi-
tionn of an event as opposed to the multiplicity of its necessary (causal) conditions. It 
conveyss the urgency for the inquirer to make a definite choice. For instance, at some 
pointt of the analysis of Example 2.1 the but-for test would force the inquirer to a quali-
tativelyy causal weighing of the conducts of the mother and of the seller. This cognitive 
processs of weighing may be seen as equivalent to the maximalists' assessment of the 
proximityy of a cause. There is almost no difference between the two, except for the 
counterfactuall  formulation of the but-for test. This makes such test more appealing for 
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thee modern legal expert who is eager to use clear, general, logical tools, rather than 
vague,, specific, material analysis. 

Probabilit yy tests 

Theree is another group of tests which detects causation by testing the increased proba-
bilit yy of the harm given the conduct of a certain person. These probabilistic approaches 
retainn a counterfactual flavor, even though this is not always patent. In a purely prob-
abilisticc approach, an event causes another event if the occurrence of the first event is 
followedd with high probability by the occurrence of the second event. This is very sim-
ilarr to the counterfactual statement that, if the first event had not occurred, the second 
wouldd not have either. This similarity with counterfactual approaches makes proba-
bilisticc ones an interesting option for the causal minimalist, because they apparently 
possesss all the legally needed properties of consistency, simplicity and fairness sought 
byy legal experts. 
Thee first proposal in favor of using the notion of objective probability in legal contexts 
datess back to the end of the XIX century and is due to Von Kries [Kries, 1888]. He 
formulatedd the notion of adequate cause (Definition 2.3) as a probabilistic refinement 
andd a repair of the sine qua non test, which at the time was already seen as too shallow. 

Definitionn 23 (Adequate cause) An event is the adequate cause of a harm, if and only 
if: if: 

1.1. It is the sine qua non of the harm. 

2.2. It increases the objective probability of the harm by a significant amount. 

Thee adequate cause theory was adopted by various German and Continental legal sys-
temss as their official causal theory for limiting liability. 
Thee distinctive feature of the notion of adequate cause is the notion of objective prob-
ability.. This is a relation between events, which is independent of our knowledge. The 
classicall  example of objective probability is the one sixth probability of any given face 
off  a cubic die to turn up. This probability is independent of our knowledge: it is just 
observedd after a sufficient number of throws. 
Now,, Von Kries himself immediately recognized as a problem the fact that the notion 
off  objective probability makes very strong (too strong) assumptions about the regular-
ityy of the world. These assumptions might be valid for dice, but they are not so easily 
applicablee to most real-life situations. In an attempt to overcome the limitations in-
herentt to his first definition, Von Kries proposed a second one (Definition 2.4), where 
thee mathematical notion of "increase in objective probability" in substituted by the -
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allegedlyy - more intuitive notion of "tendency, according to human experience and in 
thee ordinary course of events, to be followed by", i.e. normality. 

Definitionn 2.4 (Intuitiv e adequate cause) An event is the intuitive adequate cause of 
anotheranother event (the harm) if and only if the first event has the tendency, according to hu-
manman experience and in the ordinary course of events, to be followed by a consequence 
ofof the sort of the second event. 

Thee intended upshot of Definition 2.4, was to retain the objectivity of the notion of ob-
jectivee probability, while making it applicable to the vast majority of legal cases, where 
noo statistical data can be made available and, therefore, one has to resort to intuition 
anyway. . 
Overr the years it became increasingly clear, though, that in legal settings the probabilis-
ticc view cannot be applied in either of the formulations given above. Legal reasoning 
iss not merely interested in calculating the raise in objective probability of events by an 
actor'ss conduct. The causal contribution of someone's conduct to the chain of causa-
tionn cannot be assessed independently of the person's subjective knowledge (Did the 
personn know what she was doing and what consequences this would have?). Now, in 
orderr to interpolate the objective evaluations of the causal events under analysis with 
thee consideration of the subjective state of a person during those events, a new notion 
off  adequacy (Definition 2.5) has been proposed, as follows. 

Definitionn 2.5 (Circumstantial adequate cause) An event is the circumstantial ade-
quatequate cause of another (the harm) if and only if it has raised the objective probability 
ofof the harm to a not inconsiderable extent, taking into consideration: 

1.1. All those circumstances which a very perceptive observer would have noticed at 
thethe time the event occurred. 

2.2. Circumstances actually known by the person whose conduct initiated the event. 

Byy applying (one of) the three definitions above to Example 2.1 both the focus and 
thee limitations of this approach become apparent. Consider the position of the seller. 
Providedd that his conduct is faulty and it is a sine qua non condition of the harm, the 
adequacyy test must further establish: 

1.. To what extent the seller's conduct raised the probability of occurrence of the 
harmm (objective probability); 

2.. To what extent could the seller know that his conduct was raising the objective 
probabilityy of the harm (subjective probability). 
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Intuitionn might suggest that in both cases (1 and 2) the increase in extent is rather high, 
becausee the seller was sufficiently intelligent to know that a dangerous weapon in the 
handss of an infant usually brings trouble and, possibly, harm. The problem, though, 
iss that there is nothing conclusively objective about this intuition. This is mainly due 
too the fact that there is no availability of statistical data about the frequency of harm 
causedd by infants using (illegally sold) air rifles. And even if such data were available to 
thee court, it would still be doubtful whether they could be of any use, for the following 
twoo reasons: 

1.. On the one hand, the data may just show that the likelihood of such an accident 
iss low anyway. Even if the seller's conduct has increased the probability for 
thee kid to cause harm, it might still be the case that the absolute probability of 
causingg harm by means of an air rifl e is so low that the increase caused by the 
seller'ss conduct may be neglected, just as the difference between almost nothing 
andd somewhat more than almost nothing is negligible for all practical purposes. 
Shortly:: the likelihood that an accident may happen with such a rifle is almost 
zero,, therefore the assumption does not hold that such an air rifle in the hands of 
ann infant usually brings trouble. 

2.. On the other hand, such data would provide no support in assessing the adequacy 
off  the seller's conduct in causing the particular harm under consideration. As a 
matterr of fact the data would never conclusively solve the question, for instance, 
off  how much relevance should be given to the six months time span that separates 
thee defendant's faulty conduct from the harm. In other words, many details of the 
casee may be added (or subtracted) from the case description in order to show that 
aa given causal assessment is wrong even though supported by objective statistical 
relations. . 

Thiss shows that adequacy theories suffer from the same instability suffered by any other 
causall  theory. This is due to the fact that, despite the objectivity derived by analyzing 
frequenciess on a large amount of cases, it is extremely difficult - so to speak - to run 
thee way back, i.e. to derive conclusions about a particular case starting from statistical 
data.. As a matter of fact, it may often be argued that statistical data fail to describe an 
aspectt of the particular case under scrutiny that ought to be considered. 
TwoTwo other notions that have a probabilistic flavor may play an important role in the 
causall  assessment of a case: the notions of foreseeability and risk. According to fore-
seeabilityy theories, which are mostly adopted by common law jurisdictions, the defen-
dantt is liable for harm of which his conduct was a sine qua non condition only if the 
typetype of harm was objectively foreseeable (see definition 3.37). Moreover, foreseeabil-
ityy is not regarded as a test of causation but as a requirement additional to it. Therefore 
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thee application of the concept of foreseeability to the analysis of Example 2.1 raises the 
samee problems indicated by an adequacy analysis (in particular: to what extent could 
orr should the seller have foreseen that his conduct was raising the objective probability 
off  the harm?). 
Thee other probabilistic notion that is used in common law systems is risk. Hart and 
Honoréé see it as a generalization of foreseeability [Hart and Honore, 1985] (p. 255). If 
defendant'ss conduct is a sine qua non condition of harm, he is responsible if the harm 
fallss within the risks to which his conduct has exposed others. When considering risk 
theree is particular focus on the legal duties of the defendant. In other words, the risk 
iss not merely defined in terms of objective probability, but also relative to the purpose 
off  the rule violated by the defendant. The application of a risk theory to Example 2.1, 
yieldss relatively more stable results than adequacy or foreseeability theories. This is 
becausee the consequences of the seller's conduct are ascribed to the seller according to 
aa criterion (risk) that is directly derivable from the text of the statute he violated, rather 
thann from extra-legal criteria. In other words, it is quite evident that the purpose of the 
rulee violated by the seller was the prevention of precisely the type of harm caused by 
thee infant shooter. So there is no doubt that the risk of such harm is the seller's. But, 
thenn again, as Hart and Honoré point out, in a lot of cases the considered harm does not 
soo neatly fall under the scope of the rule. For this reason courts are often forced back 
too causal criteria, as they find no real support in probabilistic ones. 

Scopee of the rule and equity 

Theree exist other two adjunctive criteria, that are not causal, but that are proposed by 
thee minimalists as complementary to counterfactuals or probabilities in attributing le-
gall  responsibility. These are the scope of the rule violated and equity. 
Onn the one hand, minimalistic tests should be applied only if it is already clear that the 
consideredd harm is within the scope of the rule violated by the person whose conduct is 
underr scrutiny. Attention should be concentrated on the purpose of the rule violated -
eitherr the actual, discoverable legislative purpose, or the purpose which a rational per-
sonn might seek to achieve by means of the rule in question in its social and economic 
context.. Though unassailable in principle, the utility of this approach depends upon the 
easee with which it is possible to assign a clear purpose to the rule in question. If the 
rulee deals with a specific tort such as defamation, the theory is easily applied. But if a 
rulee refers simply to "intentional torts" or "negligence", the theory can do no more than 
focuss the judge's mind on the fact that he must fulfil l a legislative function in settling 
thee types of damage for which compensation is recoverable. 
Onn the other hand, the minimalist seeks an imposition of liability that is equitable as 
betweenn parties. Even though on some theory a defendant may be causally responsible 
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forr harm, justice to the parties may require the judge to ignore or limit such responsibil-
ity.. In order to do this, the judge must consult his feeling for justice. The sort of factor 
whichh weighs in such an undertaking is the defendant's poverty or wealth, whether he 
iss insured against third party liability and the gravity of his fault. From the injured 
party'ss point of view, the factors to be considered are his needs and relative wealth and 
whetherr his loss is covered by insurance. 

2.3.44 Hart and Hon ore's solution 

Thee last approach to the problem of legal causation that is relevant to the purpose of 
ourr research is Hart and Honoré's approach. In their book [Hart and Honore, 1985] the 
twoo English authors argue against causal maximalism as well as against causal mini-
malismm and they propose an alternative view, which is a synthesis of those two opposed 
approaches. . 
Thee arguments of the two scholars against the existing doctrines of legal-theoretical 
causationn are somehow intertwined. We have already mentioned some of these argu-
ments.. We briefly summarize them here. On the one hand, Hart and Honoré see the 
notionn of causal proximity as too vague for supporting a coherent form of legal analy-
sis.. Therefore, the definition of a clearer concept of causation is needed. This should 
nott become, though, an attempt at denning a set of rigid "rules for the determination 
off  proximate cause", because most of these rules for handling questions of fact (e.g. 
Beale's)) implicitly encode legal principles, i.e. answers to questions of policy. On the 
otherr hand, Hart and Honoré advocate that the correct usage of technical concepts such 
ass foreseeability, risk and scope of the rule is highly dependent on (the application of) 
aa plausible notion of causation; and this notion, they say, is mostly hidden by causal 
minimalistss in the sine qua non test (i.e., counterfactual reasoning), which is often 
proposedd as the necessary inferential counterpart of the technical notions mentioned 
above. . 

Inn order to ease the tension between the common sense perception of the world and 
thee (technical) legal view on it, Hart and Honoré propose a whole new approach to 
thee problem. The main methodological novelty of their study is the idea of importing 
analyticall  philosophy into the discussion on legal causal reasoning (p. xxxiii) , chapters 
II  and II) . The theoretical starting point of their analysis (p. xxxv) is the observation 
thatt the lack of agreement between causal maximalism and causal minimalism is due 
too a misunderstanding on whether it should be clause 2 or clause 3 of Definition 2.2 
thatt prevails in the assignment of legal responsibility. While causal maximalism points 
everythingg on causation (clause 2), causal minimalism considers almost exclusively 
faultt (clause 3). Neither of this two approaches, though, yields sufficiently convincing 
resultss because they both fail to provide an explicit account of the elements of a case 
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thatt a judicial authority should consider when assessing causation. Causal maximalism 
makess this mistake as a consequence of its excessively optimistic reliance on common 
sensee and its capacity to find the right elements of causation every time this is needed. 
Causall  minimalism makes this same mistake as a result of its excessively pessimistic 
vieww of common sense, as not being sufficiently logical. 
Accordingg to Hart and Honoré the way out of this theoretical impasse may be found 
throughh an analytical approach. They propose to move from the classical common 
sense,, logical or mathematical approaches to an analytical approach, which attempts at 
definingg what it concretely means in legal settings for an agent to cause an event. There 
iss some non logical knowledge of the world that must be taken into consideration when 
assessingg causal relations. Hence, in order to find out what is such non logical general-
ization,, the legal language of causation must be studied by means of ordinary language 
analysis,, which, at the time when Hart and Honoré wrote, was a major development 
inn the Anglo-Saxon philosophical landscape (development which is usually attributed 
too the "second" Wittgenstein or Austin, in legal theoretical circles and their analytical 
approachh to language). Such study should refrain from both temptations of explain-
ingg everything (as in causal maximalism) and of leaving everything unexplained (as 
inn causal minimalism). Furthermore, it should avoid another traditional philosophical 
mistake:: reducing causal reasoning to its scientific form, i.e. induction. Legal analysis 
iss a qualitative kind of reasoning, which shares more objectives with history than with 
exactt sciences. A legal expert looks for an explanation of one particular event, never 
forr the general law explaining classes of events. And in doing so he relies on a limited 
numberr of concepts and relations, which, on their turn, are grounded both in his com-
monn sense and in his technical legal experience of the world. 
Thee result of Hart and Honoré's search (p. 2,3) may be spelled out in the following 
definition. . 

Definitionn 2.6 (Common sense legal causation) Agent A causes an event e, that might 
involveinvolve agent B, if either of the following holds: 

1.1. A starts some physical process that leads to e; 

2.2. A provides reasons or draws attention to reasons which influence the conduct of 
B,B, who causes e; 

3.3. A provides B with opportunities to cause e. 

4.4. All the important negative variants of clauses 1,2,36 

66 An example of such negative variants is: A does not provide reasons or does not draw attention to 
reasonss which might influence the conduct of B, who causes e 
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Now,, an analysis of Example 2.1 according to Definition 2.6 yields a result that is not 
veryy different from those obtained by applying any maximalist or minimalist causal 
criteria.. Either the mother or the seller are at the beginning of the causal chain. Con-
traryy to most causal tests that we have seen so far, though, Definition 2.6 provides more 
clarity.. It explicitly distinguishes the various types of causal links that connect each of 
thee involved agents to the harm. Rather than reducing every relevant causal relation 
too one type (e.g. proximate cause or sine qua non), Definition 2.6 distinguishes the 
variouss types of causal roles played by the persons involved in the case. For instance, 
thee playmate (the boy who shot) has clearly started a physical process that leads to 
thee harm (clause 1). The boy who owns the rifle has either given reasons or provided 
opportunitiess (or both) for the playmate to shoot. The mother of the rifle's owner has 
failedd to provide her child with reasons for not using the rifle and this has led him to 
playy a causal role in the harm. Finally, the seller - if he has played any causal role in 
thee harm at all - has provided an opportunity for the harm to come about. 
Accordingg to Hart and Honoré the variegate description of causal relations offered by 
theirr definition is far more realistic than any maximalistic or minimalistic causal cri-
terion.. Their approach has a tighter correspondence to most of the situations found in 
legall  settings, because it avoids being too restrictive, too formal. Hart and Honoré's 
definitionn does not force the mind to improbable intellectual twists or odd comparisons 
betweenn actions that, ontologically speaking, have nothing to do with each other and 
that,, therefore, cannot be simply reduced to the same one formula (be it causal prox-
imity,, counterfactuals or probabilities). On the contrary, according to Hart and Honoré 
eachh action should be evaluated in separation from the others and as an instance of one 
off  the types of actions spelled out in Definition 2.6. It has not much sense for instance, 
too ask whether the mother's action has a higher causal influence on the harm than the 
seller'ss if it is nott clear what type of causal connection respectively relate those actions 
too the harm. 

Hartt and Honoré's approach tries to do exactly this: to make explicit what both the 
maximalistt and the minimalist leave implicit. The simplicity of the tests built around 
proximityy or counterfactuals hides a lot of complex assumptions. These, though, are 
implicitl yy employed by the legal expert in order to make sense of those tests. Hart and 
Honoréé notice that such freedom of application jeopardizes the consistency of the tests, 
especiallyy when employed over a large corpus of cases. Therefore Definition 2.6 is pro-
posedd as a way of minimizing great variations of outcome in legal causal analysis, by 
explicitlyy standardizing the implicit meaning of causal proximity or of counterfactual 
dependence. . 
Hartt and Honoré's effort of making things explicit is comparable under many respects 
too our own. For this reason in the rest of our treatment we adopt Definition 2.6 as our 
legall  theoretical point of reference. 
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2.3.55 Conclusive remarks on Legal Theory 
Thee main rationale behind legal theoretical accounts of causation is the support of legal 
practitionerss when reasoning about responsibility. According to Hart and Honoré, on 
thee one hand the legal notion of responsibility can be defined in the purely legal terms of 
liability.. On the other hand, the attribution of legal responsibility can be seen as based 
onn three grounds, which fall outside the definition of legal responsibility itself: factual 
groundss (causation), legal grounds (fault), both referred to the behavior of persons 
(conduct). . 
Variouss combination of these three grounds give rise to five main types of cases. In two 
off  such types causation plays a central role. In the other three, it plays an important, 
thoughh indirect role. This explains why so much attention has been dedicated by the 
legall  theoretical literature to the problem of causation. 
Theree are three main families of approaches to causation: 

1.. Causal maximalism, which encompasses the theory of causal proximity and its 
extensionss (e.g. Beale's or Epstein's). 

2.. Causal minimalism, which encompasses various formal tests (e.g. sine qua non, 
but-for,, probability tests, ) possibly associated with general criteria of justice 
(e.g.. scope of the rule and equity). 

3.. Hart and Honoré's approach, which spells out the basic conceptual elements of 
commonn sense causation for legal purposes. 

Ass noted above, Hart and Honoré's effort of making things explicit is comparable un-
derr many respects to our own. For this reason we adopt Definition 2.6 as our legal 
theoreticall  point of reference. 
Startingg from Hart and Honoré's result, in the rest of the present chapter we want to 
movee on, in the direction of a reconfiguration of Definition 2.6. Our purpose here is 
too analyze the definition under two main perspectives: a philosophical perspective and 
ann AI perspective. We want to shed some light on the relevant conceptual connec-
tionss between the different notions used in the definition and prepare the ground for 
itss further reduction to an ontological basis of automated legal causal reasoning. Such 
workk of analysis and redefinition is not a purely academic exercise. It is a necessary 
stepp towards a version of Definition 2.6 that is both meaningful and parsimonious. In 
otherr words, if we metaphorically see Definition 2.6 as a sort of analytical conceptual 
machineryy that allows a human interpreter to assess causal relations in the legal do-
main,, then we must admit that such analytical machinery has to be reconfigured (and, 
possibly,, simplified) in order to make it computationally tractable by an automatic in-
terpreter.. Such process of reconfiguration consists of three steps: 
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1.. We first have to "open up" Definition 2.6, in order to have a better understanding 
off  its internal elements and of their functioning. 

2.. Then, based on such understanding, we have to decide what parts of Definition 
2.66 may be reduced to one another (or simply given up) without loosing too much 
off  the overall original expressivity of the definition. 

3.. Finally, we may concentrate on reassembling the parts of Definition 2.6. In such 
finall  step, our focus is on gaining as much tractability as possible. 

Wee proceed as follows. The next section is dedicated to a preliminary analysis of Hart 
andd Honoré's definition (opening up). Definition 2.6 distinguishes four different cases 
off  causation. In subsequent sections, each of these cases is separately discussed under 
aa philosophical and an AI perspective (reducing). In Chapter 3 we will profit of this 
discussion,, for proposing our own enriched model of causation (reassembling). 

2.44 Preliminary analysis 

Fromm an ontological viewpoint Definition 2.6 is redundant. Being constructed for the 
purposee of capturing a wide variety of cases of causation, the definition ranges over 
manyy of the levels of complexity characterizing our world. For instance, on the one 
hand,, the concept of process is used for indicating some physical connection between 
ann agent and a certain event; on the other hand, the concept of providing reasons is 
employedd for indicating some psychological connection between two agents. From the 
definitionn it is not clear, though, what is the relation between a process and the pro-
vidingg of reasons. One might legitimately argue that providing reasons may be seen as 
aa complex physical process that connects an agent to a (mental) event, which occurs 
withinn the (brain of) another agent (thus reducing clause 2 to clause 1). Another exam-
plee of redundancy in Definition 2.6 is the use of concepts such as 'starting', 'process' 
orr 'event*. These concepts too might be defined in terms of one another. 
Givenn the ontological ambiguities which characterize Definition 2.6, we want here to 
strivee for some more clarity. In particular, we want to isolate all the terms that in 
thee definition are particularly significant from a causal perspective and group them ac-
cordingg to the level of complexity to which they pertain (e.g., the physical level, the 
psychologicall  level, etc.). Each of these levels comprises an ontologically distinct type 
off  causation. In particular, Definition 2.6 refers to the following four main types of 
causation:: physical causation, agent causation, interpersonal causation, negative cau-
sation. . 
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Physicall  causation The case of physical causation is described by the final part of 
clausee 1 of Definition 2.6, where the definition mentions a physical process 
thatt  leads to an event. This is the intuitively most simple case of causation, 
inn the sense that it is frequently quite simple to agree about cases of physical 
causation.. For instance, in Example 2.1 it is rather obvious for anyone that the 
relationn between the shooting of the gun and the wounding of the plaintiff is 
(physicallyy speaking) a causal one. This is mainly due to the direct physical 
connectionn between the bullet and the victim's eye. 

Agentt  causation Agent causation is described by the initial part of clause 1 of Defi-
nitionn 2.6, where the definition mentions an agent starting a physical process. 
Thee agreement around cases of agent causation is not reached as easily as in 
casess of physical causation. This is due to the problem of detecting the beliefs, 
desiress and intentions of the agent that starts the physical process. Usually a non 
intentionall  action does not fully qualify the agent that performs it as an agential 
cause,, despite him being a physical cause. In Example 2.1, for instance, the boy 
whoo shoots clearly is a physical cause of the harm, simply because he pulled 
thee trigger. His psychological state while pulling the trigger, though, can make 
aa lot of difference on his status as the agential cause of the harm. Did he know 
whatt he was doing (i.e. pulling a trigger)? Did he intend or at least desire the 
consequentt harm? 
Answerss to this type of questions, even though not always positive ones, must be 
givenn (or assumed) in order to individuate agent causation in Example 2.1. Given 
thee case description we provided, it is quite immediate to assume that the boy is 
ann agentive cause of the harm. But what if it is shown that the boy inadvertently 
pulledd the trigger while falling on the ground, after being pushed by the plain-
tif ff  himself? Or, again, what if it is shown that the boy acted under hypnosis or 
narcosis?? In these cases the boy would not acquire the status of agential cause, 
despitee holding a clear physical role in starting the harmful process. 

Interpersonall  causation Things become even more complex when considering the 
rolee that interpersonal relations play in the chain of causation. One might be 
temptedd to consider interpersonal causation just as a subcase of agent causation, 
wheree the psychological state of an agent exerts a causal influence on another 
agent.. Things are not that simple, though. The causal influence that an agent 
mayy exercise on someone else may be physical in nature or psychological or 
aa combination of the two. In an attempt at simplifying things, Definition 2.6 
castss the intricate interpersonal causal relations in two separate clauses. Clause 2 
referss to the psychological aspects of interpersonal causal relations as an agent 
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givingg another  agent reasons or  drawing another  agent's attention to rea-
sonss for causing something. Clause 3 refers to the physical aspects of causally 
relevantt interactions as an agent providin g another  agent with opportunities 
forr causing something. In other words, both reasons and opportunities act upon 
thee psychological attitude of the agent that (physically) causes the harm. But, 
whilee reasons psychologically influence the attitude of an agent, opportunities 
physicallyy sustain his attitude. This seems to be the main difference between the 
twoo cases of interpersonal causation individuated by Definition 2.6. 

Negativee causation The most elusive case of causation is negative causation. Defi-
nitionn 2.6 refers to negative causation in clause 4 as all the important nega-
tivee variants of the preceding clauses. Two intertwined problems are at stake 
here:: an ontological problem and an epistemological problem. The ontological 
problemm goes as follows. It is ontologically very difficult, almost paradoxical, 
too accept the general idea that something that does not exist can cause anything. 
Thiss is quite evident in cases of physical causation: it does not make much sense, 
forr instance, to say that the orbit of the Earth around the Sun is determined by 
Jupiterr because this planet is not enough near to our planet to significantly divert 
itss orbit. In other words, the principle applied to this astronomical example is 
thatt the absence of Jupiter can not determine the orbit of the Earth more than the 
absencee of any other thing could. By applying this same principle to Example 
1.1,, one must say that the physical cause of the death of the traveler is not dehy-
drationn (i.e. the absence of water from the traveler's body) but the (increasing) 
presencee of heat. Physically speaking it is heating that causes the death of the 
desertt traveler. Therefore, in order to see dehydration - rather than heating - as a 
cause,, one must define it as the absence of adequate body fluids for the body to 
carryy on normal functions at optimum level. In other words, one must compare 
thee actual situation with an ideal or optimal condition. Now, this comparison 
usuallyy has some sense in cases of agent or interpersonal causation, where it 
iss common to compare actual conducts with expected standards of behavior, be-
causee it is assumed that agents are free to determine their conduct. Similarly, one 
mayy stretch the optimality metaphor - knowing that is only a metaphor, though! 
-- to the causal analysis of the physical condition of complex physical systems 
(organismss or even machines), like in the case of the traveler's body. On the 
contrary,, in the case of simpler physical systems it seems impossible to compare 
actuall  situations to any ideal ones. In the physical world there are no standards, 
which,, if defied, may be used as (basis of) causal explanations. What could be, 
forr instance, the reason for expecting Jupiter to have an orbit other than the ac-
tuall  one (e.g. an orbit that would significantly influence the Earth's orbit around 
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thee Sun)? 
Now,, as just explained, negative causation is ontologically admissible in cases of 
agentt and of interpersonal causation. Not all these types of cases admit negative 
versions,, though. It is not simply a question of putting a negation before the 
positivee formulation of a clause. Saying, for instance, that an agent A causes an 
eventt e by not providing an opportunity to another agent B to cause e does not 
makee sense. This negative formulation creates an ambiguity regarding the very 
occurrencee of e: an ambiguity which is not present in the positive formulation. 
Iff  A does not provide the opportunity to B, who anyway causes e, how can A 
bee considered as a cause of e? On the other hand, it makes even less sense to 
seee A as a cause of e when B does ultimately not have the opportunity to cause 
e,, which therefore does not come about. Such complex behavior of negation is 
alsoo apparent in Example 2.1: it is difficult to decide in what sense the role of 
thee mother is a causal one, because her contribution to the harm would depend 
onn something she did not do (i.e., she did not properly hide the air rifle) and it 
iss dubious whether this particular not doing could really have causal bearing. In 
moree general terms, the problems raised by negative causation are problems of 
ann epistemological nature: problems of relevance. The question arises which of 
thee negative variants of the first three clauses of definition 2.6 are all the impor-
tanttant negative variants. 
Again.. One of the positive cases of interpersonal causation is described as: an 
agent,, A, providing opportunities to another agent, B, to cause an event e (for in-
stance,, to start a physical process that leads to e). Now, what are the admissible 
negativee variants of this case? In abstract, one might for instance, indicate two 
off  them, as follows: 

1.. A provides opportunities to B to fail to start a process, which does not lead 
toe. . 

2.. A fails to provide opportunities to B who therefore fails to start a process, 
whichh does not lead to e. 

Onee might try to test the above variants on a concrete, example. For instance, the 
positivee example might be a slight complication of the last part of Example 2.1, 
i.e.. a case of shooting. Someone (A), who has a rifle, gives it to someone else 
(B),, who shoots, thereby killin g a third person (C), who is threatening a fourth 
personn (D), who is saved (e). Variant 1 above might therefore be something like: 
AA gives the rifle to B, who fails to shoot C, who kill s D, who is saved (e). This 
variantt does not seem right, as there is no way to causally link A's conduct to the 
oppositee of e. On the other hand variant 2 seems acceptable: A fails to give the 
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riflerifle  to B, who fails to shoot C, who kill s D, who is not saved (not e). Things 
becomee even more complicated: as a matter of fact a different example may very 
welll  corroborate variant 1 while disconfirming variant 2! 
Thee perspective of finding an abstract formulation of all the negative variants 
off  the clauses of definition 2.6 seems virtually impossible. All the above was 
mainlyy meant to show this. The meaning of negation is context dependent. This 
iss precisely the reason why (mathematical) logic has not yet managed to provide 
adequatee logical accounts of negation. In section 2.7 we make some further 
attemptss at spelling out the most important negative variants of clauses 1, 2, 3. 
Wee do not extensively debate the issue, though, because negative causation is not 
suchh a central topic in this dissertation anyway. 

InIn the following sections we give an overview of the main philosophical and AI ap-
proachess to the problem of defining and representing the four types of causal relations 
indicatedd above. We mainly concentrate on physical and agent causation, though. In-
terpersonall  and negative causation are treated in a single section. In particular, negative 
causationn is analyzed only in its relation with interpersonal causation. As explained in 
sectionn 2.7, we limit our overview to the literature on physical and agent causation, 
becausee these are the cases that are under focus in our analysis in chapter 3. 

2.55 Physical causation 

Physicall  causation is nowadays considered as the most general and comprehensive 
causall  relation of all. Most of contemporary (western) culture works under the assump-
tionn that causal relations should be reduced to their (basic) physical aspects in order to 
bee fully understood. Such focus on physical causes is something that has characterized 
thee very beginning of modern science. In the period between the XV and the XVI I 
century,, natural scientists all over Europe became increasingly aware of the necessity 
off  cutting loose from the complications of Aristotelian and Scholastic metaphysics. In 
theirr eyes, nature had to be studied as a (sort of) physical machinery, which functions 
accordingg to precise (mathematical) laws and which may have a metaphysical purpose. 
Thee physical functioning and the metaphysical purpose of the machinery should any-
wayy be studied independently of one another. The natural scientist should, therefore, 
onlyy concentrate on finding out the (mathematical) rules that describe the regular be-
haviorr of nature. In so doing he uncovers the principles of physical causation, which 
hee then confirms by means of experiments. 
Forr a simple and exhaustive historical overview of the development of the concept of 
causation,, the reader is referred to the second chapter of [Hulswit, 1998]. For a more 
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easilyy accessible reference, the chapters about the Scientific Revolution of any hand-
bookk of Philosophy wil l do. A fairly entertaining one is, for instance, [Russell, 1984]. 
Ass far as the notion of (physical) reductionism is concerned, just as for causation, the 
numberr of references is almost endless. This notion has occupied such a large part 
off  the XX century philosophical debates, that the notion of reductionism has become 
aa common tool of conceptual analysis. The following definition, for instance, which 
iss very acceptable from a philosophical viewpoint, was given by an observational as-
tronomerr (with a passion for the Philosophy of Science): 
"Reductionismm is a view that asserts that entities of a given kind are collections or com-
binationss of entities of a simpler or more basic kind or that expressions denoting such 
entitiess are definable in terms of expressions denoting the more basic entities. Thus, the 
ideass that physical bodies are collections of atoms or that thoughts are combinations of 
sensee impressions are forms of reductionism. Two very general forms of reductionism 
havee been held by philosophers in the XX century: 

1.. Logical positivists have maintained that expressions referring to existing things 
orr to states of affairs are definable in terms of directly observable objects, or 
sense-data,, and, hence, that any statement of fact is equivalent to some set of 
empiricallyy verifiable statements. In particular, it has been held that the theoret-
icall  entities of science are definable in terms of observable physical things, so 
thatt scientific laws are equivalent to combinations of observation reports. 

2.. Proponents of the unity of science have held the position that the theoretical 
entitiess of particular sciences, such as biology or psychology, are definable in 
termss of those of some more basic science, such as physics; or that the laws of 
thesethese sciences can be explained by those of the more basic science. 

Thee logical positivist version of reductionism also implies the unity of science in so-
farr as the definability of the theoretical entities of the various sciences in terms of the 
observablee would constitute the common basis of all scientific laws. Although this 
versionn of reductionism is no longer widely accepted, primarily because of the diffi -
cultyy of giving a satisfactory characterization of the distinction between theoretical and 
observationall  statements in science, the question of the reducibility of one science to 
anotherr remains controversial." [Schombert, 1998]. Another recent reference on this 
subjectt is [Jones, 2000]. 
Wee do not want to take position here concerning the logical positivist version of re-
ductionism.. Nowadays, such all embracing reductionist view (in particular, its physi-
calisticc version) has littl e room in actual scientific practice (i.e. in actual research and 
modeling).. The XX century has seen the raise of a notion that is in sharp contrast with 
thee notion of physical reduction: the notion of complexity. In other words, scientists 
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havee emancipated themselves from the idea that the (causal) laws of the discipline they 
studyy (say, biology) should be fully expressed (or expressible) in terms of the (causal) 
lawss of the disciplines that are considered more fundamental (in the case of biology, 
say,, chemistry and/or physics). According to complexity theory, expressing biological 
entitiess and relations in terms of their chemistry or physics is virtually impossible, be-
causee from a chemical or physical point of view, biological entities and their relations 
(e.g.. cells and organisms) are too complex. Therefore, the most common scientific 
practicee today is to look for causal relations that are expressible at the same level of 
descriptionn as the level of description of the entities that the theory is about, without 
attemptingg any reduction. 
Thiss last observation does not imply, though, that reductionism has totally lost its place 
inn causal reasoning and its scientific application. It still plays an important role as a 
backgroundd assumption in two areas: scientific reasoning about evidence and common 
sensee reasoning about causation. As follows: 

1.. In reasoning about evidence there is the assumption that physical indicators (vari-
ables)) are to be considered causally connected to higher level phenomena. Re-
ductionismm is used in empirical research to establish (indirect) evidence. For in-
stance,, taking physiological indicators (e.g. changes in skin resistance or colour) 
ass evidence of psychological attentional states (e.g. fear or shame); or taking 
DNAA spectometric patterns as (forensic) evidence for the presence of a person; 
orr taking brain-scan patterns as evidence of mental processes. 

2.. Furthermore, the conceptual shift from an Aristotelian notion of causal relations 
too the modern reductionist notion is still visible in the sense that: 

(a)) Firstly, physical reductionism presently characterizes a lot of our common 
sensesense knowledge. The shift from Aristotelian causation to physical materi-
alismm has slowly but surely spread to a lot of fields (even to history, in the 
formm of historical materialism!). 

(b)) Secondly, contemporary accounts of causation that are not based on phys-
icalical reductionism are anyway strongly reductionist. They try to reduce 
causationn to types of relations other than physical ones (e.g. logical, epis-
temologicall  or mathematical relations). Ockham's razor plays a major role 
here.. It is very uncommon for most contemporary philosophers to include 
moree than one causal principle in their theories of causation. This parsi-
monyy is in sharp contrast with the redundancy of Scholastic theories of 
causes,, that used to advocate the existence of several independent types of 
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causess for the same effect. In this sense, Hart and Honoré's definition is 
ratherr anachronistic. 

Thee last two points above form the cultural canvas on which most modern and con-
temporaryy theories of causation have been painted. Specialists in various fields of 
(scientific)) study have created or applied models of causation suitable to their own spe-
cialisticc purposes. Most of these specialistic models, though, implicitly rely on physical 
orr other forms of reductionism. 
Inn the rest of this section we want to look in more detail at some of the reductionist 
modelss of causation that have been produced by Philosophy and AI . These give us 
thee chance to understand how the reductionist assumptions have been rendered when 
creatingg general (philosophical) theories of causation or when defining computational 
modelss of causal reasoning. The reader will become aware of how theories of causal 
relationss are largely the same across different fields. It wil l therefore become clear 
thatt the different legal theoretical approaches to the problem of causation presented 
inn section 2.3, all have counterparts in Philosophy or AI . In these fields we wil l find 
approachess too the problem of causation which may be seen, for instance, as maximalist 
orr minimalist approaches. 

2.5.11 Philosophy on physical causation 

Ass explained above, the Scientific Revolution has deprived Philosophy of one of its 
traditionall  roles: defining models of the physical world and, therefore, of physical cau-
sation.. The difficult job of understanding the physical structure of the world has been 
leftt to natural sciences. Natural scientists promote a continuous process of demysti-
ficationfication and formalization, by which the human understanding of the world (and our 
capacityy to control it) keeps growing and redefining itself. 
Withinn this constantly developing scientific horizon, the new role of Philosophy is to 
keepp track of such development. A lot of Philosophy is nowadays ancilla scientiae1\ as 
muchh as it was ancilla theologiae* before the Scientific Revolution; the main difference 
beingg that, while medieval philosophy had to show that religion is rational, contempo-
raryy philosophy is often left with the opposite task. It often has to show how highly 
rationall  and formal views of the world may still be understood in more intuitive terms. 
Modemm and contemporary Philosophy must often do the (at times unpleasant) job of 
modernizingg non scientific knowledge, based on the latest scientific developments. The 
firstt systematic examples of this way of doing Philosophy are Descartes' rationalism; 
Hume'ss scepticism, which was chiefly directed against traditional views of causation; 

77 Scientific maidservant 
8Theologicall  maidservant 
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Kant'ss so called Copemican revolution of Philosophy, which gave rise to Epistemol-
ogy.. Nowadays, contemporary philosophers are faced with an entirely new range of 
scientificc discoveries that strongly call for a new systematic effort of modernization. A 
lott of results from disciplines such as Quantum Physics, Genetic Engineering or Ar-
tificiall  Intelligence, for instance, seem to suggest that our present way of classifying 
thingss in the world wil l soon be inadequate. 
Anyway,, starting with Hume, Philosophy has dedicated a lot of attention at defining 
whatt are the conceptual characteristics of physical causation. Given that the actual 
causall  structure of the physical world is often hidden from us and that we need a pro-
longedd analytical and experimental effort in order to uncover it, philosophers can only 
providee a conceptual description of causal relations in general. The last five hundred 
yearss of Philosophy have been mainly dedicated to facing two problems related to 
physicall  causation: 

1.. On the one hand, philosophical disputes about physical causation have concen-
tratedd on the definition of the causal relation itself. How is the relation between 
ann effect and its cause best defined? Is it a lawful (deterministic or probabilistic) 
relation?? Or is it a so called singular relation, which does not depend on general 
laws?? How is it best represented anyway? By means of logical, mathematical or 
otherr types of relations? 

2.. On the other hand, philosophical disputes have concentrated on defining the on-
tologicall  status of the relata of a causal relation. What are causes and effects? 
Aree they objects? States of affairs? Events? Event-types? Processes? 

Questionss at point 1 may, in principle, be answered independently of questions at point 
2,, and vice versa. Nevertheless, the way in which questions of ontology are answered 
mayy have some consequences on how the causal relation is defined, in the sense that 
somee ontological relata may better suite some types of causal relations. 
Furthermore,, there are some formal properties of the causal relation which are a prob-
lemm for any approach to causation. These properties are: transitivity, symmetry and 
reflexivity.. In particular one might ask: 

1.. Is causation a transitive relation? In other words, if A causes B and B causes 
C,, does A cause C? This question is very difficult and nobody has provided a 
definitee answer yet, i.e. an answer that may be acceptable for all types of causal 
relationss (or for any type of causal relata A, B, C). The classical example of the 
billiardd balls may clarify the problem. Intuition suggests that any moving billiard 
balll  (A) directly hitting another billiard ball (C) is the cause of C's movement (or 
diversionn or stop). This seems to be exactly what causation is about. If, though, 
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AA causes C's movement (or diversion or stop) by first hitting an intermediary 
ball,, B, which in turn hits and moves (or diverts or stops) C, then it not so clear 
anymoree whether A may be said to have caused C's movement (or diversion or 
stop).. Intuition suggests that in this case the causal relation should be qualified 
byy saying, for instance, that A indirectly caused C's movement (or diversion or 
stop).. But such qualification is somehow equivalent to the admission that the 
(direct)) causal relation is not transitive. Anyway, for most practical purposes, 
physicall  causation is usually considered to be a transitive relation. Therefore, in 
chapterr 3 (definitions 3.35 through 3.37) we will treat the question of transitivity 
justt to the extent that this is needed to the presentation of our ontology. We 
wil ll  settle for the transitivity of physical causation, on the one hand, and for the 
intransitivityy of agent causation, on the other hand. 

2.. Is causation a symmetric relation? In other words, if A causes B, does B cause 
A?? This question is unanimously answered in the negative. At least in analytical 
circles,, causation is the asymmetric relation par excellence. 

3.. Is causation a reflexive relation? Can A cause itself? Following intuition, also 
thiss question is usually answered in the negative. Furthermore, accepting a 
reflexivee causal relation would have important conceptual consequences on its 
asymmetry. . 

Inn the rest of this subsection we give a schematic presentation of the most salient ap-
proachess to the questions indicated above. We first consider the three main groups of 
criteriaa that have been proposed for defining physical causation: logical, probabilistic 
andd singularistic criteria. We then deal with the ontological status of the relata of a 
causall  relation. Furthermore, we wil l indicate how each of the approaches relates to 
legall  theoretical views of causation. 

Logicall  criteri a 

Thee most traditional definition of causal relations is in terms of logical conditions. 
Logicall  reductionism is definitely a form of causal minimalism. According to logical 
reductionism,, the sentence A causes B can be thought as equivalent to one of the 
followingg logical statements: 

AA is a necessary condition of B Logical necessity, which may be formally represented 
ass a material implication from B to A: B — A. This statement means that if the 
effectt (B) is true then the cause (A) is also true. Despite being valid, this reduc-
tionn of the causal relation to logical necessity is not restrictive enough. On the 
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onee hand, the effect (B) logically implies all its preconditions and not merely its 
cause.. In Example 2.1, for instance, the blinding of the plaintiff implies both the 
pullingg of the trigger and the loading of the gun: they both are necessary to the 
blinding.. Intuition suggests, though, that loading the gun has no real causal influ-
encee on what happens when and after the trigger is pulled. On the other hand, the 
reductionn of the causal relation to logical necessity bears a fundamental ambigu-
ityy regarding the meaning of the implication. Does the logical implication from 
thee blinding of the plaintiff to the pulling of the trigger mean that every instance 
off  blinding implies an instance of pulling a trigger? In other words: does the 
implicationn represent a universal or at least general law? Or does it only refer to 
thee situation under analysis (does this instance of blinding implies this instance 
off  pulling a trigger)? In the first case, the implication is wrong, because there are 
manyy instances of blinding which have nothing to do with pulling triggers. In 
thee second case, the implication would be correct, but its correctness would be 
limitedd to one single case and, therefore, be useless. 

AA is a sufficient condition of B Logical sufficiency, which is formally represented as 
aa material implication from A to B: A ->  B. This statement means that if the 
causee (A) is true then the effect (B) is also true. In Example 2.1 the pulling of 
thee trigger would therefore be sufficient for the blinding of the plaintiff. Intuition 
suggests,, though, that this reduction of causal relations to logical sufficiency is 
tooo strong. There are many examples where pulling the trigger of a loaded gun 
doess not lead to any blinding or even to any wounding. Furthermore, sufficiency 
statementss bear the same ambiguity of necessity statements: do they refer to 
generall  causal laws or to particular situations? 

AA is a necessary and sufficient condition of B Logical equivalence, which is formally 
representedd as a double implication between A and B: A f*  B. This statement 
meanss that if the cause (A) is true then the effect (B) is also true and viceversa. 
Thee reduction of causal relations to necessary and sufficient conditions may be 
seenn as a solution to the problems respectively posed by the necessity and suf-
ficiencyficiency criteria. This solution poses other problems, though. In particular, if a 
causee is logically equivalent to the effect, then the effect is logically equivalent 
too the cause. The causal relation looses one of its typical properties: its asym-
metry.. In Example 2.1, for instance, the blinding would be a cause of pulling the 
trigger,, just as the pulling of the trigger would be a cause of the blinding. An 
effectt would cause its cause! Furthermore, equivalence statements would bear 
thee same ambiguity of necessity and sufficiency statements with regard to the 
ontologicall  level (general or particular) at which they should be understood. 
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AA is an INUS condition of B The acronym EMUS means: insufficient but non redun-
dantdant part of an unnecessary but sufficient condition. The logical form of an INUS 
conditionn is the following complex double implication: ( A A X ) V Y ^ B , where 
AA is the cause, X is the causal context of the cause, Y is a series of alternative 
setss of causes and of causal contexts and B is the effect. EMUS conditions do not 
posee the problems posed by simple double implications. (We invite the reader 
too try out the truth table of this statement: it is rather funny to see how double 
implicationn can be "bend" to represent causation). INUS conditions do inherit, 
though,, the limitations of sufficiency (excessive restrictiveness) and necessity 
criteriaa (not enough restrictiveness), especially for what concerns the selection 
off  appropriate groups of contextual statements X and Y. In simpler words, even 
thoughh logically speaking Mackie's solution is very elegant, it provides no prin-
cipledd way of distinguishing a cause (an A, in the formula) from the elements of 
thee causal contexts (the Xs, in the formula). Again: Mackie's approach indicates 
thatt logically speaking the striking of a match (A) and the presence of oxygen 
(Y),, or some other logical combination of a cause and a causal context (Y), must 
holdd in order for a fire to be caused (B). But Mackie does not clarify, on the 
onee hand, what makes the striking of the match a candidate cause (an A, in the 
formula)) and, on the other hand, what makes the presence of the oxygen a mere 
elementt of the causal context (one of the Xs, in the formula). 

AA is a counterfactual condition of B The last set of logical criteria for causal rela-
tionss are counterfactual criteria. A definition of causation in terms of counter-
factualss was already present in Hume's analysis and it has more recently been 
reformulatedd by philosophical logicians such as Lewis [Lewis, 1973]. A coun-
terfactual,, which is formally represented by a modified implication symbol (e.g., 
AA []-» B), is a speculation on the past, in the same sense as a sine qua non 
condition.. A counterfactual states that, provided that both A and B hold, had A 
nott been the case, B would not have been the case either. In a possible worlds 
semantics,, this means that for every possible world where A is false, B is false 
too.. Now, counterfactuals overcome one of the main limitations present in log-
icall  approaches to causation: they account for a particular causal relation be-
tweenn A and B in terms of the general truth conditions of the relata, without the 
needd of a reference to general causal laws. In a possible worlds semantics, it 
iss the accessibility relation between possible words that determines the truth of 
aa counterfactual. On the other hand, though, counterfactuals suffer of the same 
limitationss as necessity criteria. They are not enough restrictive: most of the 
necessaryy conditions selected by counterfactuals would intuitively not count as 
causess (e.g., loading the gun, which must be true in every possible world where 
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someonee is shot). Lastly, as we have already noticed for sine qua non condi-
tions,, the correctness of a causal relation detected by counterfactuals depends 
onn the correct application of the ceteris paribus condition. In a possible worlds 
semanticss this requires some similarity relations defined on all possible worlds. 
AA logical definition of such relation is very difficult or even impossible, though. 

Ass a conclusive remark on logical approaches to causation we want to stress that one 
off  the most severe limitations of this type of approaches (with the exception of coun-
terfactuals)) is their ambiguity. As already noted above, they fail to distinguish be-
tweenn general and particular causal statements. Do logical sentences represent general 
causall  relations (e.g., someone shooting causes someone being wounded) or particular 
causall  relations (e.g., the boy shooting causes the plaintiff being wounded)? This is 
nott just a problem of interpreting or instantiating the statements. The philosophical lit-
eraturee has often indicated a fundamental ontological difference between general and 
particularr causal relations. An elegant way of putting this difference may be found in 
[Hulswit,, 1998]. The author distinguishes two types of causal relations: causality, on 
thee one hand, and causation, on the other. We do not want to go here in the details of 
thiss distinction, which wil l be treated in Chapter 3. For the moment we just provide 
ann intuitive illustration of what might be intended by causality and causation in broad 
terms,, as follows: 

1.. On the one hand, causality may be considered as the causal relation in general 
betweenn particular causal relata. In other words, causality may be thought of as 
thee possibility of a causal relation between two specific causal relata (i.e. par-
ticularticular relata but a possible relation). For instance, in Example l. l 9 both the 
poisonn used by Enemy-1 (i.e. that specific amount of poison) and the bullet shot 
byy Enemy-2 (i.e. the specific bullet) possibly are part of events that may have a 
causall  relation with the harm (the death of the Traveler). All those specific events 
(involvingg the poison and/or the bullet) have a causality relation with the harm. 
Suchh causality relation does not hold in virtue of the effect that the poison and/or 
thee bullet actually brought about (i.e. the harm), but in virtue of their roles, i.e 
inn virtue of what they potentially might bring about in general, before the fact. 
Inn other words, before the fact, any events involving the poison and/or the bullet 
mightt have causal bearing on the death of the traveler, while no events involving, 
forr instance, the water may have in general have causal bearing on the tragic end 
off  the traveler, because water in general causes no death. 

2.. On the other hand, causation may be considered as the particular or instantiated 
99 We use here this example rather than Example 2.1 because, being a case of overdetermination, it gives 

moree conceptual room for clarifying our point for physical causation. 
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causall  relation. Also in this case, though, the relation is temporally connoted: 
causationn is temporally - not logically - particular. In other words, causation 
mayy be thought of as the actuality of a causal relation between two causal relata. 
Inn Example 1.1, either - never both! - of the following cases hold: 

(a)) the traveler actually drinks from the poisoned canteen and dies by poison-
ing; ; 

(b)) or the bullet actually damages the canteen, which is emptied, and the trav-
elerr dies by dehydration; 

(c)) or the traveler actually drinks from the poisoned canteen and the bullet 
actuallyy damages the canteen, which is emptied, and the traveler dies from 
thee combination of being poisoned and dehydrated - which is a third way 
off  dying, not simply the sum of a and b. 

(d)) or the traveler drinks from the poisoned canteen and he is suffocated by the 
waterr going through his trachea. 

Causationn holds in virtue of what actually happened to the poison, the bullet or 
thee traveler, independently of their roles. Therefore, even though most of time 
causationn is assessed in accordance with causality, it can happen that in analyzing 
aa particular actual case general causal knowledge must be given up in favor of 
(thee knowledge of) the actual circumstance, which support a conclusion such as 
pointt d above. 

Furtherr treatment of this topic may found in Chapter 3. 

Probabilisticc criteri a 

AA second group of criteria that have been proposed for modeling and detecting causal 
relationss are probabilistic criteria. In legal theoretical terms, these criteria may also be 
consideredd as minimalistic ones. The mathematical notion of probability is based on 
anotherr mathematical notion: the notion of frequency. Something (B) that in past ex-
periencess has often presented itself in correlation with something else (A), has a higher 
probabilityy of presenting itself in the future, every time A does. Now, as advocated 
byy empiricists, frequency and probability analysis may be applied to the detection of 
causall  relations. By means of various probabilistic techniques based on frequency ta-
bles,, it is possible to determine whether something (A, the candidate cause) does or 
doess not raise the probability of something else (B, the candidate effect). Formally, the 
probabilisticc relation that underlies a causal relation is expressed by the following in-
equality:: p(B|A) > p(B| -»A), which means that the conditional probability of B given 
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AA is higher than the conditional probability of B given not A. Adjunctive criteria (e.g. 
temporall  sequence) must be used, though, in order to detect the causal relations among 
thee correlations that are present in a frequency table. 
Ass already noted when treating adequacy theories in legal settings (definitions 2.3 
throughh 2.5), there is a fundamental problem with probabilistic approaches to cau-
sation.. Despite the apparent objectivity of frequencies derived from a large amount 
off  cases, it is not always the case that such objectivity can be retained when drawing 
conclusionss about a particular case. For instance, being involved in a car crash statisti-
callyy raises the probability of getting killed. Yet, adjunctive circumstances may occur 
thatt actually, albeit improbably, determine your death. Like that man who was recently 
drivingg near the Italian city of L'Aquila. While driving on a bridge, he fell asleep and 
hitt against the guardrail. He lost control of his vehicle, which stopped after a while, 
leavingg him with minor injuries. The man got off the car and immediately called the 
Italiann Road Service using his mobile phone. While talking on the phone, probably 
underr shock, he sat on the guardrail, which suddenly broke down. The man fell from 
thee bridge, which was 50 meters high, and died. Now, the direct cause of his death 
wass not the car crash, despite this being the factor that, among all those immediately 
precedingg his death, maximally raised the probability of him dying. The reader may 
tryy to modify Example 2.1 in a such a way that a less probablee harmful event than the 
pullingg of the trigger causes the blinding of the plaintiff. 
Lastt but not least, a severe limitation of probabilistic approaches to causation is the 
availabilityy of significant statistical data. For most cases there are simply not enough 
statisticall  data for supporting causal inference based on probabilities. In other words, 
thee objective probabilities are not known. 
Puttingg all the above considerations in other terms, we may say that the use of prob-
abilitiess in modeling the causal relation is (semantically speaking) quite problematic. 
Itt is not clear in what sense the raise of the conditional probability of one event given 
anotherr could amount to a causal relation between the two events. This connection may 
bee subject to two interpretations: 

1.. One the one hand, it might be argued that an event is a (probabilistic) cause of 
anotherr in the sense that, given an acknowledged lack of information about the 
eventss under scrutiny and based on the past experience (represented by statistical 
correlations),, one may infer the presence of the effect (or of the cause) knowing 
thee presence of the cause (or of the effect). This might be called the epistemo-
logicallogical view on probability for representing causation. In this view, probability 
iss a useful mathematical tool for fillin g the gaps of our causal ignorance about 
eitherr particular situations (i.e., two specific events) or entire classes of events. 
Accordingg to the epistemological view of probability for representing causation, 
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theree is, for instance, nothing intrinsically probabilistic in Quantum Mechanics. 
Itt is only the lack of techniques for measuring atomic particles and their move-
mentss that makes Probability Theory a suitable epistemological tool for studying 
them. . 

2.. On the other hand, a stronger causal interpretation of the probabilistic causal link 
mayy be adopted: an interpretation that sees causation as ontologically probabilis-
tic.. This is a very fascinating option but an extremely difficult one to justify, be-
causee it is virtually impossible to avoid the use of deterministic language, when 
tryingg to define causation in pure probabilistic terms. There is only one (rather 
speculative)) example of a phenomenon that can only be explained in probabilistic 
terms,, therefore abadoning its description determistic terms. Such phenomenon 
iss hypothesized in Astronomy for the purpose of explaining how the Big Bang 
wass originated by a so called singularity. A singularity, a chiefly deterministic 
concept,, is a region of space-time in which gravitational forces are so strong that 
evenn general relativity, the well-proven gravitational theory of Einstein, and the 
bestt theory we have for describing the structure of the universe, breaks down 
there.. A singularity marks a point where the curvature of space-time is infinite, 
or,, in other words, it possesses zero volume and infinite density. General relativ-
ityy demands that singularities arise under two circumstances. First, a singularity 
mustt form during the creation of a black hole. When a very massive star reaches 
thee end of its life, its core, which was previously held up by the pressure of the 
nuclearr fusion that was taking place, collapses and all the matter in the core gets 
crushedd out of existence at the singularity. Second, general relativity shows that 
underr certain reasonable assumptions, an expanding universe like ours must have 
begunbegun as a singularity. Now, in order to explain what happened to the singularity 
thatt gave rise to our Universe when it did, Hawking [Hawking, 1988] has pro-
posedd to apply the theory of the "evaporation" of black holes. By (deterministic) 
definition,, a black hole is an object with such strong gravity that nothing, not 
evenn light, can escape from it. However, Stephen Hawking hass shown that black 
holess can radiate energy. The reason goes back to quantum mechanics and the 
uncertaintyy principle, which is indeterministic. In other words, a purely deter-
ministicc description of black holes can not account for the phenomenon of their 
evaporation.. Therefore, it must be admitted that, probabilistically speaking, for 
veryy brief periods of time, matter or energy can be created from "empty" space. 
Hawkingg realized that if a particle/anti-particle pair came into existence near the 
eventt horizon (i.e. the external border) of a black hole, one might fall into the 
holee before annihilating its anti-particle. The other particle could then escape 
thee gravitational clutches of the black hole, appearing to an outside observer as 
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radiation.. This phenomena could explain how the singularity that started our 
Universee might have been subject to the (same type of) probabilistic escape of 
energyy (as particles). Such escape might in turn have reflected on the energy 
balancee within the singularity, creating the conditions for its explosion. It is im-
portantt to notice that the phenomenon just described can only be accounted for 
inn probabilistic terms, as the deterministic definition of a singularity or a black 
holee does not admit anything escaping from it. This example would, therefore, 
representt a case - admittedly a rather speculative one - of a definition of causation 
inn purely probabilistic terms. 

Now,, given the tough conceptual problems that must faced when adopting interpreta-
tionn 2, we believe that common sense (which is not tough...) would rather understand 
thee use of probability for causation under interpretation 1. This interpretation, though, 
cannott substitute (actually, it requires) a thorough ontological understanding of the 
causall  relation. And this is exactly the focus of our research. 

Singularisticc criteri a 

Theree is a third group of criteria proposed in the philosophical literature on physical 
causation,, which are known as singularistic criteria. These may definitely be associated 
withh maximalist approaches to legal causation. According to philosophers advocating 
singularism,, causation is a relation between individual events, it is directly observable 
andd it may be described in terms of a simple physical notion: change. In very general 
terms,, one may think of singularistic criteria as the conceptual counterpart of logical 
approachess based on counterfactuals. In other words, approaches based on the notion 
off  change and logical approaches based on counterfactual dependencies may both be 
calledd singularistic. This is due to the fact that they both pivot on the principle that cau-
sationn should not be defined in terms of any general principle or general causal law. As 
farr as counterfactuals are concerned, such singularistic view leads to the definition of 
thee truth conditions for causal statements in terms of counterfactual dependencies and 
inn terms of a similarity relation between the actual and the possible worlds accessible 
fromm it. As far as approaches based on the notion of change are concerned, the singu-
laristicc view on causation leads to the adoption of the rather neutral notion of change 
ass the only parameter for detecting causation. In addition to change, spatio-temporal 
criteriaa usually play an important role too in accounts based on change. 
Onee of the first contemporary singularistic definitions of causation was provided by 
Ducassee in [Ducasse, 1926]. It may be phrased as follows: 

Definitionn 2.7 (Singularistic physical causation) The cause of a particular change 
BB is such particular change A as alone occurred in the immediate environment of B 
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immediatelyimmediately before. 

Despitee being intuitively very appealing, the main disadvantage of definitions such as 
2.77 is that they fail to distinguish between changes that, in a given environment, are 
sufficientt to produce other changes from changes that are not sufficient to do so. A 
typicall  example of such ambiguity is the following. 

Examplee 2.2 (The broken window) A child is playing baseball in the 
backyardbackyard of a house while, at the same time, a bird is singing from the 
branchbranch of a tree in the immediate vicinity of a window of the house. While 
thisthis situation holds the baseball strikes the window and brakes its glass. 

Now,, both the impact of the ball and the soundwaves produced by the singing bird are 
particularr changes (As) occurring at the same time in the immediate environment of 
thee breaking window (B). Why, then, do we intuitively see the impact of the ball and 
nott the singing of the bird as the causing change? Singularistic criteria can not answer 
thiss question. 

Functionalistt  criteri a 

Functionalismm is the last philosophical approach to causation that we want to mention 
here.. This view on causation, which is definitely a minimalistic one, may be seen 
ass the theoretical retreat of Philosophy under the practical advances of Science. To 
somee extent, functionalism may be seen as the continuation of singularism by other 
means10.. The main difference from singularism is that functionalism seeks sharper 
toolss for detecting causation than the notions of change or of counterfactual depen-
dence.. For instance, a functionalist solution of the ambiguity of Example 2.2 would 
bee given in terms of notions such as energy or momentum11 transfer. In other words, 
aa functionalist would propose to substitute the all embracing notion of change with 
notionss that are scientifically more robust and which may therefore be calculated by 
meanss of equations. Philosophically speaking, functionalism is the quintessence of 
positivismm and its most extreme version was vividly formulated by Russell in the fol-
lowingg quote: "The law of causality, I believe, like much that passes muster among 
philosophers,, is a relic of a bygone age, surviving, like the monarchy, only because it 
iss erroneously supposed to do no harm. " [Russell, 1912]. Russell was arguing that 
thee concepts of causation and of causal law were from the point of view of Science out 
off  date, perhaps even incoherent, and had been or should be replaced by the notion of 

100 And it is exactly the choice of the means that makes functionalism a minimalistic approach, as opposed 
too the maximalist spirit of singularism. 

11 'The momentum of an object is its propensity to continue moving, because of its mass and speed. 
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functionall  relation and of equation. In a later (and more mature) book, Lord Russell 
hadd to reconsider his position: 'The concept cause, as it occurs in the works of most 
philosophers,, is one which is apparently not used in any advanced science. But the 
conceptss that are used have been developed from the primitive concept (which is that 
prevalentt among philosophers), and the primitive concept, as I shall try to show, still 
hass importance as the source of approximate generalizations and pre-scientific induc-
tions,, and as a concept which is valid when suitably limited." [Russell, 1948]. This 
neww position lead Russell to define the concept of 'causal line' (later renamed 'causal 
process'' or 'world line' by other authors), as the basic notion on which valid causal 
reasoningg may be constructed: "I call a series of events a 'causal line' if, given some of 
them,, we can infer something about the others without having to know anything about 
thee environment.". Or, again: "A causal line may always be regarded as a persistence 
off  something, a person, a table, a photon, or what not. Throughout a given causal line, 
theree may be constancy of quality, constancy of structure, or gradual changes in either, 
butt not sudden change of any considerable magnitude." In other words, the basic el-
ementss of causation are processes, i.e. chunks of Einsteinian space-time, where very 
homogeneoushomogeneous change occurs. 
Noww the notion of causal process has proven to be quite fertile soil for the growth of 
approachess that refuse formal and/or philosophical approaches to causation and try to 
basee causal reasoning on notions developed in Natural Sciences, particularly in Physics. 
Thiss new philosophical trend has not (yet) resulted, though, in less disagreement among 
scholars.. There are two main positions among contemporary functionalists, as follows. 

Processs Theory In his book [Salmon, 1984], Salmon proposes to adopt the notion of 
processs as basic causal element. In Salmon's view, like in Russell's, a process is 
anythingg that displays consistency of structure over time. Furthermore, processes 
mayy be distinguished from pseudo-processes by means of the notion of mark, as 
follows. . 

Definitionn 2.8 (Mark ) Let P be a process that, in the absence of interactions 
withwith other processes would remain uniform with respect to a characteristic Q, 
whichwhich it would manifest consistently over an interval that includes both of the 
space-timespace-time points A and B (A minus B). Then, a mark (consisting of a modifi-
cationcation ofQ into Q*), which has been introduced into process P by means of a 
singlesingle local interaction at a point A, is transmitted to point B if and only if P 
manifestsmanifests the modification Q* at B and at all stages of the process between A 
andBandB without additional interactions. 

Inn Salmon's view the following are all processes: a (moving) car, a pillar and 
thee shadow of the car. The car and the pillar, based on definition 2.8 are both 
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genuinee processes because their interaction would leave a mark on one another 
(i.e.. permanent deformations in their shapes). On the other hand, the shadow 
off  the car is a pseudo-process because its interaction with the pillar would not 
generatee any marks (the deformation of the shadow would be temporary). In the 
casee of the shadow, there would be no transmission involved in the interaction. In 
Salmon'ss theory, there exist three types of causal interactions between processes: 

1.. Conjunctive forks, where two processes interact and one fully exhausts the 
otherr (e.g. a snake eating up a mouse). 

2.. Disjunctive forks, where one process generates another without being mod-
ifiedd (e.g. a chicken laying an egg). 

3.. Interactive forks, where an intersection between two processes produces 
modificationss in both processes (e.g. two billiard balls striking one an-
other). . 

Now,, a number of objections have been raised against Salmon's theory, mainly 
concerningg its completeness (as a lot of causal interactions seem not to leave any 
marks)) [Dowe, 1995]. Despite these criticism, the central elements of his theory 
retainn their interest among functionalists. Disputes have concentrated in particu-
larr on the notion of transmission, which raises the obvious question: transmission 
off  what? Salmon proposed conserved quantities as good candidates for transmis-
sion.. By so doing he tried to establish an alliance with the other big functionalist 
theory:: the theory of Conserved Quantities In Salmon's interpretation of this the-
oryy conserved quantities should be transmitted; while in the original version of 
Conservedd Quantity Theory such quantities are possessed by physical objects 
andd exchanged via processes, as follows. 

Conservedd Quantity Theory The idea of appealing to conserved quantities has one 
off  its forerunners in Fair's appeal to energy and momentum [Fair, 1979]. But 
thee first detailed conserved quantity theory may be found in [Dowe, 1992]. The 
centrall  definitions of this theory are the following. 

Definitionn 2.9 (Causal process) A causal process is a world line of an object 
whichwhich possesses a conserved quantity. 

Definitionn 2.10 (Causal interaction) A causal interaction is an intersection of 
worldworld lines which involves exchange of a conserved quantity. 

Thee existence of the following elements should be postulated. A process is the 
worldd line of an object, regardless of whether or not it possesses any conserved 
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quantities.. A process can be either causal or non-causal (pseudo process). 
AA  world line is the collection of points on a space-time diagram which represents 
thee history of an object. This means that processes are determinate regions, or 
'worms',, in space time. Such processes, or worms in space time, wil l normally 
bee time-like; that is, every point on its world line lies in the future lightcone of 
thee process' starting point. 
Ann object is anything found in the ontology of science (such as particles, waves 
orr fields), or common sense (such as chairs, buildings, or people). This will in-
cludee non-causal objects such as spots and shadows. It is important to appreciate 
thee difference between an object and a process. Loosely speaking, a process 
iss the development over time of an object. Processes are usually extended in 
time.. A shadow is an object but it does not possess the right type of conserved 
quantities;; for example, a shadow cannot possess energy or momentum. It has 
otherr properties, such as shape, velocity, and position but possesses no conserved 
quantities. . 
AA  conserved quantity is any quantity which is universally conserved, and current 
scientificc theory is our best guide as to what these are. For example, we have 
goodd reason to believe that mass-energy, linear momentum, and charge are con-
servedd quantities. 
Ann intersection is simply the overlapping in space time of two or more pro-
cesses.. The intersection occurs at the location consisting of all the space time 
pointss which are common to both (or all) processes. An exchange occurs when 
att least one incoming, and at least one outgoing process undergoes a change in 
thee value of the conserved quantity, where 'outgoing' and 'incoming' are delin-
eatedd on the space-time diagram by the forward and backward light cones, but 
aree essentially interchangeable. The exchange is governed by the conservation 
law,, which guarantees that it is a genuine causal interaction. 
Finallyy the term possesses is to be understood in the sense of 'instantiates'. We 
supposee an object possesses energy if science attributes that quantity to that body. 
Itt does not matter whether the object transmits the quantity or not, nor whether 
thee object keeps a constant amount of the quantity. It must simply be that the 
quantityy may be truly predicated of the object. 

Now,, all the above functionalist views are very interesting attempts at modernizing the 
philosophicall  notion of causation. As Russell observed, though, such attempts should 
nott elude the requirements set by common sense or philosophy with regard to causal 
reasoning.. Process Theory and Conserved Quantity Theory fail to comply with two 
suchh requirements, as follows: 

1.. A clear notion of object is missing in both theories, which rely on an Einsteinian 
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space-timee where everything has the double nature of an object and a process, 
evenn a pillar! This view may be correct for contemporary physics, but is very far 
fromm a common sense understanding of the physical world. 

2.. A clear notion of the identity of the conserved quantity is missing too. By ad-
missionn of prominent functionalists [Fair, 1979], there is no way to identify the 
energyy or the momentum transmitted from the cause to the effect as being the 
samee 'stuff'. 

Inn chapter 3, we partly adopt an approach that may be called functionalist. We define 
causationn in terms of events, defined in terms of objects and processes. In their turn, 
objectss and processes are defined in terms of notions that are commonly used in Physics 
(e.g.. space, time, matter, energy). Our effort, though, is one of readaptation: we try to 
"bend""  the original notions as defined in Physics in order to make them more similar to 
thee common sense understanding of such notions. This is done in order to try to avoid 
problemss such as those indicated at point 1 and 2 above. 

Thee ontological status of the causal relata 

Inn addition to the questions concerning what a causal relation is and how can it be best 
described,, there is the question regarding the ontological nature of the relata of a causal 
relation.. As a matter of fact, a causal relation can be seen as relating things that have 
veryy different (conceptual) natures, e.g. objects, states of affairs or events. Natural 
languagee and common sense make a rather liberal use of these three terms in causal 
discourse.. This contributes to the difficulty of taking a definite stance about the basic 
ontologicall  elements of causal relations. In Example 2.1, for instance, we may see the 
bullett as causing the wound (i.e. causation as a relation between objects); or we may 
seee the bullet's position in the plaintiff's head as causing the plaintiff's blindness (i.e., 
causationn as a relation between states of affairs); or, again, we may see the bullet hitting 
thee plaintiff's eye as causing his becoming blind (i.e., causation as a relation between 
events).. It even often happens that (very acceptable) causal accounts mix up causal 
relataa that have different ontological natures. For instance, an account that causally 
relatess the event of the bullet hitting the plaintiff with the plaintiff's state of blindness 
wouldd not sound odd at all. Neither would it sound odd to hear that the bullet (an 
object)) has caused the blinding (an event). 
Now,, most authors believe that the two questions of what is a causal relation and what 
aree the relata of a causal relation may be treated independently of one another. This is 
onlyy partially true, though. 
Onn the one hand, it is true that, for the sake of representing the causal relation in some 
formall  way, it does not really make a difference whether the relata are objects, states 
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off  affairs or events. As long as the relata are properly represented within the chosen 
representationn formalism (i.e., either as logical conditions, (numerical) probabilities or 
vectors),, it does not really matter whether their representation corresponds to what they 
actuallyy are. 
Onn the other hand, though, ways may sought for arguing that certain types of causal 
relataa conceptually better suite certain types of causal relations. Following this line of 
argument,, one might defend the idea that the definition of the causal relata depends 
onn the definition of the causal relation. In the following three points we try to outline 
connectionss between different types of relata and different types of causal relations. 
Wee have no pretence of providing full-blooded philosophical arguments. We just want 
too sketch how such arguments could look like (for the better or for the worse): 

Objectss as logical conditions Objects are causally related to one another in some ge-
ometricall  sense. For instance, in Example 2.1 the bullet and the wound may be 
seenn as causally related in the sense that there is some matching between the 
formm of the bullet and the form of the wound. The causal relation between the 
twoo is therefore best thought of as a relation of logical (or, rather, in this very 
case,, geometrical) sufficiency and/or necessity: that bullet is a necessary and/or 
sufficientt condition of that wound, because their forms match in some respect. 
Thiss way of conceptualizing causal relations may be thought of as typical of rea-
soningg about evidence, where the assessment of causal relations is often based 
onn traces. 

Statee of affair s as counterfactual conditions A state of affairs causes another state 
off  affairs in some preventive sense (i.e. in a static and, at the same time, negative 
way).. In Example 2.1, for instance, the position of the bullet in the plaintiff's 
headd causes his state of blindness, in the sense that his eye cannot work properly 
(anymore).. Another (prototypical) example of a state that causes another state 
iss the distance between someone's feet (or legs). This causes him to stand, by 
providingg a sufficient base for withstanding forces (e.g. gravity) that might put 
himm out of balance. The preventive nature of causal relations between states of 
affairss seems to suggests that these relations have a strong counterfactual flavor: 
iff  the bullet was not in the plaintiff's head, he would not be blind; if someone's 
legss are not at a given minimal distance (which depends on the circumstances), 
hee will not keep his balance. 

Eventss as probabilitie s or  changes An event is causally related to another event in 
thee sense that the first one brings about a change that (probabilistically) de-
terminess the change brought about by the second one. Usually, the bigger the 
spatio-temporall  distance between the two events, the less deterministic (and the 
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moree probabilistic) the causal relation becomes. In Example 2.1, for instance, 
thee shooting of the bullet is a change in the bullet's position which determines 
thee change in functionality of the plaintiff's eye, i.e. the blinding. The wider 
thee distance between the shooter and the victim, the less likely it becomes for 
thee second to be hit. In general events are better compatible with probabilistic or 
singularisticc views of causation. 

Now,, in our understanding, the exercise above indirectly shows two main points. There 
aree so many complicationss arising from trying to define fixed correspondences between 
typess of causal relata and types of causal relations (complications as the notions of 
somee "geometrical causal correspondence" between objects; or the idea of the "pre-
ventivee causal bearing" of one state of affairs on another), that it might be not worth 
thee effort. More strongly, though, we believe that these complications show that an 
acceptablee view of causal relata must be built around the notion of change (as shown 
byy singularistic and functionalists approaches). Causal relata cannot be limited to ob-
jectss or states of affairs, because these notions are necessary but insufficient to support 
causall  reasoning. 
Forr this reason, the causal relata usually adopted in the literature on causation are 
events,, because these bring about change. Furthermore, it is easier to include objects 
andd states of affairs in the definition of events, rather than the other way around; and 
eventss undoubtedly have a tighter conceptual relation with time, which in turn is deeply 
relatedd to the notion of change. 
Onee of the main consequences of this view of events, is that all other ways of express-
ingg the causal relation (i.e as a connection between objects and/or states of affairs) 
mustt be considered only linguistic tricks, i.e. shortcuts adopted by the layman in order 
too avoid long, albeit proper, explanations in terms of events. In chapter 3 we wil l too 
adoptt events as causal relata. 

Conclusivee remarks on Philosophy and physical causation 

Thee Scientific Revolution has pushed Philosophy to the margins of the study of physical 
causation.. Philosophers have since then mainly dedicated themselves to studying the 
conceptualconceptual consequences of scientific developments on the notion of causation. This 
hass produced four main families of criteria to the problem of physical causation: 

1.. Logical criteria, which encompass conditions such as necessary and/or sufficient, 
INUSS and counterfactual conditions. 

2.. Probabilistic criteria, which are mainly based on conditional probabilities. 

3.. Singularistic criteria, which encompass notions such as change. 
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4.. Functionalist criteria, which usually have a scientific nature (e.g. energy and/or 
momentum)) and, possibly, a mathematical formulation (e.g., equations). 

Furthermore,, two main groups of ontological problems occupy the minds of philoso-
pherss interested in physical causation: 

1.. What is the ontological difference underlying general and particular causal re-
lations?? A possible way of dealing with such difference is by distinguishing 
betweenn causality and causation. 

2.. What is the ontological status of the relata in a causal relation? Are they objects, 
statess of affairs or events? Is there any preferential connection between types of 
causall  relata and types of causal relations? 

Inn section 2.8 we indicate which of the notions presented above are used in the process 
off  "reassembling", which is the focus of chapter 3. We may now consider Al-lik e 
approachess to the problem of physical causation. 

2.5.22 AI  on physical causation 

Artificia ll  Intelligence has been confronted too with the problem of causation. This is 
nott surprising at all. In order to show some intelligence (say, by passing the Turing test, 
[Turing,, 1950]), a computer program should emulate or at least simulate causal reason-
ing.. In the same way, a robot with an acceptable degree of control of its environment, 
shouldd both be able to correctly interpret the physical changes in its environment and 
too foresee the consequences of its own actions. For instance, the Pathfinder looking 
forr traces of lif e in the canyons of Mars, should understand, on the one hand, that a 
bigg rock falling from the sky right above him represents a threat for his own integrity 
and,, on the other hand, that moving as soon as possible to a safer spot is a very rational 
choice. . 
Now,, there are many analogies between Al-lik e approaches to the problem of causa-
tionn and philosophical or legal theoretical approaches to the same problem. AI, just as 
Legall  Theory, has found a lot of inspiration in Philosophy. This will become evident 
inn the presentation of various computational theories of causation given below. There 
is,, though, at least one fundamental difference between Al-lik e and philosophical or 
legall  theoretical accounts of causation: their final purpose. AI has mainly constructive 
objectivess whereas Philosophy and Legal Theory mostly have analytical ones. Philos-
ophyy and Legal Theory, usually try to provide models of causation that cover as many 
casess as possible, taken from very different domains, and without working out the de-
tails.. A philosophical or legal theoretical model of causation is acceptable as long as it 
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iss enough intuitive for a human being and if there are no (or not too many) counterex-
ampless that disconfirm it. As a consequence, philosophical or legal theoretical analyses 
off  cases such as Example 2.1 often concentrate on defining what are the elements of 
aa causal relation. They might try to determine, for instance, in what sense the bullet 
iss a cause of the wound; or whether such causal relation depends on the spatial, or the 
temporal,, or the material or the logical relations between the bullet and the wound; or 
whetherr the causal relation depends on a combination of all these factors; or, again, 
whetherr the causal relevance of each of these factors varies with the magnitude of the 
consideredd objects. 
InIn contrast with the approach just described, systems based on AI technology usually 
havee constructive objectives. They are often conceived for the modeling of exam-
pless taken from one single domain (e.g., medicine, natural sciences, economics, etc.). 
Causall  relations in most of these domains are usually fairly well understood and AI 
oftenn has the task of showing that a computer program may be built that makes proper 
usee of such (domain related) causal knowledge. The main challenge for computational 
modelss of causation often is the efficient support of specific forms of (well understood 
fragments)) of causal reasoning. The correctness of such specialistic causal reasoning 
iss mostly guaranteed by domain knowledge that is inherent to the field under consider-
ation.. For instance, a ballistics expert system could assess the causal relation between 
thee bullet and the wound in Example 2.1 based on ballistics. Such a program would 
implementt some computational version of ballistics. When provided with a sufficiently 
detailedd description of the situation, the program would be able to calculate whether 
andd how the bullet has hit the plaintiff. Such calculation would then be the basis for 
thee expert system and/or for its user to conclude that, yes, the bullet is the cause of the 
wound. . 
Thee practical focus of AI-lik e research has given rise to the classification of various 
typess of causal reasoning based on their purpose rather than on their basic elements. 
Ann AI-lik e theory of causation is often classified along a temporal dimension: does 
itit  support reasoning about causation in the future, i.e. the prediction of the physical 
developmentt of the world starting from a given point in time? Or does it allow to as-
sesss causal relations in the past, i.e. the explanation of the physical development of the 
worldd up to a given point in time? 
Computationallyy speaking the difference between prediction and explanation is not 
trivial.. Depending on which of the two reasoning tasks is chosen, the same knowledge 
mustt be organized and used in (very) different ways. For instance, in Example 2.1 the 
causall  link between the shooting of the bullet (i.e., a present fact) and the wounding of 
thee plaintiff (i.e., a future fact) can only be predicted if it is known (i.e., as a present 
fact)) that the gun is (at least indirectly) aimed at the plaintiff. Without such factual piece 
off  information it is virtually impossible to foresee that the plaintiff wil l be hit. On the 
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otherr hand, when explaining the wounding of the plaintiff (i.e., a past fact) as caused by 
thee shooting of the bullet (i.e., another past fact), it can reasonably be assumed, rather 
thann known, that the trajectory followed by the bullet is the most direct one connecting 
thee gun and the plaintiff. In other words, explanation seems to be much more liberal 
thann prediction in assuming missing information. This is due to the fact that prediction 
iss usually based on a very limited number of present facts (e.g., the shooting of the 
bullett and the presence of the plaintiff) and on an intensive application of the rules of 
physicss 12. From a logical point of view prediction is a deductive reasoning task. In 
contrastt with prediction, explanation usually is an abductive reasoning task, under a 
closedd world assumption. Explanation is usually based on a larger number of known 
factss (e.g. the shooting of the bullet, the presence of the plaintiff and the wounding of 
thee plaintiff) which span over a past period of time. This limits the number of assump-
tionss that may reasonably be made about what has happened during that period of time 
and,, therefore, allows to be more liberal about the assumptions that are made. If it is 
knownn that a bullet was shot and the plaintiff was wounded, it is reasonable to assume 
thatt the gun was aimed at the plaintiff, unless this is explicitly negated. 
InIn conclusion, there are a few important differences between the application of causal 
knowledgee to reasoning about the future (prediction) or to reasoning about the past 
(explanation).. Such differences reflect on the type and on the amount of information 
requiredd respectively by systems that perform prediction and by systems that perform 
explanation.. In order to ensure efficiency through parsimony, AI research has often 
separatelyy studied the automation of prediction from the automation of explanation. 
Mostt of the first attempts at automating causal reasoning were implicitly or explic-
itl yy aimed at performing prediction. In the 60s, the AI community had as one of its 
mainn visions the construction of robots: androids that are able to autonomously and 
efficientlyy interact with the physical world. This vision led to the development of pro--
grammingg languages or symbolic systems that could express the knowledge needed 
forr implementing the human capacity of foreseeing how things develop in the physical 
world.. Throughout the 70s, this line of research was further developed and specified 
inn many directions, bringing for instance to the already mentioned distinction between 
predictionn and explanation. Many different types of symbolic and logical systems were 
developed.. Such systems, on the one hand, provided partial solutions to some of the 
problemss raised by the implementation of causal knowledge and, on the other hand, set 
aa stable agenda for the subfield of AI presently known as Knowledge Representation 

122 Simply knowing that a bullet is shot in the vicinity of someone, is not sufficient to predict by the rules 
off  physics that he wil l be hit And, if it is not known whether the shot is aimed at him, this must be assumed. 
Butt this specific assumption must be made from a wide range of other similar and equally plausible ones 
(e.g.. the shot is directed at ten, twenty or thirty centimeters above, right of or left of the plaintiff's head), 
whichh would not result in the hitting the plaintiff. 
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andd Reasoning. Finally, the 80s and 90s saw such a fast development of competing 
approachess to the problems of knowledge representation, that this area was forever 
changed.. Most remarkably, the discipline was no longer solely dominated by symbolic 
orr logical approaches. New alternative approaches appeared on the scientific market 
(e.g.,, probabilistic and distributed approaches13), which negated the very possibility of 
doingg (symbolic) knowledge representation. Such non symbolic approaches are nowa-
dayss considered as integral parts of knowledge representation. A typical list of topics 
forr a conference on knowledge representation includes three main areas, which may 
respectivelyy be addressed by a number of alternative symbolic and non symbolic ap-
proaches,, as follows: 

1.. Representational Formalisms: Representations of Time, Space, Events; Non-
monotonicc Logics; Description Logics. (All these are symbolic approaches) 

2.. Reasoning Techniques: Deduction, Induction, Abduction, Efficiency Measures, 
Complexity,, Parallel Implementations and Machine Learning (all symbolic ap-
proaches)) ; Reasoning under Uncertainty, Distributed Implementations (usually 
nonn symbolic approaches). 

3.. Significant Applications: Planning, Robotics, Diagnosis, Knowledge Bases. (The 
applicationn of symbolic as well as non symbolic approaches may be found in this 
area). . 

InIn the rest of this section we give a brief presentation of those formalisms that have 
directlyy or indirectly dedicated most attention to the problem of causation. Our focus 
iss mainly on symbolic approaches. 

Symbolicc approaches 

Theree exist five main approaches that have directly or indirectly dealt with the problem 
off  representing causation in AI systems: the Situation Calculus, Non Monotonie Logic, 
Naivee Physics, Qualitative Reasoning (which stems from Model Based Reasoning) and 
Ontology.. They are all illustrated in the following. 

Situationn Calculus The Situation Calculus is the mother of all languages for repre-
sentingg and reasoning about physical change. This knowledge representation 
language,, which is based on predicate logic, was originally developed by John 

133 Distributed AI (as opposed to classical AI) is based on the idea that a system does not need to have 
aa central (intelligent) control of its knowledge in order to show intelligence or to behave rationally. This 
ideaa has played a key role in very different areas of AI: from connectionism to, more recently, (multi-)agent 
systems. . 
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McCarthyy [McCarthy, 1963, McCarthy and Hayes, 1969] and it is commonly 
usedd in AI for purposes such as predicting the effects of actions on a system's 
state,, planning actions to achieve given goals, diagnosing what events might ex-
plainn some observations and analyzing the operation of programs that perform 
givenn tasks. In the Situation Calculus, a situation is a snapshot of the world at a 
givenn instant of time and it is represented as a collection of statements which are 
temporallyy tagged. Changes from situation to situation are represented as func-
tions,, called fluents, which implicitly represent the causal structure of the world. 
Theree are two fundamental problems afflicting the original as well as subsequent 
versionss of the Situation Calculus: the qualification problem and the frame prob-
lem.. On the hand, there is the problem of defining the conditions that in any 
givenn situation are sufficient to trigger a given change (qualification problem). 
Onn the other hand, it is unclear how to express the idea that changes are conser-
vative,, in the sense that they only affect a limited part of the situation in which 
theyy occur (frame problem). In order to deal with these two major limitations of 
thee Situation Calculus, in the late 70s and throughout the 80s a lot of research has 
beenn dedicated to the development of two types of solutions, which are some-
whatt orthogonal to each other. The first one tries to enhance automatic reasoning 
byy refining inference (Non Monotonie Logics). The second one does it by ex-
pandingg the amount of represented knowledge (Naive Physics). 
Ass far as Example 2.1 is concerned, a model of it in the Situation Calculus would 
comprisee a (complete) knowledgebase describing the initial situation of the story 
andd a series of functions (fluents) describing the allowed changes. These func-
tionss would implicitly represent the causal structure of the world. There might 
be,, for instance, a function named 'shooting' that, when applied in a situation to 
somee variable 'plaintiff', in the next situation changes the value of such variable 
fromm 'fit ' to 'wounded' (or, as in most AI examples, from 'alive' to 'dead'). Now, 
ass indicated above, there are two main problems with this approach. On the one 
hand,, it is not clear when the description of a (initial) situation is complete: this 
iss the qualification problem. Consider the shooting function, for instance: in or-
derr to get value 'wounded' should it have as arguments data about the trajectory 
off  the bullet? Or the weight of the shooter? Or the color of the gun? In other 
words,, it is not clear what are the sufficient conditions of a fluent. Philosophi-
callyy speaking, this is nothing new. The second problem afflicting a model of 
Examplee 2.1 in the Situation Calculus is the frame problem: it is unclear how 
too express the very simple idea that the change implied by shooting does not 
havee consequences, for instance, on the color of the gun or on the weight of the 
shooter. . 
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Nonn Monotonie Logics Non Monotonie Logies are a family of formal frameworks 
devisedd to capture and represent defeasible inference, i.e. that kind of inference 
off  everyday lif e in which reasoners draw conclusions tentatively, reserving the 
rightt to retract them in the light of further information. Such inferences are called 
nonn monotonie because the set of conclusions warranted on the basis of a given 
knowledgee base does not necessarily increase, in fact it can shrink. This is in 
contrastt to classical logic, whose inferences, being deductively valid, can never 
bee undone by new information. 
Manyy authors have argued in favor of using non monotonie inference mecha-
nismss for the automation of causal reasoning. One of the champions of this 
linee of research is Shoham who in [Shoham, 1988] proposed a non monotonie 
logicc called Chronological Ignorance. The semantics of this logic encapsulate 
thee causal principle that (indirect) changes in the world occur as late as possi-
ble.. This was the main stratagem adopted by Shoham for dealing with the frame 
problem. . 
Althoughh theoretically neat, the main practical drawback of non monotonie ap-
proachess is their reliance on possible words semantics, which has so far proven 
too be computationally too demanding. 
Ass far as Example 2.1 is concerned, non monotonie logic would represent an 
inferentialinferential enhancement of a knowledge base built by means of the Situation 
Calculuss (or a similar formalism). Such an enhancement would, for instance, 
makee it possible to derive from the knowledge base, first, that the plaintiff can 
seee (before the shooting) and, then that he cannot see anymore (after the shoot-
ing).. Deriving both conclusions (i.e. seeing and not seeing) would not lead to 
aa logical contradiction, because the first one would non monotonically be over-
ruledd by the second. 

Naivee Physics Naive Physics is the alternative approach for addressing the problems 
posedd by the Situation Calculus. Together with Qualitative Reasoning and Ontol-
ogyy (treated below), Naive Physics forms the model-based reasoning approach 
too Knowledge Representation. In his two widely acclaimed and seminal papers 
[Hayes,, 1985a] and [Hayes, 1985b], Hayes proposed to construct a formal model 
off  a large part of ordinary everyday knowledge of the physical world. Such a 
formalizationn could, for example, be a collection of assertions in a first-order 
logicall  formalism, or a collection of knowledge representation languages, or a 
microplannerr program. In Hayes' view the proposed formalism should have the 
followingg four main characteristics: thoroughness, fidelity, density and unifor-
mity.. In other words, the formalism should cover the whole range of everyday 
physicall  phenomena (thoroughness): not just blocks-worlds. It should be rea-
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sonablyy detailed (fidelity): such aspects of a block in a blocks-world as shape, 
material,, weight, rigidity, and surface texture should be available as concepts. 
Furthermore,, in the proposed formalism the ratio of facts to concepts should be 
fairlyy high (density): low-density formalizations are in some sense trivial be-
causee they fail to say enough about the concepts they contain. Last but not least, 
theree should be a common formal framework (language, systems, etc.) for the 
wholee formalization (uniformity). 
Inn Naive Physics causation is represented by means of histories. Histories are 
eventss which have a restricted spatial extent. By intersecting the various his-
toriess to which an object participates, it should be possible to reconstruct its 
interactionss with other objects and (part of) the chain of causation that pertains 
too it. 
Theree are two main limitations in the approach proposed by Hayes. On the one 
hand,, it has become increasingly clear that (first order) logic, as well as many 
otherr formalism built around it, is too unintuitive for supporting the modeling 
taskk required by Naive Physics. Modeling by logic often makes things more 
difficultt rather than simpler. On the other, the very idea of producing a (straight-
forwardd formal) model of ordinary everyday knowledge has slowly proven to be 
tooo optimistic. Every day knowledge seems the most elusive type of knowledge, 
despitee (or due) to its pervasiveness. 
AA model of Example 2.1 in the Situation Calculus (or in an equivalent formal-
ism)) would profit of Naive Physics in the sense that this would provide all the 
necessaryy (background) predicates for a complete description of the situation. 
So,, for instance, the causal relation between shooting and wounding would be 
supportedd by a built-in predicate (e.g. as hitting) that the system might employ 
forr explaining the blinding of the plaintiff. 

Qualitativee Reasoning Qualitative Reasoning is deeply related with Model Based 
Reasoning.. This general approach, which started around the mid 80s with pa-
perss like [de Kleer and Brown, 1984], [Forbus, 1984], [Kuipers, 1986], mainly 
concentratess on reasoning about a system behavior from an explicit model of the 
mechanismss underlying that behavior. Originally, though, it was unclear whether 
thee proposed models should be qualitative versions of correct physical (or, more 
generally,, scientific) theories or whether the models should comply with naive 
commonn sense visions of physical systems. In time, these two interpretations 
off  Model Based Reasoning translated into the distinction between Qualitative 
Physics,, on the one hand, and Qualitative Reasoning, one the other hand. The 
latterr approach gives more attention to naive understanding of physical systems, 
ratherr than to the application of theories that are correct from the point of view 
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off  Physics. This makes its scientific objectives comparable to those of Naive 
Physics.. Qualitative Reasoning mainly focuses on physical systems, as explained 
inn [Forbus, 1997], Many physical and industrial systems are made up of com-
mon,, interconnected components. The resulting overall system can be difficult to 
analyze,, predict or diagnose because of the complexity of the possible behaviors 
off  components and their interactions. Qualitative Reasoning technology directly 
helpss in this situations. This technique can assist in building explicit models of 
systemss in a manner that reflects their actual structure and behavior. It allows 
thee simulation of complex systems or, where the knowledge is too imprecise, for 
numericall  methods to be adopted. Such models also enable knowledge re-use by 
enhancingg accessibility for non-technical users. 
Qualitativee Reasoning's main application area is engineering, where it is used 
too design, analyze, simulate, diagnose, monitor and maintain physical technical 
systems.. This technique, though, can also be applied to other domains (e.g. bi-
ologyy and medicine) or application types (e.g. education). Diagnostic tools for 
technicall  physical systems are used to automate the diagnosis of such systems; 
model-basedd function/behavior prediction systems are used to evaluate the be-
haviorr of physical technical systems and biological systems. Furthermore, Bond 
Graphs,, which are typically used in engineering for representing system behav-
ior,, have too been applied in Qualitative Reasoning to visually and qualitatively 
modell  a product in order to facilitate the design solution generation process. 
Thee place reserved to causation in qualitative reasoning is often marginal or, 
rather,, implicit. It has long been thought that, by explicitly modeling systems 
behavior,, causation would implicitly become part of the model. In other words, 
thee different components of a physical system are represented by variables (often 
calledd proportionalities and influences). The values of such variables are depen-
dentt on one another, according to quantitative relations. Therefore, there seems 
too be no need for the explicit modeling of causation, because physical changes 
mayy only occur according to the specified relations (just as in physics). In prac-
tice,, though, mathematical relations do not provide enough filtering. When a 
simulationn on a so called model fragment is run, a lot of lines of physical devel-
opmentss are calculated, which are not causal at all, but which are still admissible 
accordingg to the relations. A typical example is a physical system formed by a 
containerr filled by some gas and closed by a mobile piston. An external source 
off  heat is applied to the system. This raises the temperature of the gas, which 
expandss and causes the piston to move. Now, the equalities that usually repre-
sentt the various physical relations between the parts of the considered system, do 
nott impose the causal reading just given. Those equalities would, for instance, 
perfectlyy tolerate a reading that sees the movement of the piston as the cause 
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off  the expansion of the gas which, in its turn, causes the raise in temperature. 
Thosee equalities usually contain no constraints (except, may be, temporal ones) 
whichh would disallow such reading. And this is a problem which is particularly 
evidentt when qualitative reasoning is applied to the generation of explanations 
[Bouwerr and Bredeweg, 1999], Therefore, a lot of work in Qualitative Reason-
ingg has been dedicated to the sharpening of the distinction between proportional-
itiess and influences. The former should describe the structural aspects of a model 
fragmentt (e.g. a given increase in the temperature of the gas is equal to a given 
increasee in its volume which is equal to a given change in the position of the 
piston).. On the other hand, the influences should describe the preferred causal 
readingg of the proportionalities (if the temperature of the gas increased, then its 
volumee increases, then the piston moves but not the other way around). 

Ontologyy Ontology is a recently developed approach to Knowledge Engineering A 
bodyy of formally represented knowledge is based on a conceptualization: the 
objects,, concepts, and other entities that are assumed to exist in some area of 
interestt and the relationships that hold among them. A conceptualization is 
ann abstract, simplified view of the world that we wish to represent for some 
purpose.. Every knowledge base, knowledge-based system, or knowledge-level 
agentt is committed to some conceptualization, explicitly or implicitly. An on-
tologyy is an explicit specification of a conceptualization. The term is borrowed 
fromm philosophy, where an Ontology is a systematic account of Existence. Thus, 
inn the context of AI , we can describe the ontology of a program by defining a set 
off  representational terms. In such an ontology, definitions associate the names 
off  entities in the considered domain (e.g., classes, relations, functions, or other 
objects)) with human-readable text describing what the names mean, and for-
mall  axioms that constrain the interpretation and well-formed use of these terms. 
Thereforee an ontology may be thought of as a specification of the "ingredients" 
off  an operational knowledge base. In other words, considering for instance a 
diagnosticc problem (e.g. car diagnosis), an ontology provides the description of 
thee terminology used in formulating the diagnosis (i.e. the description of the 
partss of the car and/or their functional relations). On top of such description a 
numberr of inference services must be provided in order for the ontology to be 
putt at work. Finally, the difference between an ontology-based approach and a 
traditionall  approach to knowledge engineering is that in the former the concep-
tuall  commitments are made explicit so that they can be agreed upon and reused 
overr many knowledge bases. 

Ass far as causation is concerned, AI-lik e applications of ontology do not have 
producedd significant results yet. Nevertheless, a lot of research in top ontology 
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(e.g.,, the Standard Upper Ontology (SUO), Encyclopedia (CYC), Sowa's work) 
havee dealt with notions that are strictly related to causation, e.g. time, events, 
processes.. In chapter 3 we will look in more detail at the parts of those projects 
thatt are relevant to our own and that might provide useful insight into the state 
off  the art of ontologies that are related to causation. 

Numericall  Approaches 

Probabilisticc approaches The end of the 80s saw the rise of probabilistic approaches 
too Knowledge Representation and Reasoning. In [Pearl, 2000] the author pro-
videss the most significant results in the application of probabilistic techniques 
too the representation of causal relations. The theory of probabilistic causal in-
ferencee unites two pieces of mathematics and one piece of philosophy. The two 
mathematicall  pieces are Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs) and probability the-
oryy (with the focus on conditional independence) and the philosophy involves 
causationn among variables. DAG theory gives a probabilistic interpretation to 
DAGs,, making them represent sets of probability distributions. Each variable 
iss associated to a node of the graph; the edges between nodes represent prob-
abilisticc dependence relations between the variables. The (sets of) probability 
distributionss on the set of the variables are represented by the Markov condition 
(i.e.,, in a graph, each variable is independent from its non descendants- non par-
ents,, given its parents), which in turn is equivalent to a graphical relation, called 
d-separation.. Thank to d-separation, the relations of probabilistic independence 
amongg the variables in a domain can be "read off' by observing graphical rela-
tionss between nodes in the DAG. This correspondence enables reasoning systems 
too reduce the number of calculations necessary to perform sound probabilistic in-
ferences. . 
DAGG theory has become a theory of reasoning under uncertainty in AI. How-
ever,, at this stage of the theory, no concept of causation needs to be invoked. The 
applicationn of DAG theory to causal reasoning and the transformation of DAGs 
(orr Bayesian networks) into causal networks require a further step. This step 
consistss in the so-called Causal Markov Assumption, stating that when DAGs 
aree interpreted causally the Markov condition and d-separation are in fact the 
correctt connection between causal structure and probabilistic independence. 
Inn early developments of DAG theory, the causal interpretation was meant prin-
cipallyy as a support in building the graphs. The appeal to one's intuitions about 
causall  relations helped the modeler to built sensible graphs, but it was not well 
specifiedd what these intuitions about causal relations were. How to specify this 
mysteriouss causal intuition? At present, a view shared by many probabilistic 
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causall  inference theorists is that an event (represented by a variable) causes an-
otherr if manipulating the first you alter the second. This idea of manipulation 
cann therefore be used to elicit our intuitions about causal relations. 
Thee whole enterprise seems to be undermined by the fact that in a large majority 
off  cases there are several causal structures corresponding to the same probabil-
ityy distribution; the problem is then that of narrowing the class of statistically 
indistinguishablee structures licensed by the data; the solution is pursued by stat-
ingg new assumptions, and exploring their consequences. However, there will be 
casess in which no general principle will be sufficient to eliminate every alter-
nativee except one; in some of these cases, all background knowledge possessed 
byy the epistemic agent, or his intuitions about what causes what are allowed to 
influencee the choice of a single causal structure. 
AA Pearlean model of Example 2.1 may be found in [Lehmann and Breuker, 2000]. 

Connectionistt  approaches Connectionism is a movement in cognitive science which 
triess to emulate human intellectual abilities using artificial neural networks. Neu-
rall  networks are simplified models of the brain composed of large numbers of 
unitss (the analogs of neurons) together with weights (usually represented as num-
bers)) that measure the strength of connections between the units. These weights 
modell  the effects of the synapses that link one neuron to another. Experiments 
onn models of this kind have demonstrated an ability to learn such skills as face 
recognition,, reading, and the detection of simple grammatical structure. 
InIn this field the study of causation has mainly been concentrated on assessing the 
reciprocall  causal influence that the various levels of a connectionist model might 
exertt one another. In particular, the study of so called "downward causation", 
i.e.. from higher to lower levels of complexity, has attracted a lot of the atten-
tion.. However, the influence of such results on AI systems has not yet been very 
significant. . 

Conclusivee remarks on AI  and physical causation 

Artificia ll  Intelligence has been confronted too with the problem of physical causa-
tion.. In contrast with the philosophical or legal theoretical approaches, though, sys-
temss based on AI technology usually have constructive objectives. The practical focus 
off  AI-lik e research has brought to the distinction of various types of causal reasoning 
basedd on their purpose rather than on their basic elements. An AI-lik e theory of cau-
sationn is often classified along a temporal dimension: does it support reasoning about 
causationn in the future, i.e. the prediction of the physical development of the world 
startingg from a given point in time? Or does it allow to assess causal relations in the 
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past,, i.e. the explanation of the physical development of the world up to a given point 
inn time? 
Computationallyy speaking the difference between prediction and explanation is not 
trivial.. Depending on which of the two reasoning tasks is chosen, knowledge must be 
organizedd and used in (very) different ways. From a logical point of view prediction is 
aa deductive reasoning task, while, explanation usually has a stronger abductive flavor. 
Inn order to ensure efficiency through parsimony, AI research has often separately stud-
iedd the automation of prediction from the automation of explanation. 
AA second distinction has played a big role in shaping AI research on physical causation, 
thee distinction between symbolic and numerical (or non symbolic, or subsymbolic) ap-
proaches: : 

1.. Symbolic approaches, have mainly attempted the implicit representation of cau-
sationn by means of explicit and detailed representations of the physical world. 
Salientt examples of symbolic approaches are: Situation Calculus, Non Mono-
tonicc Logics, Naive Physics, Qualitative Reasoning, Ontology. 

2.. Numerical approaches, have attempted to represent causation by minimizing the 
usee of explicit representations of the physical world. Salient examples of numer-
icall  approaches are: Probabilistic Networks and Connectionism, 

Givenn the nature of our research and our ongoing attempt at making things explicit, we 
surelyy find symbolic approaches much more appealing than non symbolic ones. 
Inn section 2.8 we indicate which of the notions presented above are used in the process 
off  "reassembling" to which chapter 3 is dedicated. We are, therefore, now moving 
forwardd and considering what has been produced in Philosophy on matters of agent 
causation.. We will then look at how symbolic approaches have imported such philo-
sophicall  views in AI debates on agent causation. 

2.66 Agent causation 

Ass explained in the introductory part of the section on physical causation, the general 
shiftt to physical reductionism, which started with the Scientific Revolution, has appar-
entlyy left very small theoretical space for other forms of causation. If causation is only 
aa physical sequence of causes and effects, there is no wayy to account for a whole range 
off  mental phenomena that do not seem to be (exclusively) physical but that do anyway 
(seemm to) have causal influence on the world. 
Ass explained at the beginning of section 2.5 the physical reductionist sees the ques-
tionss concerning relations between the physical and the mental as false problems, as 
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languagee games sustained by our ignorance about the precise functioning of our brains, 
inn other words, as illusory questions about illusions. Once our physics, chemistry, biol-
ogy,, neurophysiology and biopsychology are enough developed, we can easily answer 
(orr rather skip) such questions. The history of science offers many examples of the 
recompositionn of (apparent) dichotomies. For instance, the Morning and the Evening 
Starr once were two separate objects. When enough understanding of Astronomy was 
developed,, they were recognized as one single planet. This process of reduction of the 
complexx to the simple wil l repeat itself over and over again. Therefore, no philosophi-
call  totems or taboos should be built around the apparent (only apparent!) metaphysical 
naturee of our minds, as opposed to the physical nature of our brains and bodies. 
AA very common reply to such positivistic attitude is the following. On the one hand, 
untill  the process of scientific reduction is complete, we still need some form of under-
standingg of how mental entities (e.g. thoughts, intentions, beliefs or what not) causally 
relatee to one another and to actions. This is utterly needed for smooth social interac-
tions,, which are often based on causally relevant communication acts (e.g. commit-
ments).. On the other hand, if reductionism will finally prove to be wrong14, then a 
properr causal understanding of mental entities wil l become a (full) scientific problem 
andd not merely a philosophical one. By so objecting to the physical ists, philosophers 
ass well as psychologists define an independent theoretical space. This allows them to 
studyy the problem of agent causation as a problem of its own, that deserves reflection 
andd the definition of a causal language pertaining to the mental and to the mental only. 
Thiss leads to the definition of a scientific area mainly occupied by psychologists and 
occasionallyy by philosophers, where there is littl e room left for physicists, chemists and 
biologists.. Within such theoretical area disputes are fierce. All kinds of positions are 
represented.. In the next subsection, we give a schematic overview of the most impor-
tantt philosophical positions and of some insights coming from Psychology. We then 
presentt the main Al-lik e approaches to the problem of agent causation. It wil l become 
apparentt how, just as in the case of physical causation, AI has mainly limited itself 
too solving problems of representation rather than producing new original solutions to 
thee problem of agent causation. In the presentation of both the philosophical and the 
Al-lik ee material we wil l refrain from continuously applying the presented systems to 
Examplee 2.1, as we did in the section on physical causation. Al l the systems briefly 
presentedd in the following would already have a hard time in consistently explaining 
inn causal terms the simple act of shooting performed by the playmate. The reader may, 
therefore,, consider this part of Example 2.1 as our reference example throughout this 
section. . 
Inn Example 2.1 the pulling of the trigger by the boy who shot may be considered as 

14Forr instance, by proving that complexity impedes any mutual reduction of aggregation levels. 
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causall  in different degrees. The boy's finger moves - this is (physically) a sure thing. 
Butt he may or may not have moved his finger, and, if he did move it, he may have 
activelyy performed the movement or merely, by doing something else, caused a passive 
movement.. And, if he performed the movement, he might have done so intentionally or 
not.. This short array of contrasts (and others like them) has motivated questions about 
thee nature, variety and identity of action. Such handful of questions are the subject of 
thee next subsection. 

2.6.11 Philosophy on agent causation 
Givenn the various alternative (causal) interpretations that stem from (the report) of 
thee boy's movement of a finger, two main groups of questions arise, concerning the 
individuationn of actions and the relation between actions and (natural) processes: 

1.. The individuation of actions. Should we think of the causal consequences (the 
gettingg wounded of the plaintiff) of the physical behavior of an agent (the move-
mentt of the finger) as distinct from his actions (the pulling of the trigger)? Or 
shouldd we think that the movements of an agent and their consequences form a 
singlee action (simply, the wounding of the plaintiff)? 

2.. Actions and (natural) processes. Actions (the pulling of the trigger), in even 
thee most minimal sense, seem to be essentially active. This is what distinguishes 
themm from mere processes (the moving of the bullet). How should this difference 
bee described? 

Historicallyy speaking philosophers have dealt with this type of questions by means of 
introspection,, rather than by scientific experiments. Starting with the rise of English 
Empiricismm (in particular since the publication of Locke's Essay [Locke, 1975] in the 
XVI II  century), introspection has become a littl e more systematic and connected to on-
goingg logical and experimental research. For scientists, though, this method of research 
hass never fully emended itself from the arbitrariness which characterizes it and makes 
itt substantially unrepeatable (i.e. non scientific). Introspection, alas, is a big chunk of 
whatt philosophers have to offer! It should, therefore, be taken as an attempt at defining 
problemss and/or research directions, rather than as a way of actually finding solutions. 
Andd it should also be kept in mind that such first (introspective) definitional step must 
bee taken by anyone (be he a philosopher, a psychologist or a neurologist) who wants 
too deal with problems related to agency. In other words, the "know-how" accumulated 
byy philosophers may be of some, albeit temporarily, help in defining agency related 
problems. . 
AA classical contemporary example of such definitional effort is Donald Davidson's 
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workk [Davidson, 1980] where it is asserted that an action, in some basic sense, is some-
thingg an agent does that was intentional under some description. Many other philoso-
pherss have agreed with him that there is a conceptual tie between genuine action, on 
thee one hand, and intention, on the other. On the one hand, the notion of intention is 
oftenn used as a criterion for the individuation of actions (answering questions at point 1 
above).. For instance, the being wounded of the plaintiff has some agentive relation with 
thee movement of the finger only if this was performed with the intention of wounding 
thee plaintiff; otherwise the plaintiff getting wounded is just a mere consequence of an 
action,, not part of any action. On the other hand, intentions are used as differentia 
specificaspecifica between actions and mere processes (answering questions at point 2 above). 
However,, it is tricky to explicate the tie between the concepts of action and intention. 
Onn the one hand, the concept of intention has various conceptual inflections whose 
connectionss to one another are not at all easy to delineate, and there have been many 
attemptss to map the relations between intentions for the future, acting intentionally, 
andd acting with a certain intention. On the other hand, the notion that human behavior 
iss often intentional under one description (e.g. the boy pulled the trigger (intention-
ally))) but not under another (the boy shot the plaintiff (unintentionally)) is itself hard to 
pinn down. The main difficulty is that if admitting that all unintentional descriptions of 
one'ss behavior are identical to the intentional description, then there is no criterion for 
distinguishingg the physical consequences of one's behavior from one's deeds. In the 
followingg subsubsection we are going to look at what extra notions philosophers have 
employedd in order to corroborate the idea that the notion of intention may be used for 
dealingg with questions of action individuation and as the differentia specifica of actions 
ass opposed to mere processes. 

AA second group of fundamental questions of action theory concerns the explanation -
ratherr than only the individuation - of actions. Answers to such questions partly de-
pendd on how questions of individuation are answered. It is possible, though, to phrase 
questionss of explanation in a fairly independent way, i.e. by focussing on the place of 
thee agent's reasons in acting, as follows: 

1.. Are reasons causes of the action? 

2.. What is the force of normative reasons for action in the context of the agents 
practicall  deliberation? 

Somee philosophers have maintained that we explain why an agent acted as he did when 
wee explicate how the agent's normative reasons rendered the action intelligible in his 
eyes.. Others have stressed that the concept of an intention with which a person acted 
hass a teleological dimension that does not reduce to the concept of causal guidance by 
thee agent's reasons. We wil l have a thorough look at these position in a subsequent 
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subsubsection. . 

Thee nature of action and agency 

Ass explained above, it has been common to characterize the nature of action by invok-
ingg intention as a criterion for distinguishing between the things that merely happen 
too people - the events they undergo - and the various things they genuinely do. The 
doingss are the acts or actions of the agent For some time now, however, there has been 
aa better appreciation of the nuances in meanings of the verb "to do" and a livelier sense 
thatt the question is not well framed. For instance, a person may cough, sneeze, blink, 
andd these are all things the person has, in some minimal sense, done, although in the 
usuall  cases, the agent will have been altogether passive throughout these doings. It is 
naturall  to protest that this is not the sense of "do" the philosopher of action originally 
hadd in mind, but it is also not so easy to say just what sense that is. Moreover, as Harry 
Frankfurtt [Frankfurt, 1978] has pointed out, the purposeful behavior of animals consti-
tutess a low-level type of active doing. When a spider walks across the table, the spider 
directlyy controls the movements of his legs, which are directed at taking him from one 
locationn to another. We are not inclined to think that the movements just happen to 
thee spider. Those very movements have an aim or purpose for the spider, and hence 
theyy are subject to a kind of intentional or, rather, teleological explanation. All this 
behaviorall  activity is action in some fairly weak sense. 
Nevertheless,, a great deal of human action has a richer psychological structure than 
this.. An agent performs activity that is directed at a goal, and commonly it is a goal 
thee agent has adopted on the basis of an overall practical assessment of his options and 
opportunities.. Moreover, it seems to be immediately available to the agent's awareness 
thatt he is performing the activity in question and that the activity is aimed by him at a 
specificc chosen end. 
Now,, in order to have more insight when characterizing actions by means of intention, 
thiss has often been reduced to two main dimensions, which should in principle be con-
ceptuallyy more basic: the knowledge of and the control over one own's actions. These 
twoo notions have extensively been treated in the philosophical literature, as follows: 

Thee knowledge of one's own actions It is frequently noted that the agent has some 
sortt of immediate awareness of his physical activity and of the goals that the 
activityy is aimed at realizing. Anscombe [Anscombe, 1963] spoke of knowledge 
withoutt observation. The agent knows without observation that he is perform-
ingg certain bodily movements (perhaps under some rough but non-negligible de-
scription),, and he knows without observation what purpose(s) the behavior is 
meantt to serve. Anscombe's conception of knowledge without observation is 
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problematic.. Surely, one wants to say, proprioception15 and kinesthetic16 sensa-
tionss play some role in informing the agent of the positions and movements of 
hiss body, and it is uncertain why these informational roles should fail to count as 
modess of inner observation of the agent's own external and observable physical 
behavior.. What Anscombe explicitly denies is that agents generally know of the 
positionss or movements of their own bodies by means of separably describable 
sensationss that serve as criteria for their judgements about the narrowly physi-
call  performance of their bodies. Velleman [Velleman, 2000] therefore described 
thiss type of knowledge as spontaneous, as knowledge that the agent has achieved 
withoutt deriving it from evidence adequate to warrant it. 
However,, it is not so plain that an agent's knowledge that certain of his move-
mentss have been guided by him towards an objective are not derived from prior 
evidence.. For instance, a tennis player hitting the ball during a match knows, 
inn an immediate, first person way, that he is committed to an objective as his 
goall  (playing the match). In addition, he knows, also immediately, that those 
movementss are caused by the state of having a goal. If these points are correct, 
itit  may be that an agent knows his present goals and intentions without inner or 
outerr evidence, but it may also be that this same non observational, non infer-
entiall  knowledge itself serves as evidence for his further belief that his current 
behaviorr is directed at specific goals. These considerations, if right, would mean 
thatt one's knowledge of what one is presently doing and one's knowledge of 
whatt one is about to do are not spontaneous, in Velleman's suggested sense. Re-
centt results in psychological research [J., 2002] take even further the refutation 
off  Velleman's notion of spontaneity and/or of Anscombe's conception of knowl-
edgee without observation. Evidence has been found that there are situations in 
whichh there is no awareness at all in an agent performing an action. Apparently 
inn such situations the brain activity of an agent that makes a decision to act tem-
porallyporally follows the performance of the action. For instance, a tennis player hits 
aa ball before he even decides to do so. Therefore, he cannot have an immedi-
atee awareness or spontaneous knowledge of his action (based on the immediate 
awarenesss of his overall goal). Psychologically speaking, both these types of 
knowledgee are mental constructs, illusions that temporally follow the execution 
off  an action. Biologically speaking, the reversed temporal order of action and 
knowledgee may be understood in evolutionary terms as a much needed trick 
playedd by nature in order to speed up an individual's response time and higher 

^Proprioceptionn is usually defined as the ability to sense the position, location, orientation and movement 
off  the body and its parts. 

16Kinesthesiss is the ability to feel the movements of the limbs and body 
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thee chance of survival. 

Thee control over one's own actions A second aspect of the intention of an agent's 
actionss is the control that the agent has over his action. Just as for the notion of 
awareness,, psychological evidence has shown too that autonomous control can 
bee proven to be an illusion, especially during the execution of actions. However, 
commonn sense still relies on the idea of a one to one correspondence between 
deliberatingg and acting. In other words, even though from the psychologist's 
viewpointt conscious control is a sort of illusion, it is a vital one. Without such il-
lusionn we would not be able to feel comfortable. It is, therefore, important to the 
conceptt of goal directed action that agents normally implement a kind of direct 
controll  or guidance over their own behavior. Consider, for instance, an agent that 
guidess his paralyzed left arm along a certain path by using his active right arm to 
shovee it through the relevant trajectory. The moving of his right arm, activated 
ass it is by the normal exercise of his system of motor control, is a genuine action, 
butt the movement of his left arm is not. That movement is merely the causal 
upshott of his guiding action. The agent has direct control over the movement of 
thee right arm, but not over the movement of the left. And yet it is hardly clear 
whatt direct control of behavior can amount to here. Three notions may be found 
inn the literature on action theory as basic descriptors of the notion of control. In 
thee following we introduce each of these notions in a cascade. We start from the 
notionn of proximality and show its conceptual limits; we then present the notion 
off  trying as a possible repair to the problems posed by proximality theory; finally 
wee show how the problems inherent to the notion of trying depend on the lack of 
aa clear criterion for the individuation of action. 

1.. Proximality between intention and action. Some philosophers maintain that 
thee physical movements of an agent should be distinguished from the phys-
icall  act of moving. In the example above it is only the agent's direct moving 
off  his right arm that constitutes a physical action; the left arm movement is 
causedd by the act of moving [Homsby, 1980]. The physical act of moving 
iss in relation with an intention of the agent: the intention to cause a body 
movementt (i.e. the movement of the left arm, through the movement of 
thee right harm). The relation between an intention and the corresponding 
actt of moving is said to be one of (causal) proximality. In other words, the 
intentionn proximally causes and governs the act of moving, where the act 
off  moving is now thought to start at the earliest, inner stage of act initi-
ation.. According to this theory the act of moving would be the interface 
betweenn the mental world of intentions and the physical world of (body) 
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movements.. This proposal may be thought of as a sort of mental reduc-
tionismm (i.e. the very opposite of physical reductionism). Which makes it 
controversial,, for the following two reasons: 

(a)) The simple appeal to a putative distinction between movement and 
movingg seems a rather ad hoc way of supporting the conception of 
proximality. . 

(b)) There are reasons for doubting that an agent's governance of his own 
actionss involves the condition of causal proximality: an action (the 
actt of moving) is not to be controlled by the corresponding intention, 
whichh would thereby qualify as another act too (an act of will , creating 
circularity). . 

2.. Trying. In order to avoid the complications inherent to proximality theory, 
somee philosophers [Ginet, 1990] have proposed to see the act of moving as 
triggeredd and sustained by the agent's trying to move his arm in just that 
way.. This approach would repair proximality theory in two ways: 

(a)) By introducing an element of uncertainty between an actor's intention 
andd his act of moving. In other words, the actors intention would not 
exercisee any direct control on the act of moving, because it could only 
causee a trying of such act. 

(b)) By giving to the trying, rather than to the intention, the status of act. 

Now,, our own definition of agent causation (definition 3.37) rests on the 
vieww spelled out in 1 and 2. The interface between an intention and the 
correspondingg act is always a trying, i.e. an act in or at the agent's body. 
Thiss raises the wider issue of the individuation of action. 

3.. Action individuation. In Davidson's famous example, someone alerts a bur-
glarr by illuminating a room, which he does by turning on a light, which he 
doess in turn by flipping the appropriate switch. According to Davidson the 
generall  principle holds that if someone does A by doing B then doing A 
iss identical to doing B. In the example this means that the alerting of the 
burglarr is identical to the illuminating of the room, which is identical to the 
turningg on of the light, which is identical to the flipping of the switch. And 
thiss is so despite the fact that the alerting of the burglar was unintentional 
whilee the flipping of the switch, the turning on of the light, and the illumi-
natingg of the room were all intentional. 
Supposee now that it is also true that the agent moved his arm by trying to 
movee his arm. Combined with the Davidson thesis about act identification, 
thiss implies that the agent's act of moving his arm is equal to his act of 
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tryingg to move that arm. So, perhaps the act of trying to move the arm does 
nott cause the act of moving after all, since they are just the same. Now, in 
orderr to avoid such unpleasent consequence, in definition 3.37 we refuse 
thee Davidsonian thesis about act identification. In our view the only gen-
uinee acts are the tryings, i.e. the acts that only affects the body of the actor. 
Al ll  other events that are in a relation of physical causation with the act of 
tryingg should be considered as consequences of such act. They may only 
bee considered as parts of the act if they were intended and/or foreseen by 
thee acton 

Inn virtue of the analysis presented above and of the preference expressed for the 
notionn of trying, we take the position that acknowledges a fundamental biological 
capacityy of an agent of directly controlling the goal-seeking behavior of his own 
body.. The agent governs his bodily activity and directes it at relevant objectives. 
InIn the example of arm movement, for instance, inner physical activity causes 
andd is aimed at causing the right arm movements and, in turn, these movements 
causee the movement of the left arm. Emphasizing considerations of this sort, one 
mightt urge that they validate the restriction of action to processes occurring in 
oror at the agent's body. This is the position assumed in chapter 3. 

Basedd on the decomposition of the notion of intention in terms of knowledge and con-
trol,, five different types of actions may be distinguished, as follows: 

Typee 1: Unconscious behavior  These actions are characterized by the total absence 
off  both knowledge and control. Typical examples is the behavior of agents that 
aree asleep (such as talking or reacting to a dream). 

Typee 2: Goal directed activity These actions are characterized by the total absence 
off  knowledge but the presence of control. The behavior of simple animals (such 
thee walking spider) fall in this category. 

Typee 3: Involuntar y behavior  These actions are characterized by the presence of some 
knowledgee and the absence of control. Typical examples are conditional reflexes 
orr body reactions (e.g. sneezing). 

Typee 4: Intentional action These actions are characterized by a the presence of knowl-
edgee and of control. The actions of most animals (therefore also human actions) 
aree of this type. 

Typee 5: Autonomous action These actions are characterized by the highest degree 
off  knowledge, i.e. self-reflective knowledge, and by the presence of control. 
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Inn other words, the main difference between this type of action and Type 4 is 
onlyy a matter of degree of awareness. Therefore, one may consider this type as 
aa (rather arbitrary) specialization of Type 4, where the complex actions of (self-
reflective)) human agents fall. This arbitrary distinction may be taken as reflecting 
thee conviction commonly shared by humans of a cognitive and moral superiority 
too other species of animals. 

Ass conclusions to this first part of the analysis of the notion of action we may fix the 
followingg points: 

1.. Firstly, a distinctive factor of an action is the actor's knowledge (up to awareness) 
whilee performing it. Such knowledge might be either mediate (for instance by 
proprioception),, immediate or spontaneous, but it does anyway characterize an 
actionn as opposed to a mere process. 

2.. Secondly, an action is characterized by control (or governance) by the actor. 
Thiss requirement can be applied so strictly that only tryings qualify as actions, 
becausee everything occurring after the trying is subject to the laws of physics and, 
therefore,, outside the direct control of the actor. In a more relaxed application 
off  this requirement, though, the degree of control on the consequences of one's 
ownn action is usually dependent on the intention of the actor. So, for instance, 
inn Example 2.1 the pulling of the trigger by the boy is an action, because the 
boyy intended the gun to fire. On the other hand, the wounding of the plaintiff is 
nott an action but a causal consequence of the action: the boy did not intend, or 
evenn know, that he would hit the plaintiff. This means that he did control this 
consequencee of his action. 

3.. Thirdly, by composing the two dimensions of knowledge and control a typology 
off  actions may be generated, which distinguishes between unconscious behav-
ior,, goal directed activity, involuntary behavior, intentional action and, finally, 
autonomouss action. 

Thee explanation of action 

Besidess the problems regarding the nature of action and agency there is another in-
tenselyy debated topic in the philosophy of action: the explanation of intentional actions 
inn terms of the agent's reasons for acting. Davidson and other action theorists defended 
thee position that reason explanations are causal explanations - explanations that cite the 
agent'ss desires, intentions, and means-end beliefs as causes of the action. These causal -
istss were reacting against a Wittgensteinian outlook that claimed otherwise. Now action 
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theoristt recognize that the very terms in which the debate was conducted were flawed. 
First,, for the most part, the non-causalist position relied chiefly on negative arguments 
thatt purported to show that, for conceptual reasons, motivating reasons could not be 
causess of action. Davidson did a great deal to rebut these arguments. It was difficult, 
moreover,, to find a reasonably clear account of what sort of non-causal explanation 
thee Wittgensteinians had in mind. Second, the circumstances of the debate were not 
improvedd by the loose behavior of the ordinary concept of a cause. No one denies that 
reasonss are in some sense causes. In the pertinent literature, it has been common to fall 
backk on the qualified claim that reasons are not efficient or producing causes of action. 
Unfortunately,, the import of these qualifications has been less than perspicuous. 
Thee claim that purposive explanations do or do not reduce to suitable counterpart causal 
explanationss is surprisingly elusive. It is not clear, in the first place, what it is for one 
formm of explanation to reduce to another. Moreover, Davidson himself has insisted that 
itt is not possible to give an explicit, reductive account of what the right kind of causing 
iss supposed to be and that none is needed. Naturally, he may simply be right about 
this,, but others have felt that causalism about reason explanations is illicitl y protected 
byy endemic fuzziness in the concept of causation of the right kind. Some causalists, 
whoo otherwise agree with Davidson, have accepted the demand for a more detailed 
andd explicit account, and some of the proposed accounts get extremely complicated. It 
seemss that without better agreement about the concept of cause itself, the prospects for 
aa resolution of the debate do not appear positive. 
Onee of the principal arguments that were used to show that reason explanations of ac-
tionn could not be causal was the following. If the agent's explaining reasons R were 
amongg the causes of his action A, then there must be some universal causal law which 
nomologicallyy links the psychological factors in R (together with other relevant condi-
tions)) to the A-type action that they rationalize. However, it was argued, there simply 
aree no such psychological laws; there are no strict laws and coordinate conditions that 
ensuree that a suitable action wil l be the invariant product of the combined presence 
off  pertinent pro-attitudes, beliefs, and other psychological states. Therefore, reasons 
cannott be causes. 
Inn [Davidson, 1980] Davidson first pointed out that the thesis that there are no reason-
to-actionn laws is crucially ambiguous between a stronger and a weaker reading, and he 
observess that it is the stronger version that is required for the non-causalist conclusion. 
Thee weaker reading says that there are no reason-to-action laws in which the antecedent 
iss formulated in terms of the belief, desire, intention vocabulary of commonsense psy-
chologyy and the consequent is stated in terms of goal directed and intentional action. 
Davidsonn accepted that the thesis, on this reading, is correct, and he has continued to 
acceptt it ever since. The stronger reading says that there are no reason-to-action laws in 
anyy guise, including laws in which the psychological states and events are re-described 
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inn narrowly physical terms and the actions are re-described as bare movement. David-
sonn affirms that there are laws of this second variety, whether we have discovered them 
orr not. 
Moree recently, Jaegwon Kim [Kim, 1989] has revived the debate about the opposi-
tionn between (neo-Wittgensteinian) non causalists and Davidsonian causalists, but in a 
moree general way. He sees the two modes of explanation as joint instances of a Prin-
ciplee of Explanatory Exclusion. That Principle tells us that, if there exist two complete 
andd independent explanations of the same phenomenon, then one or the other of these 
alternativee explanations must be wrong. Influenced by Davidson, many philosophers 
rejectt more than just reason-to-action laws. They believe, more generally, that there 
aree no laws that connect the reason-giving attitudes with any material states, events, 
andd processes, under purely physical descriptions. As a consequence, commonsense 
psychologyy is not strictly reducible to the neural sciences, and this means that reason 
explanationss of action and corresponding neural explanations are, in the intended sense, 
independentt of one another. At the same time, detailed causal explanations of behavior 
inn terms of neural factors should also be, again in the intended sense, complete. Hence, 
Explanatoryy Exclusion affirms that either the reason explanations or the prospective 
neurall  explanations must be abandoned as incorrect. Since we are not likely to re-
negee upon our best, most worked-out scientific accounts, it is the ultimate viability 
off  the reason explanations from commonsense psychology that appear to be threat-
ened.. The issues here are complicated and controversial - particularly issues about the 
properr understanding of theoretical reduction. However, if Explanatory Exclusion ap-
pliess to reason explanations of action, we have a very general incentive for searching 
forr a workable philosophical account of reason explanations that construes them as 
non-causal.. Just as certain function explanations in biology may not reduce to, but also 
certainlyy do not compete with, related causal explanations in molecular biology, so also 
non-causall  reason explanations could be expected to co-exist with neural analyses of 
thee causes of behavior. 

Conclusivee remarks on Philosophy and agent causation 

Theree are two basic philosophical problems that concern action theoreticians who deal 
withh agent causation: 

1.. The nature of action and agency. This problem has given rise to various clas-
sificationss of actions along two main dimensions: the knowledge of one's own 
actionss (the actor's awareness) and the control on one's own action (the actor's 
governance).. Depending on the awareness and on the control of the actor, five 
mainn types of actions may be defined: unconscious behavior, goal directed ac-
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tivity ,, involuntary behavior, intentional action and, finally, autonomous action. 

2.. The explanation of actions. The philosophical positions on this matter are two. 
Onn the one hand, Davidson and other action theorists defended the position that 
reasonn explanations are causal explanations - explanations that cite the agent's 
desires,, intentions, and means-end beliefs as causes of the action. On the other 
hand,, so called non-causalists, maintain that motivating reasons cannot be causes 
off  action. Non-causalists stick to the principle of explanatory exclusion which 
affirmss that either the reason explanations or the prospective neural explanations 
mustt be abandoned as incorrect. Since we are not likely to renege upon our best, 
mostt worked-out scientific accounts, it is the ultimate viability of the reason ex-
planationss from commonsense psychology that appear to be threatened. 
Nevertheless,, for our purposes in this dissertation (i.e., the development of the 
ontologyy presented in Chapter 3) we find a Davidsonian view on reason expla-
nationss much more appealing. For common sense it is much more natural to 
explainn actions in terms of motives, reasons and other (so called) mental entities 
(e.g.,, intentions and believes). 

Inn section 2.8 we indicate which of the notions presented above are used in the process 
off  "reassembling" to which chapter 3 is dedicated. We may now move on and consider 
howw AI has dealt with the problems of agency and agent causation. 

2.6.22 AI  on agent causation 
Thee relation between Artificial Intelligence and agency is twofold: 

1.. On the one hand, there exists a general philosophical relation. 
Thee central scientific problem of AI is the problem of intelligence, viewed as 
knowledgee and reasoning. In their day to day activity Alers mainly concentrate 
onn the representation of knowledge for its use by means of algorithms or other 
computationall  means. If such artificial reasoner is a component of a larger arti-
factt that can interact with the physical world, the question arises to what extent 
thee artifact's behavior may be compared to the behavior of natural agents, and in 
particularr with human behavior. 
Somee of the most significant philosophical disputes about AI 17, have focussed 
exactlyy on the problem of what it means for an artifact to hold such chiefly hu-
mann features as believes, desires and intentions and to make plans. Just as any 
goodd philosophical dispute, these ones too have produced no definite solution of 

I7Disputess that to a lot of Alers represent no more and no less than the philosophers' external opinion on 
aa discipline they hardly understand or, even, know. 
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thee problem under analysis. But a lot of arguments have been developed for and 
againstt the idea that artifacts in general, and digital computers in particular, can 
understandd what they are doing and, therefore, truly decide what they want or 
intendd to cause. For further information on these topics the reader is referred to 
[Dennett,, 1987] and [Searle, 1992]. 

2.. On the other hand, reasoning about agency and causation plays a very important 
rolee in many systems based on AI technology. We have already illustrated this 
pointt for physical causation and the same considerations hold for the case of 
agentt causation too. In particular from the 90s on, the notion of agent has seen 
thee renewed interest of the AI community. Software agents bring the promise 
off  a new (programming) paradigm, which should (soon) result in the so called 
softbots,, i.e. software robots or autonomous software. The present focus of the 
AII  community on the notion of agent is comparable to the focus gained by the 
notionn of object at the beginning of the 80s, when the paradigm of object-oriented 
programmingg was first developed. Agents may even be seen as extensions of 
objects,, which already do have some minimal degree of autonomy represented 
byy so called methods (i.e. object specific functions). 

Now,, these two groups of topics - the philosophical topics at point 1 and the technical 
topicss at point 2 - can interfere with one another. Such intertwinement troubles Alers 
andd computer scientists, because it often creates fierce, albeit rather grotesque, oppo-
sitions.. A few years ago, for instance, during a master class on agent technology the 
mostt serious but yet hilarious scientific dispute tookk place. Its peak was reached when 
twoo Ph.D. students (in software engineering) left the classroom slamming the door be-
hindd their backs. This was the result of a two steps process. They, first, felt outraged 
whenn the lecturer dared to ask the class whether a percolator (a coffee machine) may 
bee considered an agent. Then they decided to leave the room because they felt that they 
weree not given enough time for making their point, i.e. that only an idiot could ask 
whetherr a percolator may be considered an agent. The most exciting moment of the 
wholee discussion was when the door, after being slammed, opened again. Everyone 
inn the classroom had the same sudden thought: did the door reopen intentionally (i.e. 
wass the door an agent in disguise) or was its reopening just an involuntary mechanic 
reactionn to a (traumatic) slamming action? 
Anyway,, given the intricacies and the perils that characterize Al-lik e debates on the 
notionn of agent, here we try to keep things as simple as possible. We focus on the 
practicall  problems related to the notion of agent (i.e., the problems indicated above at 
pointt 2). First, following [Wooldridge and Jennings, 1994] we provide a framework 
definitionn of agent, which may be acceptable to most Alers. Then we give an overview 
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off  the most relevant (formal) work that has been done in symbolic AI towards a unified 
characterizationn of agency. 

Ann AI-lik c definition of agent 

Inn order to keep the polemic ardor of researchers under control, a lot Alers for the mo-
mentt stick to a rather prosaic view on the technical questions of AI-lik e agency. Such 
vieww is well expressed in [Wooldridge and Jennings, 1994] where the authors suggest 
that:: "Put crudely, the more we know about a system, the less we need to rely on ani-
mistic,, intentional explanations of its behavior. However, with very complex systems, 
evenn if a complete, accurate picture of the system's architecture and working is avail-
able,, a mechanistic, design stance explanation of its behavior may not be practicable. 
Considerr a computer. Although we might have a complete technical description of a 
computerr available, it is hardly practicable to appeal to such a description when ex-
plainingg why a menu appears when we click a mouse on an icon. In such situations, 
itt may be more appropriate to adopt an intentional stance description, if that descrip-
tionn is consistent, and simpler than the alternatives. The intentional notions are thus 
abstractionn tools, which provide us with a convenient and familiar way of describing, 
explaining,, and predicting the behavior of complex systems." 
Conceptuallyy speaking, Wooldridge and Jennings' approach is comparable to Hart and 
Honoré'ss approach to the notion of legal responsibility. Instead of proposing another 
limitedd and controversial definition of agent, they try to propose a definition that is 
enoughh neutral to encompass many different approaches. In other words, they try to 
createcreate a sort of dynamic AI-lik e definition of agent, which is meant to survive the ups 
andd downs and the sudden changes of the fast developing area of agent technology. 
Theirr definition, as indicated in the quote above, is based on the notion of intentional 
stancee given in [Dennett, 1987]. This goes as follows. 

Definitionn 2.11 (Intentional stance) The intentional stance on a system describes and 
predictspredicts the system's behavior by the method of attributing belief, desires and rational 
acumen. acumen. 

Inn order to fit agents and agents only this definition must be restricted. As it is, it can 
veryy well be used to describe, for instance, a light switch or a percolator, even though 
thesee two systems would not intuitively count as agents. Jennings and Wooldridge 
proposee to restrict Dennett's definition as follows. 

Definitionn 2.12 (AI-lik e agent) An agent in AI is a system that is most conveniently 
describeddescribed by the intentional stance; one whose simplest consistent description requires 
thethe intentional stance. 
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Againn Definition 2.12 does not provide a comprehensive theory of artificial agency. It 
justt tries to define the conceptual framework that might host the construction of such a 
theory.. This theory, though, is still to come (if ever). In the meantime definition 2.12 
mayy be understood as the background against which many different AI approaches to 
agencyy make some coherent sense. As a matter of fact, the fragmentation that char-
acterizess AI-lik e research on agency should not simply be considered as a negative 
effectt of the immaturity of this technical area of research. Fragmentation is also the 
positivepositive consequence of the formal and experimental approach usually adopted in AI, 
ass opposed to the introspective philosophical approach. In other words, the handful of 
AI-lik ee approaches presented in the following offer results that have limited general-
ityy but more formal stability (and repeatability) than philosophical analysis will ever 
bee able to provide. On the other hand, though, philosophical introspection may be of 
greatt help to AI in finding its way through the many complications and nuances of the 
conceptt of agency, as already mentioned at the beginning of section 2.6.1. 

AII  theories of agency 

Mostt AI-lik e agent theories are represented in logical frameworks that combine various 
components.. An agent logic should be capable of representing the dynamic aspects of 
agency.. According to Wooldridge and Jennings a complete agent theory must define 
howw the attributes of agency are related. For example, it needs to show how an agent's 
informationn and its active attitudes are related; how an agent's cognitive state changes 
overr time; how the environment affects an agent's cognitive state; and how an agent's 
informationn and active attitudes lead it to perform actions. Giving a good account of 
thesee relationships is the most significant problem faced by agent theorists. In the 
following,, we briefly review some of this work. 

Agencyy and knowledge Moore was in many ways a pioneer of the use of logics for 
capturingg aspects of agency [Moore, 1990]. His main concern was the study 
off  what an agent needs to know in order to be able to perform some action. He 
formalizedd a model of ability in a logic containing a modality for knowledge, and 
aa dynamic logic-like apparatus for modelling action. This formalism allowed for 
thee possibility of an agent having incomplete information about how to achieve 
somee goal, and performing actions in order to find out how to achieve it. 

Agencyy and Intention One of the best-known and most influential contributions to the 
areaa of agent theory is due to Cohen and Levesque [Cohen and Levesque, 1990]. 
Theirr formalism was originally used to develop a theory of intention, which the 
authorss required as a pre-requisite for a theory of speech acts. However, the 
logicc has subsequently proved to be so useful for reasoning about agents that it 
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hass been used in an analysis of conflict and cooperation in multi-agent dialogue, 
ass well as several studies in the theoretical foundations of cooperative problem 
solving. . 
Followingg Bratman, [Bratman, 1990], Cohen and Levesque identify the follow-
ingg properties that must be satisfied by a reasonable theory of intention: 

1.. Intentions pose problems for agents, who need to determine ways of solv-
ingg them. 

2.. Intentions provide a filter for adopting other intentions, which must not 
conflictt with the original ones (e.g., if I intend to walk home I cannot also 
intendd to stay still, without contradicting myself). 

3.. Agents track the success of their intentions, and are inclined to try again if 
theirr attempts fail. 

4.. Agents believe their intentions are possible. 

5.. Agents do not believe they wil l not bring about their intentions. 

6.. Under certain circumstances, agents believe they wil l bring about their in-
tentions. . 

7.. Agents need not intend all the expected side effects of their intentions. 

Givenn these criteria, Cohen and Levesque adopt a two-tiered approach to the 
problemm of formalizing intention. First, they construct a logic of rational agency, 
beingg careful to sort out the relationships among the basic modal operators (i.e. 
thee classical "box" and "diamond" operators used in modal logics). Over this 
framework,, they introduce a number of derived constructs, which constitute a 
partiall  theory of rational action; intention is one of these constructs. The first 
majorr derived construct is the persistent goal. An agent has a persistent goal G 
iff  and only if it has a goal that G eventually becomes true, believes that G is not 
currentlyy true, before it drops the goal G either the agent believes G has been 
satisfiedd or the agent believes G wil l never be satisfied. It is a small step from 
persistentt goals to a first definition of intention: an agent intends to do action 
AA if and only if it has a persistent goal to have brought about a state wherein it 
believedd it was about to do A, and then did A. Cohen and Levesque go on to show 
howw such a definition meets many of Bratman's criteria for a theory of intention. 

Agencyy and belief, desire, intention architectures There is no clear consensus in ei-
therr the AI or philosophy communities about precisely which combination of 
informationn and pro-attitudes are best suited to characterizing rational agents. 
Inn the work of Cohen and Levesque, described above, just two basic attitudes 
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weree used: beliefs and goals. Further attitudes, such as intention, were defined 
inn terms of these. In related work, Rao and Georgeff have developed a logical 
frameworkk for agent theory based on three primitive modalities: beliefs, desires, 
andd intentions [Rao and Georgeff, 1993] (so called BDI architectures). Their 
formalismm is based on a branching model of time, in which belief-, desire- and 
intention-accessiblee worlds are themselves branching time structures. They are 
particularlyy concerned with the notion of realism - the question of how an agent's 
beliefss about the future affect its desires and intentions. In other work, they also 
considerr the potential for adding (social) plans to their formalism. 

Otherr  (complex) approaches A quite different approach to modelling agents was taken 
byy Singh, who has developed an interesting family of logics for representing in-
tentions,, beliefs, knowledge, know-how, and communication in a branching-time 
frameworkk [Singh, 1994]. Singh's formalism is extremely rich and considerable 
effortt has been devoted to establishing its properties. 
Wernerr [Werner, 1991] has laid the foundations of a general model of agency, 
whichh draws upon work in economics, game theory, situated automata theory, 
situationn semantics and philosophy. 

Agencyy and common sense In [Ortiz, 1999] the author proposes a common sense lan-
guagee for reasoning about action and causation whose semantics is expressed by 
wayy of counterfactuals. Causal relations are analyzed along several dimensions 
includingg notions of resource consumption, degree of responsibility, instrumen-
tality,, and degree of causal contribution. These ideas are also applied to a causal 
analysiss of rational action: by adopting an explanatory stance, one can character-
izee action through descriptions that refer to causal connections between mental 
statess and action. 

Formalismss for reasoning about agents have come a long way within AI. Perhaps the 
mainn emphasis has been on attempting to develop formalisms that capture the rela-
tionshipp between the various elements that comprise an agent's cognitive state; the 
paradigmm example of this work is the theory of intention developed by Cohen and 
Levesque. . 
Despitee the very real progress that has been made, there still remain many fairly funda-
mentall  problems and issues still outstanding. On a technical level, a number of issues 
remainn open. First, the problems associated with possible worlds semantics (notably, 
logicall  omniscience) cannot be regarded as solved. Possible worlds remain the seman-
ticss chosen by many researchers, and yet it does not in general represent a realistic 
modell  of agents with limited resources - and of course all real agents are resource-
bounded.. One solution is to ground possible worlds semantics, giving them a precise 
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interpretationn in terms of the world. There is obviously much work remaining to be 
donee on formalisms for knowledge and belief, in particular in the area of modelling 
resourcee bounded reasoners. 
Moree generally, the kinds of logics used in agent theory tend to be rather elaborate, 
typicallyy containing many modalities which interact with each other in subtle ways. 
Veryy littl e work has yet been carried out on the theory underlying such logics. Until 
thee general principles and limitations of such multi-modal logics become understood, 
wee might expect that progress with using such logics wil l be slow. One area in which 
workk is likely to be done in the near future is theorem proving techniques for multi-
modall  logics. 
Finally,, there is often some confusion about the role played by a theory of agency. A 
vieww that might be taken is that such theories represent specifications for agents. The 
advantagee of treating agent theories as specifications, and agent logics as specification 
languages,, is that the problems and issues we then face are familiar from the discipline 
off  software engineering: How useful or expressive is the specification language? How 
concisee are agent specifications? How does one refine or otherwise transform a speci-
ficationn into an implementation? However, the view of agent theories as specifications 
iss not shared by all researchers. Some intend their agent theories to be used as knowl-
edgee representation formalisms (i.e. a language with formal properties, not simply a 
conceptuall  toolkit for specifying and programming softbots), which raises the difficult 
problemm of algorithms to reason with such theories. Still others intend their work to 
formalizee a concept of interest in cognitive science or philosophy. 

Conclusivee remarks on AI  and agent causation 

Thee interest of Artificial Intelligence for themes related to agent causation is twofold. 
Onn the one hand, the idea that artifacts in general, and digital computers in particular, 
cann understand what they are doing and, therefore, truly decide what they want or in-
tendd to cause, is central to AI as a discipline. On the other hand, and on a smaller scale, 
reasoningg about agency and causation plays a very important role in many systems 
basedd on AI technology. Software agents bring the promise of a new (programming) 
paradigm,, which should (soon) result in so called softbots, i.e. software robots or au-
tonomouss software. 
Inn the 90s this second stream of research has stimulated a lot of investigation about 
thee relationship between (rational) agency and various other notions. In particular, the 
notionss of knowledge, intention, belief, desire, know-how, communication, game, and 
commonn sense have all played major roles in AI-lik e debates on agent causation. A lot 
off  work, though, needs still to be done before enough stability can be reached in this 
field. field. 
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InIn section 2.8 we indicate which of the notions presented above are used in the process 
off  "reassembling" to which chapter 3 is dedicated. 

2.77 Interpersonal and negative causation 

Clausee 2 and 3 of Definition 2.6 fix the types of relations between agents that may 
bee considered as causal relations. According to Hart and Honoré, an agent can cause 
anotherr agent to cause something in one of two ways: either by giving him reasons to 
actact or by providing him with the opportunities for acting. At first sight these two ways 
off  interacting look like inherently distinct ones, as follows: 

1.. On the one hand, giving reasons appears to be a (causal) relation mainly deter-
minedd by (verbal) communication. It is usually by telling something that some-
onee gives someone else reasons to act. The classical Shakespearean example is 
Iagoo who gives reasons18 to his commander Othello for killin g Cassio, his com-
petitorr for a position as Othello's lieutenant. Iago misleads Othello by telling 
himm that Cassio and Desdemona, Othello's wife, have an affair. 
Thee privileged link between giving reasons and communication does not always 
hold,, though. There are cases in which an action, rather than an act of com-
munication,, gives someone reasons to cause harm. The typical example here is 
self-defense:: an act of aggression is usually considered as a reason for reacting. 

2.. On the other hand, providing opportunities appears to be mainly related to the 
actt of giving things to the person who acts. In Example 2.1, the seller of the rifle 
providedd the two kids with an opportunity to do harm. He did it by (unlawfully) 
sellingg the weapon. A second typical example of providing opportunities is the 
relationn between someone who leaves the keys in the door of his house (or of his 
car)) and the thief who takes the chance to enter the house (or steal the car). These 
typess of cases seem to indicate a special link between the concept of providing 
opportunitiess and the concept of normality: it is often by not complying with a 
legitimatelyy expected behavior, that someone gives someone else the chance to 
doo harm. Nevertheless, opportunities may also be provided simply by acting (or 
communicating)) within the normal (causal) context. For instance by (democrat-
ically)) electing someone to public office, you provide him with the opportunity 
too cause a lot of things, among which harm. It is indeed debatable to what extent 
suchh provision of opportunity may be considered as causal. This boils down to 

18Orr draws attentions to reasons. This is unclear, as the reasons for Othello's rage did not actually exist: 
Desdesmonaa was not having an affair with Cassio. 
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thee classical debate about the nature of the relation holding between the heads of 
statess and citizens who support them. 

Inn this section we consider the main theories produced in philosophy and AI on matters 
off  interpersonal causation. Firstly,we present the basic concepts of Speech Act Theory, 
whichh provides the main analytical framework for the classification of various types 
off  communication between human agents. Secondly, we consider how the notions of 
givingg reasons and of providing opportunities may be expressed in terms of speech 
acts.. Thirdly we look into matters of negative causation. Finally, an overview of the 
mainn AI-lik e agents communication languages is provided. 

2.7.11 Philosophy on interpersonal causation 
Ass explained above we take here the stance that giving reasons is mainly - albeit not 
exclusivelyy - related to communication. Most recent philosophical accounts of commu-
nicationn in agent theory have tended to be based on speech act theory, as originated by 
Austinn [Austin, 1962], and further developed by Searle [Searle, 1969]. The key axiom 
off  speech act theory is that communicative utterances are actions, in just the sense that 
physicall  actions are. They are performed by a speaker with the intention of bringing 
aboutt a desired change in the world: typically, the speaker intends to bring about some 
particularr mental state in a listener. Speech acts may fail in the same way that physi-
call  actions may fail: a listener generally has control over his mental state, and cannot 
bee guaranteed to react in the way that the speaker intends. Much work in speech act 
theoryy has been devoted to classifying the various different types of speech acts and to 
individuatee the modes in which speech acts are performed. 

Elementss and types of speech acts 

Accordingg to Austin [Austin, 1962], speech acts are the complex group of things we 
performm when speaking. Austin distinguished three elements: the simple locutionary 
actt of saying something meaningful, the force of the illocutionary act of employing this 
languagee for some purpose, the further perlocutionary act of having an actual effect on 
thosee who hear the utterance. Therefore, in saying to a friend: 'That's a beautiful 
motorbike!",, we perform the following three speech acts: 

1.. The locution: the statement itself, having grammatical structure and linguistic 
meaning.. In the example, saying: "That's a beautiful motorbike!". 

2.. The illocution: the conventional force of the speech act, which results from the 
combinationn of convention and of the speaker's intention in making the state-
ment.. In the example, this is making the statement as a compliment. 
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3.. The perlocution: the effect on the hearer. In the example, the perlocution could 
be,, for instance, your friend's offer to try out his motorbike. 

Mostt attention has been paid to the illocutionary acts. These have been studied and 
classifiedd in various typologies (one of them is presented below). As far as causation 
iss concerned, though, the main interest lies in perlocutionary acts. Right in the space 
betweenn illocutionary and perlocutionary acts lies the key for considerations of effects 
off  communication. Moreover, it is one of the neuralgic points of pragmatics and thus 
wee wil l pay a detailed attention to it. Linguists preferred in their research projects lo-
cutionaryy and illocutionary acts. While locutionary and illocutionary acts are relatively 
freee of problems, perlocutionary acts have been problematic since the moment of their 
introduction.. The main reason of such problems is the scope of perlocutionary acts, that 
iss the question whether perlocutionary acts covers the final effect or merely a cognitive 
acceptancee of the speaker's intention by the hearer. Austin knew the above-mentioned 
problemm himself and, therefore, he offered a solution in the form of distinction of the 
perlocutionaryy goal and perlocutionary consequence. The perlocutionary goal may 
bee characterized as a state when the hearer is convinced, while perlocutionary conse-
quencee has a behavioral character. Consider in Example 2.1 the communication of the 
motherr ordering the boy to bring back the rifle. This message has got a speaker, the 
mother,, and an addressee, the boy. The perlocutionary goal is to give reason to the boy 
(simplyy by ordering) to give up his brand new toy. The perlocutionary consequence is 
thatt the boy goes back to the shop. This precision helps us to name the individual acts 
betterr and distinguish one from another, but the actual problem is not resolved. The 
problemm is in fact moved a great deal further, terminologically speaking, to the area 
off  the perlocutionary consequence. Although a long time has passed since the time of 
Austin'ss book, this problem is still open and different authors have different opinions 
onn inclusion of the perlocutionary act. 
Yeuguoo Gu [Gu, 1993] attempted to summarize these problems and in the answer to 
thee question whether the perlocution is a part of pragmatics or not, he returned to 
Austin:: saying something wil l often, or even normally, produce certain consequential 
effectss upon the feelings, thoughts, or actions of the audience, or of the speaker or of 
otherr person. Gu derives several interesting and important ideas from this definition 
off  an act. One locutionary act may incur several illocutionary acts, which may pro-
ducee several perlocutionary acts. A perlocutionary act may be caused regardless the 
meaningg which is expressed by the locutionary or illocutionary act or it may even go 
againstt this meaning. Such a case is described by Sadock [Sadock, 1974] (p. 153), 
whoo states his traditional example: "Don't wake up!". A perlocutionary act raised by 
illocutionaryy act may further produce multiple effects not only on one addressee but 
alsoo on more people, which Gu marks as a Multiplicit y Thesis. Multiplied effects are 
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frequentlyfrequently used in business communication, e.g. in advertising. The Multiplicit y The-
siss is closely connected to another thesis, so called Infinity Thesis. This deals with the 
factt that one message may produce an infinite number of perlocutionary consequences, 
whichh may show a variety of characters. Sadock arrived at similar conclusions: it is 
alsoo characteristic that the number of perlocutionary goals associated with an utter-
ancee is not limited. According to some authors there exist a relatively limited group 
off  conventional illocutionary acts, which are quite likely to cause typical consequent 
perlocutions,, e.g. argumentation and persuasion, warning and fear. In most cases it 
iss not like that, though. Perlocutionary acts may be so various and numerous that it 
iss impossible to consider them in terms of pragmatics. For considerations about com-
municationn effects in pragmatics the ideas about the causal relationship between the 
messagee of the speaker (illocution) and the effect which this message brings about 
withh the hearer (perlocutionary consequence) are essential. From Austin's definition 
off  causality Gu formulates a Causation thesis. According to this thesis the effect on 
thee hearer is considered as a result of the fact that the speaker states a message. Gu 
distinguishess three general types of causal dependencies: physical causation, verbal 
causationn and verbal-influential causation. 

Physicall  causation Physical causation is illustrated by Sadock's example that was 
mentionedd earlier: "Don't wake up!". The perlocutionary consequence of wak-
ingg up is achieved by stating a regular statement, which is realized by sufficiently 
strongg voice (sound). This example is untypical and raises several questions. It 
iss obvious that perlocutionary effects may be caused also by non-verbal com-
ponentss of communication, which besides the group of physical non-verbal in-
strumentss include also a group of sound instruments. The role of the hearer is 
unusuall  in these cases, who quite passively accepts the message and mechan-
icallyy responds to it. The best way to think about this type of causation is in 
analogyy with the concept of physical coercion (i.e. the governance by force). 

Verball  causation Verbal causation is distinct from the above-mentioned one in the 
factt that for achieving the perlocutionary consequence it uses verbal means. A 
simplee example is the following: "Can you tell me what the time is?", "It's 
halff  past five". In other words, in these cases there is a perfect correspondence 
between,, on the one hand, locution and illocution (i.e. the speaker's act, the 
sentencee and the conventional force of the statement) and, on the other hand the 
perlocutionn (the hearer's response, the perlocutionary goal and perlocutionary 
consequence).. The interaction between the speaker and the hearer may be ex-
plainedd in purely verbal terms, without reference to the physical aspects of the 
utterancee - its sound - (like in physical causation) or the contextual aspect of the 
utterancee - the situation - like in verbal-influential causation. 
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Verbal-influentia ll  causation Verbal-influential causation seems to be the most inter-
estingg one. Influence is most often considered as "moral" causality, defined as 
aa force given by a summation of all circumstances of the interaction which in-
fluencefluence the hearer as a motive for accepting a certain behavior. From verbal 
causationn the verbal-influence one differs in that it does not only count on the 
illocutionaryy force of the statement, but also other factors, such as the force of 
thee interpersonal relationship of the speakers (personal, political, administrative, 
academic,academic, etc.) motives, but also incidental circumstances. To exemplify the 
foregoingg we may state a situation of two passengers on a train, when one tells 
thee other: "There's going to be an earthquake!". The hearer is unlikely to take 
anyy particular action which might be classified as a perlocutionary consequence 
off  the given statement. Unless the speaker were a famous seismologist. It is how-
everr apparent that the perlocutionary consequence19 is not caused by the actual 
illocutionaryy act but by the circumstance that the speaker is a famous specialist, 
andd it is this force of the interpersonal relationship to influence the final perlocu-
tionaryy consequence. 
Mostt perlocutionary acts are based on this kind of causality, making use of the 
mutuall  relationship and mutual influencing of the communication participants. 
Perlocutionaryy acts caused by physical or verbal causality are rare and usually 
concernn trivial examples of communication. Physical and verbal causality de-
pendencee is not able to define the communication relationships in their sophisti-
cationn and complexity. 

Thee foregoing has thrown light upon the nature of the causal relation between illo-
cutionn and perlocution. From the point of view of speech acts theory this relation is 
muchh richer than simply giving reasons, as indicated by Hart and Honoré. An illo-
cutionaryy act may be causally followed by a perlocutionary consequence beyond the 
intentionn of the speaker. Legally speaking, though, an illocutionary act is most of the 
timee considered causally relevant, only if it is followed by an intended perlocutionary 
consequence.. For instance, it is doubtful whether Iago can be legally seen as the cause 
off  Desdemona's death and of Othello's consequent suicide. By his lies, Iago mainly 
intendedd to discredit Cassio, not to cause a bloodshed. Othello did not control him-
self:: "O curse of marriage, that we can call these delicate creatures ours, and not their 
appetites!".. Of course Iago's legal position would drastically change if it is proven 
thatt his lies where primarilyy directed at stimulating Othello's (from then on) proverbial 
jealousy.. This brings us to conclude that it is mainly verbal and some cases of verbal-
influentiall  causation that amount to giving reasons in Hart and Honoré's sense. 

199 Whatever that might be, for instance: stopping the train; calling home to say good-bye; starting praying; 
askingg the seismologist what wil l he do. 
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Wee are now going to illustrate what types of illocutionary and perlocutionary acts may 
bee identified. 
Thee four major categories of communicative illocutionary acts as individuated, for in-
stance,, in [Bach and Harnish, 1979] are: constatives, directives, commissives and ac-
knowledgments.. This nomenclature is used to develop a detailed taxonomy in which 
eachh type of illocutionary act is individuated by the type of attitude expressed (in some 
casess there are constraints on the content as well). Examples of each type are the 
following: : 

Constativess Represent a state of affairs and commit the speaker to the truth of the 
statement:: affirming, alleging, announcing, answering, attributing, claiming, 
classifying,, concurring, confirming, conjecturing, denying, disagreeing, disclos-
ing,, disputing, identifying, informing, insisting, predicting, ranking, reporting, 
stating,, stipulating. 

Directivess Intend the hearer to do something: advising, admonishing, asking, begging, 
dismissing,, excusing, forbidding, instructing, ordering, permitting, requesting, 
requiring,, suggesting, urging, warning. 

Commissivess Commit the speaker to some further action: agreeing, guaranteeing, 
inviting,, offering, promising, swearing, volunteering. 

Acknowledgmentss Express the speaker's psychological state of mind or attitude: apol-
ogizing,, condoling, congratulating, greeting, thanking, accepting (acknowledg-
ingg an acknowledgment). 

Bachh and Harnish spell out the correlation between type of illocutionary act and type of 
expressedd attitude. In many cases, such as answering, disputing, excusing and agreeing, 
ass well as all types of acknowledgment, the act and the attitude it expresses presuppose 
aa specific conversational or other social circumstance. For types of acts that are dis-
tinguishedd by the type of attitude expressed, there is no need to invoke the notion of 
conventionn to explain how it can succeed. The act can succeed if the hearer recognizes 
thee attitude being expressed, such as a belief in the case of a statement and a desire in 
thee case of a request. Any further effect it has on the hearer, such as being believed or 
beingg complied with, or just being taken as sincere, is not essential to its being a state-
mentt or a request. Thus an utterance can succeed as an act of communication even if 
thee speaker does not possess the attitude he is expressing: communication is one thing, 
sincerityy another. Communicating is as it were just putting an attitude on the table; 
sincerityy is actually possessing the attitude one is expressing. Correlatively, the hearer 
cann understand the utterance without regarding it as sincere, e.g. take it as an apology, 
ass expressing regret for something, without believing that the speaker regrets having 
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donee the deed in question. Getting one's audience to believe that one actually possesses 
thee attitude one is expressing is not an illocutionary but a perlocutionary goal, i.e. not 
aa simple act of communication but an act of persuasion. 
Thee main types of perlocutionary acts are the following: 

Motor yy reaction Which is reflexive: waking up. 

Emotivee reaction Which is not mediated by any verbal message: worrying. 

Cognitivee reaction Which is perceptive: looking at something indicated by someone. 

Verball  reaction Which forms a speech act: answering someone's question. 

Activit yy response Which initiates an activity: following the order of someone to do 
something. . 

Negativee response Which does not initiate an activity: not following the order of 
someone. . 

Givingg reasons and providin g opportunities 

Givenn the typologies of illocutions and perlocutions illustrated above, combinations 
shouldd be found that define the notions of giving reasons and of providing opportunity. 
Thiss exercise is very difficult, due to the context dependence of speech acts, which 
makess it arbitrary when done at a very abstract level, as we try here. An intuitive way 
off  proceeding may be the following, though: 

1.. Giving reasons. A constative act is usually considered as a reason for either a 
motory,, an emotive or a cognitive reaction: simply stating the truth of something 
iss usually not considered as sufficient to give reasons for action. A directive 
actt usually is a very good reason for verbal reaction and/or activity response, 
onn top of the other three responses mentioned above. Commissive acts (e.g. 
promising,, offering or threatening) are the standard example of reasons for all 
thee types of reactions mentioned above. Finally, acknowledgements seem to be 
mainlyy reasons for emotive reactions (which are not that interesting from a legal 
perspective,, especially when they are not followed by action). 

2.2. Providing opportunities. As explained at the beginning of this section, commu-
nicationn mainly plays a role in giving reasons for action.. 
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Negativee causationn and its main cases 

Negativee cases of causation are very difficult to pin down due to a fundamental rea-
son:: in the physical world what does not occur cannot cause something to occur, and 
viceversa.. Philosophically speaking only agent and interpersonal causation may ad-
mitt negative causation. Nature is the realm of positive physical determination, which 
knowss no alternative courses of events to the actual ones. It does not make sense, for 
instance,, to say that the orbit of the Earth around the Sun is determined by Jupiter 
becausee this planet is not enough near to our planet to significantly divert its orbit20. 
Conversely,, positive events always play some causal role. So, the mass of Jupiter does 
havee some, albeit insignificant, causal influence on the orbit of the Earth. 
Forr this reason we skip here a full treatment of negative causation. The main focus of 
Chapterr 3 is on the definition of an ontology for the representation of physical causa-
tion.. Therefore, we may skip a thorough understanding of negative causation. This is 
nott to say that negative causation is not an interesting topic. On the contrary! Unfortu-
nately,, though, it falls outside the purposes of our research. 
Givenn this situation, we just want to briefly indicate here how negative causation might 
interactt with the notion of agency. As a matter of fact, when the behavior of (au-
tonomous)) agents is considered, the actual chain of causation may be contrasted with 
ann ideal chain of causation. On its turn, such ideal chain of causation represents the 
thoughtss of the actor (i.e. the basis of his free will ) and/or his duties, which may be 
adoptedd as the ideal reference point for a causal assessment of a chain of events involv-
ingg an agent. The typical example is the gardener who causes the death of the plants 
byy not watering them. 
Thiss example shows that we accept the following negative variation of clause 1 of Defi-
nitionn 2.6: an agent failing to stop a physical process that leads to a certain event21. 
Thiss is a case of negative agent causation, which is commonly accepted by common 
sense.. The gardener failed to stop the dehydration22 of the plants. On the other hand, 

20Thiss is not to say that counterfactual reasoning cannot be applied to physical causation. It can be done, 
butt only in a metaphorical way, because all the involved objects (e.g. the Earth, Jupiter and the Sun) have 
absolutelyabsolutely no control on their movements and position: they are only subjects to die laws of Physics and to 
mutuall  influence. Agents, on die odier hand, (are supposed to) have at least some control on themselves: 
theyy can decide to occupy any of the positions and perform any of the movements allowed by the laws or 
Physics. . 

2'Notee that here, as well as in all other cases, we consider die resulting event always to be harmful, i.e. 
givingg rise to liability. 

222 Where, as explained in section 2.4, dehydration should not be understood as the absence of water from 
thee plants but as die (increasing) presence of, for instance, heat (or any odier process that has dehydration as 
ann effect). In order to see dehydration - rather than heating - as a cause, one must define it as the absence of 
adequateadequate body fluids for the plants to carry on normal functions at optimum level. In other words, one must 
comparee the actual situation widi an ideal or optimal condition. 
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thee formulation of negative agent causation that sees an agent failing to start a physi-
call  process that does not leads to a certain event seems incorrect. How can someone 
"nott doing" causally be connected to something "not happening"? And even if it can, 
itss legal relevance seems rather limited, as one of the requirements of legal causation 
mostlyy is that a harm actually took place. 
Furthermore,, for what clause 2 of Definition 2.6 is concerned, the following negative 
casess seem admissible ones: an agent giving reasons to another  agent not to stop a 
physicall  process that leads to a certain event; an agent failing to give reasons to 
anotherr  agent to stop a physical process that leads to a certain event. On the the 
otherr hand, cases of an agent failing to give reasons to another agent to start a physical 
processs that leads to a certain event, seem legally irrelevant. 
Finally,, there is clause 3 of Definition 2.6: the provision of opportunities. Cases 
off  positive provision of opportunities may admit the following negative counterparts: 
ann agent providin g another  agent with the opportunit y to stop a physical process 
thatt  leads to a certain event; an agent failing to provide another  agent with the 
opportunit yy to stop a physical process that leads to a certain event. The following 
negativee variant seems legally irrelevant, as the intended course of events take place 
irrespectivee of the first agent failure: an agent failing to provide another agent with the 
opportunityy to start a physical process that leads to a certain event. 

Conclusivee remarks on Philosophy and interpersonal causation 

Accordingg to Definition 2.6 an agent can cause another agent to cause something either 
byy giving him reasons or by providing him with opportunities for acting. 
Givingg reasons is mainly determined by (verbal) communication, which has been stud-
iedd in the recent philosophical literature by speech act theorists. According to speech 
actss theory, utterances are actions in just the sense that physical actions are. The three 
basicc elements of an utterance are the locution (the grammatical sentence), the illocu-
tionn (the statement by the speaker) and the perlocution (the effect on the hearer, which 
mayy be further subdivided in a perlocutionary goal, which has a cognitive nature, and 
perlocutionaryy effect, which has a behavioral nature). On the one hand, there exist 
fourr main types of illocutions: constatives, which represent a state of affairs and com-
mitt the speaker to the truth of the statement; directives, which intend the hearer to do 
something;; commissives, which commit the speaker to some further action; acknowl-
edgement,, which express the speaker's psychological state of mind. On the other hand, 
theree exist six main types of perlocutions: motory reaction; emotive reaction; cognitive 
reaction;; verbal reaction; negative response; activity response. We have sketched what 
combinationss of illocutionary and perlocutionary act types may amount to giving rea-
sonss and to providing opportunities, in the sense of Definition 2.6. 
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Furthermore,, an attempt has been made at a better specifying which negative cases of 
Definitionn 2.6 are truly relevant ones, provided that physical causation can never be 
negative. . 
Furthermore,, an attempt has been made at a better specification of what negative cases 
off  Definition 2.6 are truly relevant ones, provided that physical causation can never be 
negative. . 
Inn section 2.8 we indicate which of the notions presented above are used in the envi-
sioningg of further research objectives to which chapter 4 is dedicated. 

2.7.22 AI  on interpersonal causation 
AI-lik ee agents blend many of the traditional properties of AI programs - knowledge-
levell  reasoning, flexibility, pro-activeness, goal-directedness, and so forth - with in-
sightss gained from distributed software engineering, machine learning, negotiation, 
teamworkk theory and the social sciences. An important part of the agent approach is 
thee principle that agents (like humans) can function more effectively in groups that are 
characterizedd by cooperation and division of labor. Agent programs are designed to au-
tonomouslyy collaborate with each other in order to satisfy both their internal goals and 
thee shared external demands generated by virtue of their participation in agent soci-
eties.. This type of collaboration depends on a sophisticated system of interagent com-
munication.. The assumption that interagent communication is best handled through 
thee explicit use of an agent communication language (ACL in the following) underlies 
aa lot of AI research. 
Formally,, ACLs are high-level languages whose primitives and structures are expressly 
tailoredd to support the kinds of collaboration, negotiation, and information transfer re-
quiredd in multi-agent interaction. ACLs exist in a logical layer above transport pro-
tocolss such as TCP/IP, HTTP, or HOP. The latter deal with communication issues at 
thee level of data and message transport, while ACLs address communication on the 
intentionalintentional and social level. ACLs themselves are complex structures composed out 
off  different sublanguages that specify the message content, interpretation parameters 
suchh as the sender and the ontology, the propositional attitude under which the receiver 
shouldd interpret the message content, and several other components. Typical ACLs 
alsoo have a characteristic mentalistic semantics that is far more complex than standard 
distributedd object protocols. This means that ACL design is a delicate balance be-
tweenn the communicative needs of the agent with the ability of receivers to compute 
(inn tractable time) the intended meaning of the message. Furthermore, it is important 
thatt the syntax, semantics, and pragmatics of the various components of an ACL be 
ass precise and explicit as possible, so that the agent systems using that ACL can be as 
openn and accessible to developers beyond the original group. Although these systems 
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oftenn contain many independent agents and can exhibit impressive accomplishments, 
thee agents involved often rely on a large number of communicative assumptions that 
aree not true of arbitrary agent collections. These assumptions range from the pre-
sumptionn of a shared ontology and problem domain to specific nonstandard meanings 
forr messages (or the absence of a message) that are tailored to particular contexts. 
Thesee often-undocumented assumptions are made by agent developers for reasons of 
communicationn efficiency or developer convenience, and knowledge of them is crit-
icall  to properly interpret the agent message traffic in these systems. So, while such 
purpose-builtt agent collections are important to test and validate different hypotheses 
andd approaches to agent problems, they can be extremely difficult to generalize and 
extendd without extensive interaction with the original developers. The locus of this 
problemm can be traced to these implicit domain-specific assumptions in the agent com-
municationn design. Further, these ACLs are also designed to be generally applicable 
too a wide variety of agent interaction types. The combination of explicitness and gen-
eralityy leads to extremely expressive languages with well-defined semantics that are 
groundedd in powerful logics. Thus, these ACLs demand a great deal from the agents 
thatt must interpret them: computing the meaning of an arbitrary message may require 
extensivee deductive machinery, and is typically formally intractable. However, using 
aa strong ACL with a consistent semantics that can be precisely known in advance is 
aa great advantage when creating heterogeneous agent systems that are designed to be 
easilyy extendible and broadly useful. There have been various efforts at defining ACLs 
thatt are both standard and general. Two of them go under the name of KQML and 
FIPA-ACL. . 

Knowledgee Query and Manipulatio n Language (KQML ) The first ACL that was 
designedd to be both standard and general came as a consequence of the DARPA 
Knowledgee Sharing Initiative (KSE). The Knowledge Query and Manipulation 
Languagee (KQML) was originally devised as a means for exchanging informa-
tionn between different knowledge-based systems. Agents can also communicate 
withh actions other than classically linguistic productions, simply by making ob-
servablee changes in the environment that have semantic force. For example, 
ann agent that locks a resource for itself might be assumed to communicating 
too an observer its need for the resource at that time. However, without a gen-
erall  semantic and pragmatic theory of action, it is impossible for other agents 
too precisely characterize the meaning of such actions, or to understand them as 
communicative.. And, the provision of such a theory simply turns the applicable 
actionss into a de facto communication system, albeit one with an unorthodox 
syntax.. KQML is the most widely implemented and used ACL in the agents 
community. . 
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Foundationn for  Intelligent Physical Agents (FIPA-ACL ) More recently, an agent stan-
dardss body called the Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents (FIPA) has pro-
posedd its own ACL, FIPA-ACL. FIPA-ACL was designed to remedy some of the 
perceivedd weaknesses of various versions of KQML, and to be a suitable lan-
guagee for the agents community to standardize upon. FIPA-ACL differs from 
KQMLL in several ways; some of the more significant ones are the following: 

1.. FIPA-ACL includes a precise semantic model based on a quantified mul-
timodall  logic. This semantics makes it possible to describe an agent's 
communicativee act and their intended effects in an extremely precise way. 
However,, FTPA-ACL's semantic model is so powerful that a FIPA agent 
cannott in general deduce the intentions of the sending agent from a mes-
sagee received from that agent; thus, agents using FIPA-ACL are forced to 
employy a variety of semantic simplification strategies (such as conversa-
tionn policies) to aid in message interpretation. KQML, on the other hand, 
hass a relatively simpler semantics, and can be substantially easier to use in 
applicationss where the domain is reasonably restricted. 

2.. KQML includes a number of special administrative and networking mes-
sagee types to make it easier for agent system developers to support regis-
tration,, brokerage, directory services, streaming data, and the like. 

3.. Because FIPA-ACL is defined and administered by a standards body, the 
actuall  ACL is relatively slow to change, and each addition is carefully vet-
ted.. KQML has no central administrative body, and so KQML users have 
developedd several incompatible "dialects" by adding individually special-
izedd message types and tinkering with the basic semantics of KQML prim-
itives. . 

Thee main theoretical as well as practical problems faced by ACL languages (both 
KQML-- and FIPA-like) are the following: 

Theoryy of agency One of the core research issues in the agent communication com-
munityy involves the linkage between the semantic underpinnings of the ACL and 
thee theory of agency that regulates and defines the agent's behavior. In order for 
thee messages of an ACL to be formally coherent, these two theories must be 
aligned.. An agent's communicative behavior is among the behaviors regulated 
byy a theory of agency. Because of this, the semantic theories that define the 
meaningg of an ACL message must ultimately be linked to thee entities provided 
byy the agent's baseline theory of agency. Current versions of both KQML and 
FIPA-ACLL handle the linkage between the semantic theory and the theory of 
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agencyy by appealing to a simplified version of natural language speech act the-
ory.. The current semantic theory of FIPA-ACL depends on a theory of agency 
whichh supplies a set of BDI-style primitives (where BDI is the acronym of Be-
liefs,, Desires and Intentions architectures, which are briefly explained in section 
2.6.2).. The semantics of FIPA-ACL is based on mentalistic notions such as be-
lieff  and intention, and (because of its speech- act theory component) treats agent 
messagingg as a type of action. Formally, this means that FIPA-ACL's semantic 
theoryy is expressed in an extremely powerful quantified multimodal logic involv-
ingg both belief and intention as primitive operators, as well as a simple theory of 
action.. As a result, agents that aspire to use FIPA-ACL in a semantically coher-
entent way are required to adhere to a BDI-style theory of agency. They also face 
thee somewhat daunting task of acting as if they implemented a reasoning engine 
forr the semantic account: in other words, they should be able to interpret their 
ownn actions in terms of the BDI-style theory of agency they implement. 
Inn contrast to the FIPA-ACL, KQML did not originally assume a full BDI ar-
chitecturee of the agents. Rather, the original KQML semantics were defined in 
termss of a very simple theory of agency centered on adding and deleting as-
sertionss from a virtual knowledge base. The assumptions made about the re-
quiredd behavior of KQML agents were very weak, and the resultant semantics 
off  KQML messages were much more permissive than that of FIPA-ACL. As is 
noww well known, this permissiveness allowed wide latitude in KQML imple-
mentations,, and it contributed to the proliferation of different and incompatible 
KQMLL dialects. Second-generation semantics for KQML was much more pre-
cise,, and based on a sophisticated BDI-style theory of agency similar to that of 
FIPA-ACL.. However, the use of modal logic to specify the preconditions, post-
conditions,, and completion conditions for each KQML communicative act type 
madee the complexity of semantic reasoning for KQML messages comparable to 
thatt required by FIPA-ACL. Mismatches between the theory of agency and the 
semanticc theory can occur when the theory of agency licenses communicative 
actionss that are not expressible in the ACL semantics. The sincerity condition 
onn agent ACL usage is one such example. The sincerity condition serves as a 
simplifyingg assumption for agent communication. Another such assumption in-
volvess the ability of an agent to reliably observe the effects of another agent's 
actions.. Applied to agent communication, this is often taken to mean that the 
interagentt communication channels are error-free. Agent systems routinely as-
sumee that all messages eventually arrive to their intended recipients and are not 
distortedd by the environment (or malicious actors) in transit. Often, it is further 
assumedd that the order of the messages that are sent to the same destination does 
nott change during the transportation. Depending on the agent's execution con-
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text,, these assumptions may not be appropriate. Again, the possibility exists that 
simplifyingg assumptions in the ACL could foreclose certain types of desirable or 
rationall  behavior relative to the agent's theory of agency. 

ACLL  Semantics The semantics for FEPA-ACL is based on a semantic approach that 
involvess specifying a message's feasible preconditions and rationally expected 
effects.. Although the precondition/postcondition approach can supply a mini-
mall  meaning for messages in an ACL, situations occur frequently where it is 
desirablee to overload this minimal meaning with a more precise and context-
specificc gloss. This leads to a tension in ACL semantic theory. On one hand, we 
wantt the semantics to be flexible enough to be applicable in all situations where 
agentsagents use the ACL. Therefore we formulate very general pre- and postcondi-
tionss in the formal statement of the semantics. On the other hand, the resulting 
pre-- and postconditions are often so abstract that they are not fully adequate in 
alll  situations. 
AA second distinction between the semantics of agent communication and that of 
programmingg languages is the fact that the agents are distributed and (ideally) 
autonomouss pieces of software. For an ordinary program the postcondition of an 
actionn can be precisely defined and enforced, because the complete program con-
textt is available and the individual elements of the program are not autonomous 
relativee to one another. However, in a multi-agent system the specific postcondi-
tionss of an action cannot be enforced. This is apparent in the distinction between 
thee actual effect and the intended effect of a speech act for an agent. When an 
agentt gives some information to another agent, it typically does so with the in-
tentionn that the other agent wil l at least come to believe that the sending agent 
believess that information. However, because agents are autonomous, an agent 
cann never directly change the beliefs of another agent, and so the effect of a 
speechh act cannot be guaranteed. Agents do not have complete control over the 
actuall  effect (the perlocution) of their communication. 
KQMLL also has the notion of a completion condition, which roughly corresponds 
too the conditions that obtain after the successful performance of the act in a nor-
mall  and cooperative communicative context. A final, related point involves the 
intersectionn of ACL semantics with the complex social relationships of obliga-
tionn and commitment that constrain the actions an agent may take. Most of the 
time,, an agent does not just shout in the dark; agents typically perform com-
municativee acts with the expectation of a particular reaction from the receiving 
agent(s).. An agent's communicative behavior is the result of implicit or explicit 
planningg by that agent. For example, a request for information is usually sent 
withh the expectation that the receiving agent will supply the requested informa-
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tion,, or will respond to the requesting agent that it does not have the information 
orr cannot supply the information. Conversely, an order to perform an action wil l 
bee sent with the expectation that the receiving agent will perform the ordered ac-
tion.. So, the only reason for an agent to include the performance of a REQUEST 
inn a plan is if it concludes that the response to the REQUEST will further the 
goalss of the plan. At some level, this is a precondition to the use of REQUEST, 
howeverr this type of pragmatically-inspired precondition is extremely difficult to 
expresss in traditional ACL semantic theory. Obligations on the receiving agent 
aree similarly difficult to express. The above discussion highlights the social as-
pectt of agent communication. This is a facet of agent communication that is 
onlyy beginning to be addressed. Agent designers have usually assumed that the 
networkss of obligation and power relationships that characterize human social 
behaviorr are not relevant to multi-agent systems. In practice, however, idiosyn-
craticc social conventions have ended up being embedded in agent architectures 
andd interaction protocols, with the result that different agent systems exhibit sig-
nificantt incompatibilities in this area. More research is needed into characteriz-
ingg these fundamental communicative concepts in a multi-agent systems context. 
Thiss includes concepts such as commitment, obligation, convention, power (in 
thee sense of hierarchical relations), and so forth. Once these concepts are clari-
fied,, it then becomes possible to build a unified ACL semantics and pragmatics 
thatt takes account of these concepts. 

Ontologiess An issue that is closely related to ACL semantics is the proper treatment 
off  ontologies in an ACL. Both FIPA-ACL and KQML include an element that 
iss used to identify the source of the vocabulary used in the message content. 
Thiss is designed to make these ACLs independent of particular application vo-
cabularies,, and to give the message recipient a way to interpret the nonlogical 
termss in the message content. In the original specification of KQML from the 
KSEE (i.e., Knowledge Sharing Effort, a US military sponsored aimed at devel-
opingg methodology and software for the sharing and reuse of knowledge), this 
elementelement was designed to refer to an ontology specified in Ontolingua. Agents 
cann only fully communicate if they already share a common ontology, or if a 
sett of preexisting translation rules is provided. Although this may seem very 
restrictive,, it has not been so disastrous in reality. For example, standards for 
productt descriptions are very common in trade groups. And, in many open sys-
temss the agents communicate initially through some third party that initiates the 
contactt between the agents. This third party will often mandate an ontology that 
alll  agents wil l use, and ontologies thus mandated wil l typically be built in to the 
agentsagents by their developers. This is the case in most electronic auctions, where 
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sellingg agents include specialized code to specify their product using predefined 
terminology.. Nevertheless, the general ontological problem is still the subject of 
activee research. 

Completenesss of ACL  An issue that is closely related to the theory of agency con-
cernss the completeness of the set of message types in the ACL. Because ACLs 
cann be used in arbitrary communicative contexts, one important goal is that their 
basicc set of message types be sufficient to express all possible kinds of agent 
communicativee intent that are allowed by the underlying theory of agency. With-
outt a complete message set, agents and their developers may find themselves in 
situationss where they are forced to invent additional ad hoc meanings for certain 
ACLL messages, with the attendant decline in interoperability. 

Conversationn policies In the foregoing we have discussed ACL research issues that 
aree primarily related to the generation and interpretation of individual ACL mes-
sages.. A final topic we will address is how to bridge the gap between these 
individuall  messages and the extended message sequences, or conversations,, that 
arisee between agents. As part of its program code, every agent must implement 
tractablee decision procedures that allow that agent to select and produce ACL 
messagess that are appropriate to its intentions. This is not purely a problem 
off  matching ACL semantics to agent intention: except in the most limited of 
agentt systems, these decision procedures must also take into consideration the 
contextt of prior ACL messages and other agent events. Paradoxically, taking 
thiss context into account can actually simplify the computational complexity of 
ACLL message selection for an agent. By engaging in preplanned or stereotypical 
conversations,, much of the search space of possible agent responses can be elim-
inated,, while still being consistent with the ACL semantics. The specification of 
thesee conversations is accomplished via conversation policies. Because of this 
computationall  advantage, virtually all multi-agent systems employ some type of 
explicitt or implicit conversational layer. 

Conclusivee remarks on AI  and interpersonal causation 

AI-lik ee agents blend many of the traditional properties of AI programs - knowledge-
levell  reasoning, flexibility , pro-activeness, goal-directedness, and so forth - with in-
sightss gained from distributed software engineering, machine learning, negotiation, 
teamworkk theory and the social sciences. The assumption that interagent communi-
cationn is best handled through the explicit use of an agent communication language 
(ACL)) underlies a lot of AI research. Two main such languages have (been) devel-
opedd in recent years: Knowledge Query Manipulation Language (KQML), which has 
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aa simple structure and has been characterized by a bottom-up development; Founda-
tionn for Intelligent Physical Agents (FIPA-ACL), which has a more complex structure 
andd is characterized by a top-down development strategy. Both KQML and FIPA lan-
guagess have to deal with the following problems: a basic theory of agency on which 
thee language is based (usually based on speech acts); the consequent semantics (usu-
allyy grounded in the classical semantics of programming languages with preconditions 
andd postconditions); ontologies; completeness; conversation policies. 
Thee wide ranging overview of agent communication languages given above, has some-
howw "screened or' issues directly related to interpersonal causation. This is due to 
thee fact that at present the literature on agent communication languages does not yet 
providee specific results on this issue. The field is still relatively young and researchers 
aree mainly concentrating on defining a clear framework, in which different and more 
specificc theories coming from bordering fields (such as formal or logical theories of 
agentt and interpersonal causation) may be applied and experimented with. 
Inn the next section we indicate which of the notions presented above are used in the 
envisioningg of further research objectives to which chapter 4 is dedicated. 

2.88 Conclusion 

Thee starting point of this chapter was the consideration that legal responsibility attri-
bution,, as opposed to moral responsibility attribution, is characterized by a longing for 
consistencyy over large corpora of cases. This has stimulated a lot of legal theoretical 
researchh about the definition of the legal notion of responsibility. 
Followingg Hart and Honoré we distinguished three main elements in the legal notion 
off  responsibility: 

1.. The definition of the legal concept of responsibility, given in terms of liability. 

2.. The definition of the grounds for the attribution of legal responsibility: the fac-
tuall  grounds (causation) and the legal grounds (fault), both in relation with the 
behaviorr of the person (conduct). 

3.. The typology of five main types of cases that stem from the (admissible) combi-
nationss of the grounds indicated above. 

Inn almost all types of cases causation plays a role, even though in some of them just an 
indirectt one. Such pervasiveness of causal reasoning explains why so much attention 
hass been dedicated by the legal theoretical literature to the problem of causation. We 
havee also seen that there are three main families of approaches to legal causation: 
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1.. Causal maximalism. 

2.. Causal minimalism. 

3.. Hart and Honoré's approach. This approach, which spells out the basic concep-
tuall  elements of common sense causation for legal purposes, is the most suitable 
forr our purposes. It represents an effort at making things explicit, which is com-
parablee under many respects to our own. 

Ass a consequence of choosing Hart and Honoré's definition (Definition 2.6) as our legal 
theoreticall  reference point, we have an analysis of the basic conceptual elements that 
sustainn the legal notion of causation. In a preliminary phase of such analysis ("opening 
up")) we have identified four main types of causal relations: physical, agent, interper-
sonall  and negative causation. We then have concentrated our attention on the many 
(competing)) philosophical and AI-lik e theories concerning those four causal relations 
("reducing").. Such review has yielded the following results. 

Physicall  causation 

Onn the one hand, philosophy has taught us that four main problems are at stake when 
dealingg with physical causation. Namely: 

1.. What are the formal properties of the causal relation: is it a transitive and/or re-
flexivee and/or symmetric relation? 
Wee opt (definition 3.36) for characterizing physical causation as a transitive, ir-
reflexivee and asymmetric relation. Furthermore (definition 3.37), we characterize 
agentt causation by all the formal properties of physical causation, except transi-
tivity . . 

2.. What is the ontological status of the relation of physical causation? 
Thee relation of physical causation may be defined as either: 

(a)) a logical relation (in terms of sufficiency, necessity, INUS or counterfactu-
als); ; 

(b)) a probabilistic relation (in terms of conditional probabilities); 

(c)) a singularistic relation (in terms of the notion of change); 

(d)) as a functionalist relation (in terms of the notion of process and other sci-
entificallyy well founded notions, e.g. energy, force, etc.). 
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Thee approach that is most suitable to our purposes is a combination of singular-
ismm and functional ism, because these two approaches are the most explicit ones 
inn defining the physical elements of physical causation. 

3.. What is the ontological difference between general and particular causal state-
ments? ? 
Thiss question has mostly been answered in Philosophy in terms of general causal 
lawss that are instantiated by actual causal relations. Following [Hulswit, 1998], 
wee instead defined such difference in terms of two fundamentally different causal 
notions:: causality, the possible causal relation (section 3.3.1), and causation, the 
reifiedd causal relation (definitions 3.35 through 3.37). 

4.. What is the ontological status of the causal relata? 
Theree are three main options here: objects, states of affairs and events. In ac-
cordancee with the adopted singularistic view, in Chapter 3 we opt for events as 
causall  relata, even though other notions (e.g. object and process, which is the 
preferredd functionalist option) also play an important role in our ontology (defi-
nitionss 3.25 through 3.34). 

Onn the other hand, for what concerns AI, we have learnt that computational causal 
reasoningg is usually classified along temporal dimensions. AI-lik e models of causation 
aree either dedicated to explanation or to prediction. In their turn, such reasoning tasks 
mayy be undertaken by means of purely symbolic techniques or by numerical ones or by 
aa combination of the two. The ontology presented in the next chapter may be taken as 
aa task independent (i.e. in principle, apt to both explanation and prediction) symbolic 
accountt of causal relations. 

Agentt  causation 

Thee philosophical literature on problems of agent causation has provided us with two 
mainn issues on this matter: 

1.. What is the nature of action and agency? 
Twoo notions may play a role in answering this question: 

(a)) the actor's awareness of his own action; 

(b)) the actor's control of his own action (either by proximality or by trying). 

Wee cast both these notions in our definitions of mental entity, of its subtypes and 
off  the notion of act (definitions 3.29 through 3.34). 
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2.. What is the explanation of an action? 
Thee main problem here is whether there is any truth in the folk psychological 
ideaa that mental states (e.g. intentions, believes, etc.) may be genuine causes of 
physicall  changes. For us this is not a problem, as our aim is to give an account of 
commonn sense views on causal relations. Therefore, we adopt the naive David-
soniann view on the role of mental entities in actions (definition 3.37): mental 
entitiess do play a considerable causal role in actions (by means of tryings). 

Furthermoree we have seen how the contribution of AI to debates on agent causation is 
forr the moment mainly a methodological one. Especially during the 90s, agent technol-
ogyy has dominated AI research. The main effort has been in the application of existing 
notionss of agency to the definition of computational models of agents. This has yielded 
aa lot formalisms for reasoning about agents. Unfortunately, most of these formalisms 
stilll  suffer from a lot of theoretical and practical limitations. They provide, though, sig-
nificantt insight in the requirements that agent specification languages may and should 
satisfy.. We make much use of this material in Chapter 3 (section 3.3.1 and definitions 
3.222 through 3.24). 

Interpersonall  and Negative causation 

Philosophicall  accounts of interpersonal causation that stem from the analytical tradi-
tionn are based on speech acts theory. This provides us with the following view. Utter-
ancess are actions. The three basic elements of an utterance are: 

1.. Locution (the grammatical sentence). 

2.. Illocution (the statement by the speaker). 

3.. Perlocution (the effect on the hearer). 

Typess of illocutions and perlocutions may be causally related by one of the following 
relations:: physical, verbal and verbal-influential causation. We have sketched what 
combinationss of illocutionary and perlocutionary act types may amount to giving rea-
sonss and to providing opportunities, in the sense of Definition 2.6. 
Furthermore,, an attempt has been made at a better specifying which negative cases of 
Definitionn 2.6 are truly relevant ones, provided that physical causation can never be 
negative. . 
Finally,, also for the interpersonal case, AI has mainly brought a methodological con-
tributionn to this area of study. Two main agent communication languages are Knowl-
edgee Query Manipulation Language (KQML) and Foundation for Intelligent Physical 
Agentss (FIPA-ACL). Both KQML and FIPA languages have to deal with the following 
problems: : 
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1.. The definition of a basic theory of agency on which the language is based (usu-
allyy based on speech acts). 

2.. The definition of appropriate semantics ontologies. 

3.. Completeness. 

4. . Conversationn policies. 


